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"What can we do next season? We're

Lear . . ."
"Oh god, no."
"I suppose Othello's relatively easy
to cast. . ."
"Would you hire a black actor?"
"Of course. If we couldn't find any
willing, I guess I could do him."
"Are you insane? Iago's a better part.
Besides, you'd sweat the make-up off
before you walked on stage."

  on
not parts
really ready

Years ago, judgement green-hued, I would com
mit entire Shakespearean dialogues, speeches,
and scenes to memory, usually hopes
actu
performing them
stage when opportuni
ty presented itself, which it thankfully did and
has continued to do; those line rehearsals led me
down theatrical paths to a
Benedick, Ham
let, Macbeth, Petruccio, and
others, most
ly for the Palm Beach Shakespeare Festival for
the past thirteen
There are a few
learned long ago that have eluded my stage
efforts until now, but the one that at times griev
ed me most is ironically the part I now think I
was foolish enough to entertain as a possibility
the first place: Othello. Why a then twenty
year-old white student of Shakespeare, as an
actor
a future scholar, would stagger
around bellowing "O, now for
/ Farewell
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the tranquil mind" and want to black up to play Othello — especially
more than
— is a mystery to me now. With centuries of precedent
established by the white
of Shakespearean drama (Garrick,
Irving, Olivier, Gielgud, Scofield and others) I would love to consider it
an oddly charming sense of dramatic hubris, but with my present sen
sibilities I'm afraid sheer stupidity sums it up quite nicely. I don't regret
the initial desire, though. Othello is a tragedy that many of us find
important enough to teach, study, and appreciate as audiences and
scholars; if actors
wanting to play star (if controversial) parts
Othello, something would be terribly wrong.
My thoughts on white actors playing black roles are not without
prompting, nor is this paper's focus
Titus Andronicus' evil Moor.
First, my wife and I recently shared the brief exchange that opens my
paper, wrestling with possible show titles for future production; PBSF is
considering three Shakespearean dramas for
2004 season, one of
which is Titus Andronicus. Tim Blake Nelson's adaptation of Othello, O,
finally saw theatrical and video release (the Columbine tragedy had
actually delayed
distribution until 2001), and Julie Taymor's film
Titus has garnered international attention since
release in 2000 and is
now, like O, widely available on VHS and DVD. On a larger scale, and
much like movements in the academic
the theatre has seen a
number of considerable shifts in the past twenty years concerning what
audiences will or will not accept
stage, particularly regarding race.
"Color-blind casting" is now the norm in most repertory companies
around the world, including major bastions of Shakespearean drama
Royal Shakespeare Company, the National Theatre of Great Britain,
the New York Shakespeare Festival, the Alabama Shakespeare Festival,
and others). Peter Holland's study of a decade of British theatre, English
Shakespeares, notes repeatedly
wide acceptance of the practice on his
of the Atlantic, and Errol Hill's Shakespeare in Sable not only docu
ments the history of the black Shakespearean performer in America, but
reveals as well how far ahead American theatres were than English
adopting color-blind casting policies, especially Joe Papp's NYSF. Celia
Daileader's recent study
the casting of black
actors at the
though mostly concerned with what she calls "Othellophilia" in
less
than flattering critical aspects, nevertheless documents the major
(white) roles black performers now take
there with
regularity.
One of her essay's
points of interest for me addresses Hugh
Quarshie, a black actor who, in spite of a considerably successful classi
career, has heretofore adamantly resisted playing Othello;
finds
the
and the play, far too racist, and feels that any black actor who
plays the part risks contributing to and perpetuating that racism. He
has even published his thoughts
the matter for
International
Shakespeare Association, having delivered them as an inaugural lecture
for a symposium on race and class in the Renaissance.1 He has, howev
er, played Aaron, both as
debut
stage at the RSC and for the BBC
Shakespeare Plays. I have learned that Quarshie expressed interest
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playing the part again for Taymor's 2000 film adaptation, though the
privilege went to another
actor. I'm not sure if I find Quarshie's
opinions and dramatic practices hypocritical, but they certainly give me
pause, for Aaron is a character in which Wole Soyinka
Shakespeare
"reducing [a] representative of that race to unprecedented depths of
savagery and inhuman perversion" (87); few would disagree with
Soyinka's assessment of Aaron's cruelty and corruption, and those who
do (as we'll see below) offer the weakest support imaginable while
arguing for a nobility in Aaron that might nearly eradicate any evildo
ing
acts or instigates.
There are obvious explanations for Quarshie's contradictory attitude
who
d
Shakespeare's
side
also
most
toonnotorious
on
to
to his Moors — I will to
not
to real, its
sameaddress The
Merchant of Venice's Prince of Morocco or Cleopatra — that
is by
not the only actor or scholar hold.2 Many actors will play just about
anything
jump-start their career, especially at
RSC; Quarshie
playfully remarks that one must pass through "puberty, adolescence
and the Royal Shakespeare Company before reaching maturity as an
actor" (1). Aaron is
a deliciously wicked villain, pulled from that
stock of character that few actors can resist playing. Richard David
nicely hit the nail's head spot
when in 1957
remarked of Anthony
Quayle's Moor, "Aaron is a nice fat part for anyone" (128). In terms of
comparable attractiveness to actors, moreover, Aaron is so evil that most
notions of complex human psychology are sacrificed
that stock vil
lainy, paternal instincts notwithstanding (more on that later): Othello,
by comparison, is all the more human, at times admirable, and, as such,
is much more problematic a murderer to play, rendering Aaron the
"safer" of the two for actors
attempt. There are other problems,
though, that cancel out these possible excuses, especially given Titus' lit
eral explosion in popularity after groundbreaking stage productions (in
1955 and 1987) and
first world-wide film release.3 Why is it custom
ary for some critics not
question white actors playing Othello now,
even while looking back
earlier white Othellos and remarking on
their racist characterizations, without instigating the
investiga
tions for Titus and white Aarons?4 Laurence Olivier is now roundly
(and rightly, I believe) dragged over the coals for his 1964 Othello, but
how many people know that a young Derek Jacobi played Aaron two
years later? Jacobi was Olivier's Cassio; can we make an educated guess
as to
Jacobi looked
for Moorish inspiration (or, given Jacobi's
youthful flamboyance and melodramatics, how far "over the top" he
went)? On another
of this multi-faceted issue, why do other critics
now complain about Aarons who are conspicuously light-skinned, but
accept Ben Kingsley (RSC 1985) or Anthony Hopkins (BBC 1981) as Oth
ello? These ruminations lead to my ultimate question: is it at all possi
ble that the
unbridled, indisputably racist creation in the canon has
actually delighted audiences with
literal and metaphorical black vil
lainy under the protective screen of a Vice figure who we like to see "in
action," as long as he's ultimately punished?3
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I think that's exactly what has happened throughout the history of
Aaron's stage life, though answering
questions
has not neces
sarily
easy. Indeed, I cannot even begin to address here what
might be another, equally fascinating concern worthy of a much larger
study: can a character be possessed of such an
nature that
actu
ally transcends the racial stereotypes with which he is endowed? (In
Aaron's case, I think not). One argument, however, will be prevalent
throughout: in spite of Aaron's Vice-like, inhuman qualities that often
turn him into what I like to call a cartoon villain, he nevertheless embod
monstrously racist fears and concerns. Aaron is, to the utter horror
of most of those around him, a subtle, sly villain, a man
boldly
admits being as black as he is demonic and as demonic as he is black;
for Shakespeare, in this particular tragedy, there is
difference
between the two. In
audiences and critics want him black —some
as black as possible. As such, I will suggest that for our stages and
screens
is a far greater example of racist characterization than Othel
lo, more so now than ever, and that actors, directors, and theatre critics
all encourage that characterization. Indeed, actors who play him while
relishing the Moorish equivalent of moustache-twirling villainy do
greater damage to the ideals they uphold in not playing Othello by
choosing this almost
dimensional concentration of black evil6; off
the boards
the producing end of things, directors for the twentieth
century stage and screen make choices to accentuate Aaron's demonic
blackness; and theatre reviewers are angered when Aarons aren't "black
enough." The great irony is that the "racial" tragedy that has remained
on the stage constantly for four centuries, perpetuating miscegenational and other racist fears, is
longer the same
vehicle for those
fears it once was.
play that has seen virtually
performance his
tory, however, and is now enjoying its own renaissance, could be taking
the former's place as a "racist" drama, and few people are doing
thing to question or
it.

"Here comes Brabanzio and the valiant Moor"
Anthony Martin's study of African characters
the Elizabethan stage
reminds us that the first role
be represented as
actual African
the period was Muly Mahamet in George Peele's The Battle of Alcazar,
which "naturally . . . shows the predominant influence of Marlowe on
drama at this time"; Martin notes that "Mahamet is a typically Marlovian over-reacher, with marked elements of Tamburlaine" (41). Remark
the play's relative lack of critical or stage attention, Martin links
Peele's play
Lust’s Dominion7 and Marlowe's Jew of Malta, works
whose "use of racial stereotype is impermissible in the realities of the
modern world" (50). By comparison, of course, Shakespeare's place
the canon is far more secure; "the plays he wrote within the
cul
tural and historical nexus are not only more complex," but (as we
almost blindly accept now, I would add) more worthy of theatrical and
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scholarly attention than the work of many of his contemporaries (50).
The subtle, perhaps unintended suggestion here is that Shakespeare had
no "impermissible" racial stereotypes in
work, and if he did, those
plays would have suffered the same neglect Lust's Dominion does now.
It seems too obvious that Aaron would belong to that same family of
"impermissible" roles, though few critics have the
sense of dis
comfort while discussing Aaron's characteristics that they do when
addressing Othello, and audiences seemingly never do.8
I cannot catalogue here the centuries of debate regarding racism in
Othello, be it from Coleridge's notorious "white-washing" of Othello to
Bradley's barely concealed racist fears to more recent arguments
addressing the Other, racial fetishizing, early modern colonialism and
much else.9 I also wish to avoid a "revisionist reading" that might
"rehabilitate the tragedy by co-opting it to the anti-racist cause"
393). But I do want to review a few points about the man's blackness
before I address Aaron so that we might more clearly investigate the lat
ter's strange and eventful stage life, and I ask a moment's indulgence of
those readers more familiar with Othello and
recent attendant schol
arship.
Othello is Other. He
despite the logical gymnastics of critics or
actors
would
otherwise, that he is black. There are sootybosomed, thick-lipped references scattered throughout the play, and
there are so many images of toads, goats, monkeys, rams, ewes, and
aspics' tongues invoked that the animal savagery clearly suggested by
the contexts in which they're introduced is inescapable. Michael Neill
has brilliantly argued for the centuries of dramatic and artistic fetishiz
ing of the adulterous, hideous bed in the play, and Arthur Little
more recently suggested that "the scene of sexual intercourse between
[Othello and Desdemona]" establishes "the
and sight of the
play's racial anxieties," associated as it is "with other horrifying scenes
of sexuality, especially bestiality and homosexuality" (306). Interesting
ly, both Neill and Little reveal how much audiences' reactions
Othello
— as opposed to the characterization of the role itself — were and are
racist. What I'm concerned with here, though, for the purposes of this
argument, is not what the more obviously racist Iago, Roderigo, Brabanzio, or voyeuristically terrified audiences do or say in response to
the black Othello: I'm interested in what
says about himself and
what a more representative selection of the play's characters says about
him, because that's exactly what most actors look to as they begin their
embodiment of this or any role.
Othello's first entrance belies the play's — Iago's and Roderigo's, to
be precise — early presentation of Moorish and animal
He is, as
Emily Bartels reminds us, "a regal, eloquent, and accomplished general
hastening to answer the Senate's call and not preoccupied with, in Iago's
crude phrase, 'the beast with two backs'" (448): Bartels persuasively
argues as well that although Iago's "stereotypical vision suggests
cul
al currency, the fact that he uses indirect means
discredit Othello
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at court suggests that the terms of the stereotype are not acceptable
within the dominant setting" (448). Brabanzio's spluttering and con
stantly changing attacks in the Senate reveal their own discrepancies,
prompting the Duke (whose own
he says, would have been
entranced by Othello's tale)
essentially dismiss the "gentle signor":
"Good Brabanzio, / Take up this mangled matter at the best" (1.3.17172).10 Othello is called "valiant," "brave," "worthy," "noble," a soldier
whom "passion could not shake, whose solid virtue /
shot of acci
dent nor dart of chance / Could neither graze nor pierce" (4.1.268-70).
Secure in his role in Venetian affairs, he doubts
own worth and race
only after Iago begins preying on his mind; it takes him, within the
play's notorious time scheme, moments to move from the confidence
"For she
and chose me" (3.3.193) to the defeated "Haply for I
am black, / . . . She's gone" (267,
Shakespeare, of course, tempers
our responses to Othello's societal standing and characteristic valiance
with early modern racial markers that are incongruous with his rep
utable nobility. Every accusation of unnatural lust
at both Oth
ello and Desdemona), Iago's decision
attack Othello in a racially-per
ceived weak spot,11 and above
the vengeful, brutal nature of Desde
murder — of these elements lead us back
an early modern
perception of the "blacker devil," the "gull," the "dolt, / As ignorant as
dirt." But such accusations are few, Othello's terrifying crime singular,
his response to it suicidal, and few would doubt
that the play's
"devil" is, ironically, a white one.12 Not so for Aaron.

"A coal-black Moor"
Unlike Othello's initial entrance as a respected and necessary figure in
Venetian warfare, Aaron enters Rome as a prisoner with the Goths cap
tured by Titus. His racial difference was immediately noticeable on the
sixteenth century stage, as Henry Peacham's now famous drawing first
made clear,13 and modern directors often rely on racial markers, be they
skin color, elaborate costumes, or even the extent to which
is shack
led and guarded, to achieve similar alienating effects. Aaron's first Eliz
abethan
appearance would have been all the more startling
because audiences were not warned of it (1.1 of Othello prepares view
ers for a Moor's entrance). Aaron's silence throughout 1.1 is remarkable,
as every named character but
speaks in the scene (even unnamed
Tribunes have voice). When
finally speaks
in 2.1,
reveals
unequivocally his intents to "wanton" (21) with Tamora, "mount aloft
with [his] imperial mistress, / And mount her pitch" (13-14), and to wit
ness her "charm Rome's Saturnine, / And see
shipwrack and his com
monweal's" (23-24). Finally launched into action, Aaron speaks and is
spoken
only in association with evil and blackness. He advises
Demetrius and Chiron where to find those "unfrequented plots ... / Fit
ted for rape and villainy" (116-17) where they may "revel in Lavinia's
treasury" (131), and hatches his plot to frame Quintus and Martius for
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the murder of Bassianus. Lavinia and Bassianus berate Tamora in 2.3,
telling the queen "your swarthy Cimmerian / Doth make your honour of
his body's hue, / Spotted, detested, and abominable" (72-73); they later
mock Tamora's "barbarous Moor" (78) and "her raven-coloured love"
(83). Titus marvels "Did
raven sing so like a lark?" (3.1.158) as
Aaron delivers a non-existent truce offer that will cost Titus his hand,
and the remaining Andronici in 3.2 are "not brought so low" (75) that
they cannot take pleasure from killing a "black ill-favored fly" (66)
"That comes in likeness of a coal-black Moor" (77). Lucius later calls
Aaron an "incarnate devil"
a "barbarous, beastly villain" (97),
and a "ravenous tiger" (5.3.5).14 Tamora's
by Aaron is no less
hated by Goth and Roman for his race and color. The Nurse calls the
infant boy "A devil" (4.2.64) and describes him "as loathsome as a toad"
(67); the baby's half-brothers want
"broach the tadpole"
their
swords (85), and curse "the offspring of so foul a fiend" (79). When the
is brought before Lucius and the Goths after Aaron is taken in
flight,
is "the base fruit of [Tamora's] lust"
a "growing
of [Aaron's] fiendlike face" (45), and a "fruit of bastardy" (48). It is
Tamora herself who sends the Nurse and baby to Aaron, begging that
her own
be "christen[ed]" with Aaron's "dagger's point" (4.2.70).
What does Aaron have to say for himself in the face of these and
many other slanders? His first task in
is to play out the "very
excellent piece of villainy" (2.3.7) that will send two of Titus' sons to
their deaths, and he successfully does so after turning away from the
sexual advances of Tamora: "No madam .. . / Vengeance is in my heart,
death in my hand, / Blood and revenge
hammering in my head" (3739). He can barely conceal his pleasure while duping Titus out of a hand
— "O, how this villainy / Doth fat me with the very thoughts of it!"
(3.1.201-02) — laughing in an aside, "Let fools do
and fair men
call for grace; / Aaron will have his soul black like his face"
His
cataloguing of former crimes in 5.1 beggars description, including as
does
murders, rapes, and massacres,
Acts of black night, abominable deeds,
Complots of mischief, treason, villainies,
Ruthless to hear, yet piteously performed.
(63-66)15
When Lucius stays Aaron's hanging
death later, Aaron taunts

administer a more protracted

If there be devils, would I were a devil,
To live and bum in everlasting fire,
So I might have your company in hell,
But torment you with my bitter tongue.
(147-50),
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which curiously suggests that for all of the demonic descriptions afford
ed him (by himself as much as others), Aaron implicitly doubts the
existence of hell and
devils. His final words
are, "If one
good deed in
my life I did, / I do repent it from my very soul"
(5.3.188-89).

"Sweet blowse,

are a beauteous blossom, sure"

I
be in a minority in thinking that there's nothing especially
touching about Aaron's fierce protection of his child. Nearly every pro
duction review cited below mentions the "moving" and "noble" quali
ties audiences find in it. Critical introductions to the play suggest that
his "spirited defense" of the
serves
"project his humanity as a
father in a memorable fashion" (Waith 64), a "sudden revelation of the
schemer's humanity" (Bate Titus 50). Jeanette White argues that "Shake
speare evidently was very much interested in presenting Aaron as a
character endowed with humanity, despite the racial categorizations
that the play trades upon" (361). Aaron's major scene with the child
(4.2) is also, as I discuss in my conclusion, an iconographic
favored by painters and photographers. Frankly, I find most people's
fascination with and sympathy for it almost as disturbing as Aaron's
crimes.16 Aaron speaks to the
affectionately, and threatens with
scimitar's point anyone who would harm the boy. He murders one
woman
stage
insure
infant's safety, and orders that the mid
wife be sent
him for a presumably similar fate. I am not impressed
by
Moor's cooing to the baby,
and feel that Aaron looks at
the
as
sort of bartering tool. He constantly invokes the boy's
royal blood and the support, pity, or protection it might secure. We
should not forget that Aaron's first speech in play has him announcing
his intentions "shine in pearl and gold" (2.1.19), which might be taken
as literally in regards to clothing and accessories as it might metaphori
cally in regards to
changing status as political prisoner. Aaron wants
to bring the child up "To be a
and command a camp" (4.2.17980). Why has this been, and why does it continue
be, impressive or
touching to editors and audiences? Are we so moved by a murderer
who takes parenting seriously that we momentarily forget the dead
body that he's squealing and gloating over? Various ages and cultural
milieus place different emphases
the honor of military prowess, and
there is certainly enough horrifying human precedent for Aaron's
extracurricular activities, but what sort of learned behavior have audi
ences expected to pass down to the boy under Aaron's tutelage? Aaron
is never concerned with honor or military conquest in the play, so how
exactly will his son "command a camp"? I'm
wary
accept any
kind of "Aaron's never
his own family before, he's always been an
outsider,
now has one of his
kind love" arguments that seek
to explain the shocking spectacle of a man that is by choice a rapist,
murderer, grave robber, and arsonist turning into a paternal wellspring
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of love; do we really believe, after all, that Aaron would have respond
ed in kind to the birth of a daughter?17 Nevertheless, theatre critics are
especially vulnerable to this heartstring plucking, as we'll see below,
and a few readers fall into
too (as Aaron would probably
them to). This sympathy can lead
overall reconsiderations of Aaron's
character, one of which I'd like
address here.
Edward T. Washington is at great pains to redeem Aaron — and, we
assume, Shakespeare's creation of him — at
costs. At times he
ignores aspects of the Moor's behavior to the point of hilarity in a des
perate attempt to achieve his goal:
show the "several ways in which
Titus Andronicus allows us to see the redeeming qualities in
otherwise
evil black characters" (472). He suggests immediately that "it is black
Aaron and his child
signal new hope for this tragic world, thereby
undermining the play's representation of blacks as stereotypical dra
matic emblems of evil,"18 arguing that his role as "black infidel is ren
dered ambiguous by his relative merits" (461). What are those merits,
we might ask? Washington is pleased to point out that of the play's
fourteen stage murders, "we see only
carried out by Aaron";
indeed, "Aaron's single murder of the nurse actually saves a life, that of
his newborn son," and although Aaron "threatens
life of the mid
wife," we are never told she is actually killed (462). I'm sure this is wel
come news for the Nurse and
of Aaron's other victims in this play.
Finding the tragedy's true force of evil in the Romans (a point easily
argued, though Washington misses many chances to actually prove it)
Washington feels that "Aaron's critique of Roman religious mores
[5.1.74-85] could help Lucius to comprehend the problems that stem
from his murder of Alarbus, but Lucius hears only the ravings of a
pagan fiend" (471). Why shouldn't Lucius perceive Aaron's pronounce
ments as fiendishly pagan, and why would he accept spiritual advice
from a man who's about ready
admit
role in orchestrating the
"trimming" of Lavinia and Titus? Aaron begins that speech by arro
gantly admitting that
believes in no god, challenging, "What if I do
not? (5.1.73). Washington believes that Aaron's constant references to
his
black skin in "negative epithets of darkness" are not employed
to denote "inherent deficiencies in racial blacks" so much as to merely
"acknowledge his skin to be
color as the hue conventionally
associated with depravity and evil" (470-71). Washington inexplicably
thinks that "Aaron's achievements derive
his witty ability to adapt
new and often dangerous situations with peoples and values that are
antithetical to
presumedly static spheres of racial otherness: black
ness, deviltry, beastliness, prurience, and treachery" (478). "Witty"?
"Achievements"? Does Washington see in Aaron some Wildean Jack the
Ripper? Aaron's "adaptations" to his new situation in Rome are all, by
any standards, devilish, beastly, prurient, and treacherous; Aaron him
self says they are. They are also, by his (and Shakespeare's)
boasts,
"black." Tellingly, Washington does not cite any of Aaron's catalogued
horrors from 5.1, and conveniently ignores Aaron's instructions to
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Demetrius and Chiron for Lavinia's rape and his soliloquy at 2.1 and his
machinations for Titus' sons and the chopping off of Titus' hand and his
squealing like a pig at the dying Nurse and . . . Actually, Washington
ignores everything Aaron does that might be construed as remotely
unpleasant.
I'm not
what Washington hopes
accomplish with his argu
ment, which is baffling in light of his work
Othello (esp. "Hollow
ness") and the fact that
is himself black. If he seeks justify Aaron's
monstrous behavior,
fails utterly by virtue of not bringing any of
into question. If Aaron's blackness and a defense of it are at the root
Washington's discussion, the article's shameless selective reading of the
play only serves
accentuate what isn't introduced for consideration.
"Aaron's black, but he's really not that bad," Washington seems
say.
Shakespeare and Aaron,
definitely say otherwise, and Wash
ington's white-washing of Aaron's crimes belies
and film repre
sentations of Aaron and critical responses
them.

2.
The fact is that Shakespeare did write Othello after Titus and
that once Othello entered
repertory the image of the Moor
of Venice could not be erased from
English theatrical imag
ination . . . every post-Othello production of Titus comes with
knowledge of
later play in which Shakespeare redis
tributed the characteristics of
giving his racial identity
to
noble but gullible Moor and his villainy to the demi-devil
with a black heart in a white skin.

Jonathan Bate introduces this point by asking, "is an identification with
Shakespeare's later Moor necessarily a bad thing?" when thinking
Aaron (Titus
It is very much a "bad thing." I hope that I have
shown, without overstating the obvious, how completely and utterly
Aaron is despised for his race and actions and how inextricably linked
those two elements are in his character. It seems clear, too, that if Oth
ello is not sympathetic at
times, we recognize that the play's infa
mous green-eyed monster has been roused by a "Spartan dog, / More
fell than
or the sea" (5.2.371-72). Indeed, in the present
theatrical world, one which
most of Shakespeare's canon performed
regularly, I find Othello's jealousy-as-racial issues rendered largely null
and void in the faces of
Leontes and Fords
get more stage time
than Othellos. Not everyone, however, has found the distinction so
easy.
I return now to Mr. Quarshie, whose remarks on Othello instigated
my research. Quarshie
and I feel it worthy of
citation,
firstly, that in adapting and elaborating Cinthio's story about a
jealous, uxoricidal Moor, Shakespeare was endorsing a racist
convention; secondly, that performance conventions and conven
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tional interpretations have further reinforced racist views; and,
thirdly, that, while it may never be possible to avoid
conclu
sion that Othello behaves as he does because
is black, a non
racist interpretation may nevertheless be possible, but only with
careful editing of the text and a radical re-reading of key pas
sages.
(3)

As Fluellen says to Pistol, I say to Quarshie: "I do partly understand
your meaning." As
actor, director, and scholar, I'm not sure how
"radical" a re-reading would be necessary, but I'd certainly support
"careful editing." What I question more deeply, though, is an
para
dox suggested in Quarshie's own career that in turn reflects on the
choices any actor who plays Aaron must make: if Othello and
hero
are racist, how can Aaron be played without seeming more so? Being a
black actor, for Quarshie, "entitles" and "indeed obliges [him] to
respond Othello, the character, as a representation of blackness in the
theatre" (3). This
does, with panache, instruction, and a shrewd com
bination of theatrical and scholarly knowledge. What he never address
es are his experiences with Aaron
stage and screen; Titus' Moor is
mentioned only twice in Quarshie's lecture, and the actor doesn't even
admit — the correct word here, I think —
ever playing him. I cannot
retroactively demand that Quarshie fill in what I find be large gaps
his argument, so I turn
more recent productions of Titus, beginning
with Quarshie's experiences in the role. 0
Quarshie's first Aaron suffered the dramatic indignity of being intro
duced via a heavily cut double-bill of The Two Gentlemen of Verona and
Titus in a production by John Barton in 1981. Critics dismissed the
entire concept, noting that Titus "suffered most, the victim of produc
tion and acting that mocked it beyond reason," sporting a "total neglect
of the dramatic potency of Titus, Aaron, and Tamora" (Evans 187). Jane
Howell's 1985 production for the BBC Shakespeare Plays gave the actor
a chance play the part from
full text, producing acting results that
are rather telling. Daileader has noted critics' obsessions with
Quarshie's various performance attributes, especially
body (180-84).
The actor's handsome looks are often noted, as is his tendency to smile,
either charmingly or menacingly; often, the smiles "flash," and are
described by critics repeatedly in phrases that perhaps unintentionally
but implicitly remind readers of Quarshie's dark skin. 1 There's a slight
problem, though, that arises when one watches Quarshie as Aaron: he
does smile. A lot. In every scene that he's in. So much so that I can't
help but think that he's contributing to the
kinds of racist charac
terizations he finds in Othello, particularly when he discusses historical
ly exaggerated black physical attributes.22 Throughout the BBC Titus,
Quarshie looks at and speaks directly the camera — us — as the inti
mate nature of BBC studio work undoubtedly encourages most actors
who have asides to do. From
actor's standpoint, the Vice-like quali
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ties of the character immediately suggest some levels of gloating, and
there are many opportunities for conspiratorial winks and nods to the
c mera/audience, which Quarshie delivers again and again. But if
Quarshie is not exactly being racist himself (which I highly doubt), I do
find strong racist urges in
portrayal that has Aaron smiling and even
laughing in passive agreement as other characters insult him offhand
edly. When Titus, overjoyed, says, "O gentle Aaron! / Did ever raven
sing so like a lark"
Aaron comes for Titus' hand (3.1.157-58),
Quarshie laughs heartily and nods
head as if to say, "Yes, I can't
believe it either!" Quarshie's Aaron,
confirms for Titus and his
family that even ravens know they don't usually sing like larks. For 2.3,
as Aaron prepares to entrap Quintus and Martius, Quarshie walks
around a large
trunk, notices the camera/us, pointedly "recognizes"
us, and moves
the camera to speak, all
Quarshie can cer
tainly smile and
and be a villain, and quite a charming smile it is.
I'm not suggesting that black actors not smile, or that all smiling villains
are racist in their characterizations. Though it may be an inescapable
physical reality, Quarshie's brilliantly white teeth only accentuate his
skin's blackness. By employing excessive grins and leers, in this
context, I feel that Quarshie is enacting a racist perception of black vil
lainy, or that he's allowing Shakespeare's characterization of Aaron not
only to remain racist, but get a little help from him as an actor to empha
the fact as well. I specify "black" villainy here, because Aaron is
conspicuously different than that handful of villains often named as his
dramatic descendants in the Shakespearean canon (Richard III, Iago,
Edmond, Don John) in one respect: his blackness. What those charac
ters do might be "darkly" evil, but their acts are not caused by blackness,
as Shakespeare repeatedly suggests that Aaron's are. White correctly
surmises that Aaron, in fact, "chooses to wield the only authority that
his blackness gives him: the power of villainy" (352). What becomes
perhaps most troublesome is the glaring fact that Howell's Titus — the
entire BBC series, in fact — is not cast "color blind." Quarshie, who by
1985
already become a major player at the RSC, is the only black
actor in the production (apart from the three black infants who were
hired to play his son), and his blackness is repeatedly emphasized not
only by the flashing, charming smiles so appreciated by critics, but also
through directorial choices that include him being stripped to the waist
in three scenes and have him wearing white, elaborately brocaded dou
blets in others. No other performer looses his or her shirt, even Alarbus
as he's being led off
sacrifice.23 This is admittedly a tricky issue on
which to challenge Quarshie, but I cannot ignore the fact that the entire
series
produced put "definitive" interpretations of Shakespeare's
work on video to be seen
and over in libraries across the world.
There are repeated
of "authority" surrounding the series, from
directors to producers to the actors themselves, and we
remem
ber that Quarshie chose in these contexts to commit his interpretation to
film. We should also remember that the very series that has Quarshie
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mugging for the camera at every opportunity while relishing his status
as a "barbarous Moor" also has Anthony Hopkins in blackface — rolling
his eyes, drooling, and chewing more scenery than
afro wig has hairs
— as Othello.24
What about other Aarons and the responses accorded them from
audiences and critics? Titus'
history, of course, is one of woeful
neglect, but whenever it
trotted out, Aaron emerges as one of the
play's major points of interest for everyone.25 The English Comedians'
reworking of Titus for performance and publication in Germany (1620)
altered Aaron's role
changing his name in an astonishing
display of creativity to Morian and removing most of his speeches' clas
sical allusions in favor of "smutty tales about how he finds his way into
the Queen's bedroom and incredible claims to earth-shattering prowess
in battle" (Williams
pit that incriminates Quintus and Martius
was also excised, eliminating
of the "baffled admiration for
Aaron's cleverness" (42).
play was apparently a favorite vehicle for
the English actor James Quin, who performed the role of Aaron in a
variety of popular theatres of his day; in fact, two benefit performances
were given for Quin in March and April of 1724, which marked the last
time Titus would see the English stage for a century and a quarter
(Mertz 157). George Hayes played Aaron in 1923 at the Old Vic,
enabling the theatre company to be the first to present
of Shake
speare's canon (with Troilus performed that same season, the
had
done it all in ten years). Hayes was the production's undeniable high
point:

the honours of the evening went to Mr. Hayes .... I believe the
venom, the cruelty and wickedness he put into the
his ren
dering of the horrible lines, his inhuman laughter and yet, at a
certain
the sudden great tenderness
showed for the
safety of his infant son, made the whole performance one of
exceptional brilliance.
(Westwood

In 1951 Kenneth Tynan cut the role of Aaron entirely for a slashed,
thirty minute Titus presented during a season of Grand Guignol in Lon
don, and Anthony Quayle played the Moor for Peter Brook's ground
breaking production in 1955.26
only black actor associated with the
role until the late twentieth century was Ira Aldridge, who played the
role first in 1857. Hill discusses Aldridge's career (19-27), but does not
concentrate
the extensive revisions Aldridge brought to the play and
the part. Dessen records how Aldridge (and his collaborator C.A. Som
erset) cut the rape and mutilation of Lavinia, the decapitations, and
nearly
of the stage violence (Perf. 11-12). Aldridge
insured that
Aaron's relationship with Tamora — changed to a Scythian queen —
was "legitimate," her sons dutiful children, and his revenge just (he
sought vengeance for the sacrifice of Alarbus and the attempt on his
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son's life). Dessen rightly notes that this adaptation can be considered
in a stage history of Titus "only with
strain" (12); curiously
Aldridge never "adapted" Othello, the play and role with which he was
most associated. Aldridge's need to change everything about Aaron for
audience approval is telling indeed.
As we move
one influential production (Brook's)
another
(Deborah Warner's), we see little notable Titus or Aaron activity, though
black actors now find themselves playing the part. In 1980 at Stratford,
Ontario, Roger Warren found Errol Slue's Aaron "superb," much more
so than in Trevor Nunn's 1972 production at the RSC, for which "an
atmosphere of dolce vita decadence" invoked for Aaron's scenes "was
not enough" (156). Peter Thomson felt that Nunn's Aaron — played by
imported American black actor Calvin Lockhart — was "disappoint
ing": "The physical presence
there, but without vocal backing, so
that
wasted more Shakespearean opportunities than most of the com
pany got within reach of" (148-49). Lockhart was, nevertheless,
received by
critics as "a grinning villain motivated by hardly any
thing but a maliciously antic spirit of pure evil" (Mertz 169). In Ameri
ca, black actors had already begun assuming the
Roscoe Lee
Browne presented a "near burlesque fiend" in 1956, and Moses Gunn
won many accolades for
Aaron in
(Dessen Shakespeare in Perfor
mance 14, 28).
What I find most intriguing — startling, in fact — are the critical
responses to stage Aarons alongside reactions to Othellos, particularly
when the race of the actor playing those parts is brought into question.
It begins with Deborah Warner's 1987 RSC production of Titus, which is
now widely considered to be one of
most important, imaginative,
and course-changing productions of Shakespeare in the 1980's.
one major problem: her Aaron was
white.
Stanley Wells, discussing the "revelatory production," thought "it
seemed perverse
give the role of Aaron to
actor who looks Greek
instead of the raven-black Moor of the text" ("Performance" 180). Wells
does not even name the actor: Peter Polycarpou. Also surprising is
Dessen's 1988 account of the performance for Shakespeare Quarterly,
which doesn't mention Aaron once. This might be explained by the fact
that Dessen confined this review (sandwiched between others) to just
three pages. But his book-length study of the play in performance
published
following year devotes
entire chapter of nearly twenty
pages to Warner's production, in which Aaron appears twice, only
regards to stage directions and cuts in
text placed "before Aaron's
entrance" (Shakespeare in Performance 55). Again, Polycarpou is not men
tioned by name in either account. Considering the popularity of Aaron
as a stage character throughout the play's spotty history, ignoring him
in such a detailed performance account seems negligible at best. Fur
ther investigation reveals that critics don't just
black Aarons: they
them really black.
For the production's first run at the
Theatre, Dan Jones
wrote that "Polycarpou has a credibly Moorish profile, but is not
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black enough for the part"; Jones also reported that "Heads, hands, and
tongue are lopped off with almost Islamic zeal," a comment I'm afraid I
don't have the energy to attack right now. Giles Gordon noted that this
Aaron always looked "jolly," which I'll assume means that some
Aaronic smiling was to be had.27 When the show moved to The Pit in
London the following year, Sheridan Morley felt that Polycarpou lacked
"the Moorish majesty of Anthony Quayle . . . thirty years ago" (yet
another critic who cites a decades-old blackfaced performance as defin
itive). Francis King noted the obvious issues at work for many audi
ences: "The all-important role of the diabolic Moor, Aaron — to whose
'blackness' both of complexion and of nature the text contains many ref
erences — is puzzlingly taken by
actor, Peter Polycarpou, who is at
most tawny in color." Martin Hoyle went so far as to invoke Quarshie
himself, though not as his Aarons of years past:
major cavil: after giving us black medieval Scots nobility at
the cost of credibility, the RSC now casts a self-advertised black
character ("coal-black," "thick-lipped") as
darker than a Cam
den Town Greek.28

This snide remark refers directly
Quarshie's performance as Banquo
for the RSC in 1986, and somehow manages without a trace of shame to
suggest that if the RSC is going
off reviewers with black actors as
white characters, the company better keep the black ones black. The
most damning comment of all,
came from Warner herself: she
regretfully complained in 1993 that Aaron should have been played by
"a black, black, black man" (Goy-Blanquet 43).29
Two
earlier, however, white white white Ben Kingsley
Othello at the RSC. Nobody
similar problems with his lack of
blackness. Kingsley, as a white-robed Eastern potentate, was "more the
Indian mystic than the Moorish man of action"; this produced only a
slight "stumbling block" of credibility. One critic, remembering Olivi
er's "bravura display of negritude," found Kingsley "not the usual cof
fee-stained clubman but a poised, dignified Moor with scimitar." One
reviewer sought a happy middle ground between this perceived
Moor/potentate costuming and makeup conflict, praising and suggest
ing that Kingsley's "uncanny Eastern-ness — and this is the most gen
uinely ethnic stage Othello
Olivier who was stage Negroid rather
than convincingly African — is achieved without make up in a costume
of Arab head dress, Indian dhoti and Moorish accoutrements." Kings
ley wore no darkening makeup, and wore his hair long and streaked
with grey. His exposed chest proudly displayed tufts of white hair,
which only served
highlight his hair and skin. Yet one admirer
deemed Kingsley "unusually Moorish."30 What's going on here?
the English theatrical reality of the 1980's actually reached a point where
critics believed that white Othellos were still fine, but Aarons definitely
needed to be (I can't resist) triple-black? What does that say about both
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those parts and the people who are watching them? There can't be a
simple answer to these questions and dichotomies, but one brief response
might serve to open critical debate in future arenas. If Othello is honor
able, powerful, and unfortunately duped by a diabolically intelligent
villain, predominantly white audiences will more than likely pity the
Moorish general and even subconsciously identify with his overwhelm
feelings of jealousy, in spite of Othello's race and whether or not the
actor is black or white. It seems unlikely, though, that those audiences
would want identify or sympathize with Aaron at all, and the Shake
spearean racial barrier that serves to reinforce their distaste for and
alienation from him is made doubly strong in the visual accentuation of
a "real" black actor.
stage, it seems, Othello can be white, or almost
white, because many audiences are prepared to acknowledge Iago's role
in instigating Othello's crime. We offer
such mercy to Aaron, who
arrives in
force as a monster himself, in no
of encouragement,
and our responses to him are rendered less problematic if he is unques
tionably Other.31
How is Aaron being performed
the stage after Warner? In a 1997
production of Titus by the National Theatre of Craiova, with "his bul
bous face caked in blue
Ilie Gheorghe's Aaron the Moor acts the
resident ringmaster" of the play's displayed horrors, a middle-aged
man with a flabby body and a blue face, who pops out of trapdoors like
a pantomime villain." Costumed with "a ponytail of hair pouring from
the front of his loincloth,"
is "netted and pierced with a dozen spears,
like
White Queen's ball of knitting. Why does
not appear at the
to take his bow? Because he waits for us
the stairs outside,
snarling yet."32 In 1995, the celebrated actor Antony Sher returned to
native South Africa to star as Titus in a production for
Market
Theatre in Johannesburg, later bringing the production to the National
Theatre of Great Britain. Set in an Afrikaner-controlled modern Africa,
the production
many opportunities to explore
racial issues,
which saw varying degrees of critical success.33
cast was multi
racial, with all of the leading Roman characters played by white per
formers; the leading Goths were played by "coloured actors," but
"among the leading roles only Aaron the Moor is played
and as a
black African with accent to match." It is surprising that, after viewing
a production so set and cast, that a critic should remark that "although
race is an element in Shakespeare's play, it is hardly the key theme,"
only to later write that this Aaron is "less an incorrigible black villain
than a man driven to blood and revenge by
amoral society." This
production clearly highlighted race as much as politics, even costuming
Sher as "the spitting image of that crashing Boer, white supremacist
Eugene Terre Blanche."34 As Aaron, Sella Maake
Ncube berated the
Nurse (here played by a black actress) for essentially "condemning her
own color"; when the baby was brought
stage, it was "wrapped
black dustbin liners." Played by "coloured actors," the Goths were
brought into focus as modern stereotyped racial Other as well, most
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notably in a created scene break in which Tamora shoplifted a dress.
Typically, reviewers went for Aaron's baby as an emotional qualifier of
audience sympathies for Ncube's Moor:
His constant mobility and engaging smile embody
confusion
we feel about this character
embraces wickedness, defends
his blackness and is so tender towards his child. At
end, the
text drives him back into stereotype and paints him with the
blame for all the horrors we have witnessed. But those contra
dictory moments, with the babe in his arms,
fixed in the
mind.35
Stage pictures can indeed be powerful, and often reveal or comment
upon textual ambiguities and problems, but, as I've suggested above, I
find it highly suspect that audiences still need a black man be driven
out of stereotype
be a protective father.
Most recently, Shakespeare Behind
"the only all-male, full
drag Shakespeare company in
U.S. prison system," produced Titus
in spring 2001 for
annual production. Color-blind casted, it never
theless
a black prisoner, Sammie Byron, stand in as Aaron (he'd
played Othello the year before). Helen Zelon's description of Byron's
Aaron grimly looks back an earlier style of reviewing Shakespearean
black actors:36
Byron's measured tone offstage counters the raw power of his
physical mass. In Act 2 ... he strains at his shackles.
Schwarzenegger-sized biceps mountain down his brown arms as
his hands, twin mallets
of Porterhouse steaks, clench and
unfold. Unrepentant, he listens to the charges laid against him,
opal-green eyes flashing, and then the anger erupts in a torrent
of invective. He brags of rapes,
graves he's robbed,
corpses
(34)37
Aaron that most students of
play are likely to see for many
years to come, however, is Harry Lennix's for Taymor's film. He enters
Rome chained by the neck, last in a procession that includes the Goths
and Titus' war spoils; he is the only prisoner forced to walk. He wears
long flowing robes with a hood, sports wide metal wristbands, and
facial tattoos. He is very isolated, wandering around Saturninus' coro
nation celebration without speaking to anyone, only
leave and walk
the parapets alone, scheming. He does speak the camera throughout,
though there is nowhere near the amount of sly, seductive smiling that
Quarshie's interpretation bears. Camera cuts bring Aaron's blackness
and
association with the film's greatest evils
sharper focus,
effects not as easily achieved
stage.
for example, the Andronici joke about the "coal-black" fly that Taymor has young Lucius kill
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(nice change, that) in 3.2, Taymor cuts from the dinner table, eliminates
lines 78-85, and goes immediately to a shot of Aaron leaning over a pool
table. "Coal-black moor" is still ringing in our
and as
aims for
a shot, we are reminded that Aaron is sinking people one by one as eas
ily as he is the pool balls (it is this pool cue that
will later use to
impale the Nurse). Earlier, as he's hanging Titus' severed hand from his
car's rear-view mirror (it's in a zip-loc bag), he compares his soul's black
ness to his face's. As
speaks, we see the
of Lennix's face as well
as
reflection in the rear-view mirror: a black face and its metaphori
soul's shadow, a severed hand dangling between them.
Taymor's general mis en scène is problematic for our assessing her
"representation of blackness" on screen.
film is decidedly modern
dress, full of post-modern architecture, automobiles, tanks, and
weaponry. Like Howell's BBC period production, though, Aaron
remains
only black performer in the cast.
point is all
more
salient when one considers how many recent Shakespearean films have
adopted the same color-blind casting principles as many theatre com
panies across the
especially if the setting of the film is more
"modern." The film's depiction of Aaron's arrest and near-hanging, in
this context, emerges as a modern-day lynching. Aaron climbs atop a
ladder, where
ultimately pulls the noose
his own neck with
bound hands; the noose itself looms
his head visibly throughout
his entire speech at 5.1.124.
His mouth is bloodied
previous
repeated punches by Lucius, so his teeth are outlined with dripping red
spit (a grotesque harbinger of the play's/film's climactic cannibalism).
As
talks of desecrating graves,
camera
around his head,
framed by noose and sky, while the hordes of Goths and Lucius stand at
the base of
ladder, horrified. Lucius
MacFayden) looks
he's gazing
the devil himself; in this film, he is.
fact that Lucius
wanted to hang both Aaron and his baby
by
is topped by
Lucius' suggestion to "First hang the child, that [Aaron] may see
sprawl"
but is affected even more by our twenty-first-century
sensibilities and historical knowledge. I cannot help but think of that
grim and nearly unbearable history of lynching photography in Ameri
ca, Without Sanctuary, in which the stories of mostly black
women,
and younger children being tortured and hanged are related.38 When
asked why she didn't cut Aaron's speeches that "now give us problems,
that
racist us," Taymor replied that "Aaron doesn't say anything
racist:
others say racist things against him" (Johnson-Haddad 35),
completely ignoring the possibility that Shakespeare and the character
ization of Aaron might be the culprits. She further challenges,

Aaron is not PC, but compare him to the big black guy in The
Green Mile— you
to die at The Green Mile, to die of shame
and embarrassment. The NAACP should have gotten up there
and objected —
have a black man at this point
playing
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a dumb Jesus Christ and saying those lines made me ill.

(36)
I wonder if the NAACP prefers black Christs or black Lucifers?
Price Aaron?
In Bate's recent Arden edition of Titus, there are two pictures of
"A nineteenth-century" one and "A twentieth-century" one. The plates
are on facing pages, equally
(56-57).
nineteenth-century
Aaron is, not surprisingly, the familiar frontispiece of Ira Aldridge with
scimitar.
twentieth-century Aaron is Anthony Quayle, in a famous
photo by Angus McBean, heavily blackened, babe in arms, earrings the
of
bunches. Both include Aaron's son; Aldridge's is
the
ground near his feet, and Quayle's is cradled in his arms. Aldridge
stands in front of marble columns, draped in dark robes; Quayle wears
a startlingly white shirt, and emerges from nearly impenetrable shad
ows. Were it not for backlighting, the viewer would be hard pressed to
make out Quayle's face in the black background. Aldridge's title as the
nineteenth-century Aaron would hardly tolerate challenge. Does a
forty-five-year-old photograph of a man in heavy blackface, though,
truly represent the "twentieth century" of Aarons? To a certain extent,
yes. Bate has written a great deal
Titus'
history, and
knows
of Aarons past. He often cites Dessen's "valuable" history of the play,
which includes only one photograph of Aaron (played by the black actor
Bruce Young in Santa Cruz).
Dessen,
discusses Warner's pro
duction at length in two separate studies without mentioning Polycarpou at all. The Quayle photo seems a logical, almost necessary, addition
in this context. The photo's familiarity in performance history,
sub
ject being a famous Shakespearean actor of
generation, and the role
of the production itself as
that gave the play new life, all grant
it an authority difficult challenge. There is, however, one final arrow
in the photo's quiver: it's
not to notice how black Quayle looks.
Blacker, in fact, than Aldridge.39
I'm not suggesting that Titus be reshelved and never performed. I
would, quixotic as I may be, like see more consistency, though, in our
responses
admittedly difficult dramatic problems. I've shown how
theatre critics respond shades of Aaron's skin color, and how scholars
attempt to whitewash Aaron's behavior.
play's concerns with "Oth
erness" get a fair amount of scholarly treatment, but those concerns, the
racism of Aaron's blackness most conspicuously, evaporate under the
heat of stage lighting. The Merchant of Venice is often protested by audi
ences who find the play anti-Semitic; I am unaware of a single voice
raised outside of South Africa in opposition to a production of Titus.40
Even productions of Richard III get more protests from Yorkist apolo
gists and revisionists than Titus might get from those concerned with its
"representation of blackness." If we're going to put actors of
races
all roles
all stages and screens, we might more than ever need to be
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aware of a play's racial discourse, especially if the role is "a nice fat part"
and the play relatively "new" to our stages and screens. I feel we should
be acutely aware of the fact that as actors, directors, audiences, readers,
and scholars, we accept Aaron as he is perhaps because we expect him
to be what
is by virtue of
race: "black as hell and dark as night,"
as the playwright wrote in Sonnet 147. Summarizing, though, the pan
theon of Shakespeare's villains, would we feel comfortable saying
"Richard's evil because he's deformed, Iago because he's been
passed over for promotion, Edmond and Don John because they're bas
tards, and Aaron because he's black and that's what black people are"?
I don't think so.
As I set out at the beginning of this paper, I suggested
for
actors, Aaron might be at first glance the "safer" of Shakespeare's two
most fleshed-out Moorish roles to play. I don't know yet if I will
directing or performing in Titus in a season or two. I know this, though:
over
course of my study, Othello has begun
look more attractive
not only in spite of, but because of his character's complicated nature
and all of
attendant racial concerns. I'd be extremely hesitant black
ing up like Olivier or Hopkins, but if a black actor and his understudy
ever fall ill at the same
(a coincidence I would have nothing to do
with), I already have the now-obligatory
head and earrings.
And if any director is foolhardy enough to throw me in, I still know
those lines ....
An unexpected theatrical postscript: while this essay was being prepared for
publication, PBSF secured financial backing for a production of Othello next
summer, starring Paul Prescott as Iago. I will be playing Desdemona's hus
band.

Notes:
1. 21 September 1998, University of Alabama.
2. See Kaul for many studies of Othello by black writers, scholars, and
actors. At the most extreme ends of the volume's theatrical interpreta
tions of Othello we find actor Earle Hyman's belief that the play "is not
about jealousy or racism" (24) and director Shelia Rose Bland's idea to
produce the play "as a minstrel show" and "treat the entire production
as a white male fraternity initiation skit" (29).
3. The RSC will produce
first main stage production of Titus since
1955 for
2003/04 season.
4. Michael Coveney, for example, reviewed black actor Ray Fearon's
1999 Othello
the RSC's main
— the first black actor since Paul
Robeson in 1959 — in light of another great white predecessor: "Not
since Laurence Olivier, blacked up and politically incorrect, has the
British stage
a great Othello, despite the Moorish incursions of Paul
Scofield and Ben Kingsley" (Daily Mail Apr
Apparently, a "politi
cally incorrect" Othello is still a "great" touchstone for the part.
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5. I realize that my use of the terms "racist," "race," and "racism"
throughout this essay will ring many an alarum bell. I have chosen to
follow Kim Hall's thesis regarding the debate of "racial" discourse in
early modern literature. See Hall, especially 254-68. We all know what
"racist" means for modern readers and audiences, whether or not
Shakespeare knew the word or
concept of racism.
6. Quarshie's arguments for not playing Othello are rare among black
performers, as evidenced by the scores of black actors who have
the part;
stresses that his "is the point of view of one black actor" (3).
However, his position
the play widened the chronological gap
between black Othellos on the main stage of the RSC, which
white
performers continue the often caricatured tradition of performing the
role.
7. First published in 1657, the tragedy is most likely Dekker's rework
ing of an earlier play, which he called The Spanish Moor's Tragedy. See
Martin (47-48) for a brief discussion of the drama.
8. Very interesting exceptions are the responses afforded productions
Titus in South Africa throughout the twentieth century, which see both
government censorship imposed on the scenes involving Aaron and
Tamora's sexual relationship and rumored banning of productions alto
gether (the Immorality Act, which outlawed inter-racial sex, was not
repealed until 1985). Though
consummation of Othello's marriage
has long been debated, Tamora's delivery of Aaron's child during the
course of the drama rules out any question as
the nature of their dal
liances. See Quince (esp. 33-36) for an extremely engaging history of
Shakespeare
stage in South Africa during Apartheid.
9. For brief summaries of critical histories see especially Little and Neill;
Pechter provides a wonderfully thorough, larger study of "Interpretive
Traditions" regarding Othello.
10. Excluding Titus, for which I refer to Waith's edition, all references to
Shakespeare are to the modern-spelling edition of the Oxford Complete
Works.
11. Leo Africanus records
extremity of sexual jealousy prominent
among African peoples. See Hall 30-38 for a summary of Leo's cultural
travelogue and history.
12. I am afraid that for space's
I have not done Othello's racial and
dramatic complexities justice; nor do I wish to be seen courting sympa
thy for a murderer. Furthermore, it is only fair to note that scholars find
racial slurs in the very lines I've just
especially Ogude (159). I
hope I make clear in this paper's performance contexts, though, that our
responses to Othello's character change as he does and are often con
flicted, responses that are wholly different from those afforded Aaron.
13. See
20-27 for a thorough account of the drawing's history and
importance.
14. Lucius uses these words exactly to describe Tamora as he orders her
burial (or
denial of it, as it were).
15. Aaron's speeches in this scene have often been compared those of
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Vice figures in the period, especially Marlowe's Barabas in The Jew of
Malta.
16. See Kolin for the baby as text, in which
suggests that "The child
wrapped in the Nurse's
is like the books wrapped in Lucius' arms
in [Act Four] scene one and the bundle of weapons and verses in [Act
Four] scene two, an embedded text to be read by the characters
stage
and
audience watching them" (7). He later points out the morethan-coincidence fact that Shakespeare links Lucius' books
Aaron's
child. Tamora's midwife is Cornelia,
bears the same name of the
honored Roman mother
for her teaching to whom Titus directly
likens Lavinia at 4.1.12: "While Aaron's Cornelia enscrolls a villainous
text of lust for us to behold, the sober-suited Cornelia . . . schooled her
noble sons
the
of sacred texts that the Andronici pressed into
revengeful service" (7).
17. Bate suggests that Aaron's behavior "makes us reassess our judg
ments
the action—but it terms of consistency of characterization it
would perhaps have been better
set up much earlier in
play the
idea of Aaron as a member of
oppressed minority wreaking his
revenge on the established powers" (99). Bate
cites Ravenscroftpenned lines for Aaron that introduce this theme of revenge-by-outsider, arguing that they have "an exact counterpart in [Edmond's]
touching recognition that "Edmond was beloved" [Lear. 5.3.215].
introduces the possibility that the villainy is a
for attention, that
stems from a desire to be loved" (99).
18. Scholarly suggestions like Washington's (if they can be called that)
ignore directorial influence; Francesca Royster does as much when she
emotionally suggests "But other offspring survive too" after reminding
us of Lucius'
survival as a Shakespearean tragic protagonist's off
spring (455). Jane Howell's 1985 BBC production killed Aaron's baby,
who
displayed in a tiny black coffin during Marcus' and Lucius'
speeches. Such a directorial choice cannot "signal new hope" for
Lucius' Rome. Other directors have chosen do likewise with the baby.
19. For a comprehensive stage history of Othello, see Hankey. The Win
ter's Tale and The Merry Wives of Windsor are performed with great regu
larity at festivals both in America and England.
own Shakespeare
festival, for example, has produced both Winter's Tale and Merry Wives;
no Othello yet. Why would our audience members,
assume that
Othello's jealousy is strictly based
early modern racist conventions?
20. I should point out, though, that he recorded Othello for BBC radio
2000, a production now available
CD. And though it is unsubstanti
hearsay, while at the Shakespeare Institute in Stratford-upon-Avon
in the fall of 2002 I heard quite a few rumors that not only was Antony
Sher voicing desire to play Iago, but that Quarshie was "considering"
finally playing Othello with him as well.
21. Daileader's study
reveals undeniable patterns in critical
response to black actors at the RSC; Ray Fearon, who might be consid
ered Quarshie's "successor," finds his body, virility, and teeth praised as
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much as Quarshie's ever were (189-91,196). When he broke the forty
year gap between black Othellos
the RSC main stage, critics were
generally in awe of his performance (although
was universally wrist
slapped for being too young for the part at 31) and his body. "Fearon
looked splendid,
magnificent physique singling
out from
fel
low-soldiers and contrasting strikingly with the corpulence of Iago . . .
with his shining shaven head and glinting ear-ring" (Smallwood 256).
Many critics, in fact, felt it necessary to point out that Fearon
shaved
his head, grown a beard, and wore an earring; many more referred to
his astonishing body, from his "strong physical presence" to his
"shaven-headed, bearded muscular shape" to a much discussed shirt
less entrance. When roused in 2.3, it is Fearon's "rippling pecs and sixpack stomach as much as his verbal threats that command attention";
one reviewer found Fearon "most impressive, tellingly, when
[was]
stripped
the waist." (Robert Butler, Apr. 25, Independent on Sunday;
Michael Coveney, Apr. 22, Daily Mail; Nicholas de Jongh, Apr. 22,
Evening Standard; Charles Spenser, Apr. 23, Daily Telegraph; Dominic
Cavendish, Apr. 28, Time Out; Paul Taylor, Apr. 23, Independent. Quoted
in Theatre Record, cited under Butler below).
22. Quarshie talks of the negro memorabilia (he coins the term "Negrobilia")
collected throughout his life, often to "baffle" friends with an
affected "ironic detachment" (3). He invokes "nigger-minstrel money
boxes" that have prominent white lips and cites racist literatures and
characters from
early twentieth century. As I travel through the
deep American south in 2003, I can still see for sale in "antique" galleries
old advertisements that depict blacks with huge, extra-white teeth, faces
contorted in grotesque, ignorant grins, more than reminiscent of Grif
fith's depictions of American blacks in Birth of a Nation.
23. Taymor's film has Alarbus' bare chest slit by Titus' knife. As with
many
Aarons, Quarshie is stripped to the waist both for his
entrance in chains and later when
is led before the Goths and Lucius
(Quarshie is blindfolded and grinning for the latter). Daileader is to
blame for this minor smiling obsession I now have, and it may be more
than a coincidence that the picture she includes of Quarshie as Aaron at
the RSC shows
smiling away the balconies (181).
24. There has been much comment on Jonathan Miller's decision to cast
Hopkins after British Equity balked at the possibility of James Earl Jones
playing Othello. See Willis (14) for a brief overview.
25. For major stage histories, see especially Dessen (Shakespeare in Per
formance), Mertz, and Bate (Titus, "Staging").
26. See Dessen (Shakespeare in Performance 14-23) for an in-depth
description of the production.
27. Dan Jones, Sunday Telegraph, 17 May 1987; Giles Gordon, London
Daily News, 13 May 1987. Quoted in Theatre Record, cited under Jones
below.
28. Punch July 22; Sunday Telegraph July 10; Financial Times July 6. Quot
ed in Theatre Record, cited under Morley below.
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29. Joyce MacDonald saw Polycarpou's casting differently: "This choice
in a production otherwise committed to following
text opens inter
esting possibilities for discussion of how Warner's race as well as her sex
may have worked to produce her vision of Titus" (201 n8). MacDonald
offered this, though, just before Warner made her laments regarding
Polycarpou's color known. Goy-Blanquet notes that no critics "ques
tioned [Warner's] most redemptive improvement
text: the fact
that Aaron's black baby ended the play safely in Marcus' arms" (44).
Queried
Warner's decision to save the baby, Brian Cox, her Titus,
offered, "Because she is a woman, perhaps?" Goy-Blanquet points out
that "none of the critics were tactless enough to stress the feminine qual
ity of mercy," most choosing instead to concentrate on Warner's youth,
"possibly because women and children still belong to the
catego
ry of incomplete adults" (44-45).
30. Jack
Daily Mail, Sept. 25 1985; Michael Billington, Guardian,
Sept. 26 1985; Michael Coveney, Financial Times,
25 1985; Michael
Ratcliffe, Observer, Sept. 29 1985. Quoted in Theatre Record, cited under
Tinker below.
31. Unique exceptions include, of course, the
productions mount
ed for predominately black audiences, particularly in South Africa. See
Quince and Sher and Doran for black audience response to Aaron.
32. James Christopher, Observer, 25 May 1997; Nick Curtis, Evening
Standard, 21 May 1997; Alastair Macaulay, Financial Times, 23 May 1997;
Jeremy Kingston, The Times, 22 May 1997. Quoted in
Record,
cited under Christopher below. Kingston is clearly not a fan of the play,
asking "What is one to do with this ludicrously bad play, short of for
getting about it for most of one's life and sitting through it as seldom as
possible?"
33. Titus has been employed for strong political commentary elsewhere,
seeing more than a few productions in eastern Europe. Stribrny
describes a 1992 production in Croatia performed as Serbian and Croa
tian armies were battling
parts of Bosnia-Herzegovina that empha
sized the sacrifice of youth in war. Titus
a comparatively younger
man, and his sons were turned into brothers, Lavinia his sister; cos
tumes were modem and the production echoed the films A Clockwork
Orange and Mad Max (142). Daniel Mesguich's 1989 production in
concentrated on the notion that "The play pinpoints the moment when
a civilization begins to fall apart, when the law itself has become a dead
letter" (Goy-Blanquet
Going against many of the play's earlier cos
tume designs, Mesguich felt that "It
be absurd to dress the pro
tagonists as barbarians in animal skins: they are decadent, not primi
tive" (51).
34. For
of his previous difficulty accepting a less than black Aaron,
when told by director Gregory Doran that Sher would be playing Titus
Stanley Wells remarked, "Of course, he'd have made a superb Aaron,
days gone by" (Sher and Doran 87). I don't wish suggest any tones
lament for present-day theatrical casting practices in Wells' comment,
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but I wonder at the logic of a white man being a "superb" black man.
35. Alastair Macaulay, Financial Times, 25 July 1995; Michael Billington,
Guardian, 14 July 1995; Nick Curtis, Evening Standard, 19 July 1995; Jane
Edwardes, Time Out, 19 July 1995; Michael Coveney, Observer, 16 July
1995; Jeffrey Wainwright, Independent, 17 July 1995. Quoted in Theatre
Record, cited under Macaulay below.
36.
favorite example of blatant racist reviewing is Ronald Bryden
describing Olivier's Othello: "It could have been caricature, an embar
rassment. Instead, after
second performance, a well-known Negro
actor rose in the stalls bravoing. For obviously it was done with love;
with the main purpose of substituting for the dead grandeur of the
Moorish empire one modern audiences could respond to: the grandeur
of Africa. . . . During the temptation, he began to pace, turning his head
sharply like a lion listening. The climax was his farewell
his occupa
tion: bellowing the words as pure, wounded outcry, he hurled back his
head until the ululating tongue showed pink against the roof of his
mouth like a trumpeting elephant's" (Wells Theatre 270).
37. Zelon's account is of considerable interest. Byron discusses his
experiences playing Othello, "resonating with the murder that put him
into Luckett
a life sentence" (34); Hal Cobb,
played Titus, is
prison for murdering his wife.
hates to enjoy what might be one of
the most horrifying cases of experimental Method acting, but Shake
speare Behind Bars founder Curt L. Tofteland's project is considered by
all prison officials associated with it be a life-changing experience for
prisoners who join it.
38.
history, cited under Allen below, is sadly not without incidents
involving new-born black babies (14).
39. Kennedy's definitive visual history of Shakespeare in performance,
Looking Shakespeare, has just seen its second, updated edition to press.
McBean's photo of Quayle posed as Aaron is offered as one of his "clas
sic theatre photographs" (22), and another of the final banquet scene
performance has Quayle so black it's difficult to make out his
A
photo of Polycarpou tied to a stake is simply labeled "a white Aaron"
(338).
40. See Oz for discussions of Merchant productions in Israel and Eng
land. Willis
notes that
BBC's Merchant — directed by one, and
starring another, Jewish artist — prompted picketers outside BBC head
quarters
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Fourmillante cité, cité pleine de
rêves,
"Où le spectre, en plein jour, rac
croche le
— Baudelaire.1

"There is much evil to be feared in today's
on by
thelimit,
risetheitsthe
over
of
in
. But
the particular
evoked
ghosts has become rare," said Ernst Bloch
1935, linking the
of modernity the passing
of the gothic, and in particular, the passing
the ghost. Similarly, Edmund Wilson expressed
surprise in 1944 that the ghost story persisted
into the age of the electronic light (Cox and
Gilbert xv).
implicit argument of both Bloch
and Wilson is that modernization is a process
disenchantment, and modernity and the ghost
are therefore incompatible.
When it is spelled out, in the work of the
Frankfurt school and
various descendants,
argument goes something like this: The
largest project of modernization has been the
freeing of humanity from the myths and super
stitions that
through fear, our sovereignty.
Modernization increases our power
nature
- through
increasing rationalization of sci
ence, of religion, of aesthetics, and so
- by
turning us from the worship of ancestors and
past authorities to
pursuit of individual
utopias in a projected future, and by the accom
panying emptying and sanitizing of the imagi
nation.
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Such a disenchanted world seems to leave no room for the ghost,
and for
gothic in
both of which work by activating, and
preying on, those fears and imaginings that modernization
away. And yet the gothic does persist. Its persistence,
this under
standing, signifies the extent to which the process of modernization as
disenchantment is not yet complete; the extent which modernization's
sweeping
has in fact been only a sweeping under the carpet.
Hugh
"The Little Ghost," from 1931, is a modern ghost
story, a trace of the gothic persisting into modernity. In this story, our
narrator tells us that his very best friend (Bond) had died, something
that "most Britishers, most Americans, most Scandinavians" would rec
ognize as truly traumatic, unlike "Frenchmen, Italians, Spaniards . . .
Southern people" (387), who don't really understand this idea of male
friendship. He is inconsolable: "From that moment I knew
peace.
Everyone seemed
me dull, profitless, and empty" (389).2 He takes a
holiday and
beach, in
effort to shake
feeling of loss,
but to
avail. Unexpectedly, an invitation
spend
time
with his friends, the Baldwins, who though "not, I believed, very well
off"
rented "an old eighteenth-century house" (this epithet recurs
throughout the story, insisting
the house's link to the eighteenth cen
tury). "They were jolly, noisy people, with a jolly, noisy family" and he
feels sure they will shake him from his gloom, and so accepts. The next
day,
his way
their house,
stops at an old cathedral and, in front
of
"tomb of the Black Bishop" (390), is unexpectedly consoled: "I
a curious sense ... of comfort and condolence, that horrible grey
loneliness that I had felt... suddenly fell from me, and for the first time
since Bond's death, I was happy" (390). Arriving at his friends' house,
he is overwhelmed by the presence of vast numbers of loud and ill-man
nered children, and senses that his friends and their children are out of
place in this old house, that the house resents them and their presence.
He,
the other hand,
house seems accept: "I belonged to it, that
room, as though I had been in it
my days. I had a curious sense of
companionship that was exactly what I
been needing" (392). He
a sudden sense that there is someone in the room with him, but, looking
around, can see
one. Over the course of his visit
comes to learn
that the Baldwins are "going
wake up some of those old rooms,"
largely through the presence of the children, who the narrator describes
as "the wildest savages," "uncivilised" (393), and at a later moment
"being Red Indians all over the hall" (395), a disruption which "I felt the
house minded" (394). In his moments of peace, in the hour before din
ner as he rests and then dresses,
luxuriates in his memories of Bond,
and feels a "new companionship [that] was not only
but was
something more as well" (395). Mrs. Baldwin continues to be sure that
"it's so good for old houses like this ... to be woken up a little," despite
our narrator's hesitations. One night, the sense of comfort the narrator
feels materializes in the form of a little girl, in whose face he
"fear
and bewilderment and a longing for
comfort" (396). Later, during
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a particularly aggressive game of hide-and-seek, our narrator retreats to
his room from the "noisy exuberance and ruthless selfishness of the new
family" (396), and, confronted
the terrified ghost of the young girl,
protects and comforts her. "All night I think I stayed there comforting
and being comforted," at the end of which "my sense of loss in my
friend was removed ... and never returned." He realizes,
thinks, that
"the child loved the house, had stayed as long as was possible, at last
was driven away, and that this was her farewell, not only to me, but all
that she most loved in this world and the next" (397). After leaving,
cured, and returning to London, he receives in the mail from Mrs. Bald
win a package she presumes he has left behind: wrapped in an old silk
handkerchief,
discovers an old wooden doll, with "Ann Trelawney,
1710" sewn
clothes.
Walpole's curious tale tells a story about class (the aristocratic house
and ghost with which the narrator identifies, versus the new bourgeois
family, who "fought a battle with it [the house] and defeated it"; 393),
through the mediating discourses of race (only good Anglo-Saxons
know the meaning of real friendship; the Baldwin children are uncivi
savages), gender (the Baldwins are represented by Mrs. Baldwin's
ignorance and the generally over-exuberant male children; ranged
against them are the hyper-civilized male narrator and the frightened
ghost
personal
and homosociality. The house's resentment
the Baldwins expresses a social anxiety about the movement of the
bourgeois (and not even
wealthy bourgeois) into
social spaces of power, as well as of domesticity - of the old aristocracy. That the aris
tocracy lost this battle is, according to the story, something
mourn.
The uncouthness, the selfishness, and the savagery of the new bour
geoisie
out what is being lost: a particular class identity, and a
national one, as well (the Baldwins, we are to suspect, are like those
"Southern people"
don't understand true friendship).
ghost of
the little girl represents this past as it lingers in the spaces once occupied
by the now-retreating upper class. The curious twist the story plays
with, of course, is that the ghost is not what's scary: instead, this ghost
returns, even in her own defeat and her
need for comfort,
offer
comfort to the more civilized, more British, more aristocratic narrator, as
if to console him, not so much for the loss of his friend, but for the loss
of the past which she represents. What's scary is the bourgeois future
represented by the "Red Indians": scary, at least, to our narrator, but
is a fear that is soothed, made palatable, by the ghost's reminder that he,
not they, is the true inheritor of the British aristocratic past, despite their
possession and transformation of
house.3
Though the class, race, gender and sexual politics, as well as nation
alism, of "The Little Ghost" are what distinguish it as an ideological
puzzle from other ghost stories, what all such examples of the genre
share is the relationship between the ghost and the past. Ghosts
they represent the past as it returns
the present, a past that has not
been successfully negotiated. The ghost story persists into modernity,
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and does so as a nostalgic desire for the past, as an expression of "a
yearning for the certainties and satisfactions of a traditional class sys
tem" (Jameson "Historicism" 97).
But together with the persistence of the ghost story into the modern
period is the ghost's transition into modernist literature, where, appar
ently, it ought not be at home. As David Punter puts it, in the
of a
question,
literary movement of modernism is best seen as a turningaway from the tropes and themes of the gothic:
might we prefer to see in modernism precisely that movement
the mind that seeks
exorcise the
to clean out the house,
ruined though it may be, and assert the possibility of a life that
is not haunted as it situates itself resolutely in a present that
strains towards the future?
(ix)

According to such arguments,4 not only is the modern a period of dis
enchantment, a moment in which our cultural constructions of the
world turned away from myth and superstition, but modernism in par
ticular is
explicit rejection of the gothic.
But modernism has a more complicated relationship to the gothic
than this.5 In
there is something fundamentally gothic about mod
ernism per se. In Baudelaire's "Les Sept Vieillards," from which my epi
gram is drawn, the "swarming city" teems equally with passers-by and
the ghosts
accost them, and the grounds we
have for distin
guishing one from the other
away. Adorno, in Minima Moralia,
points
the same trend in contemporary German expressionists:

In Trakl's "Along" there is the line: "Tell how long it is we have
been dead"; in Däubler's "Golden Sonnets": "How true that we
are all long dead."
unity of Expressionism consists
expressing that people wholly estranged from one another, life
having receded within them, have thereby become, precisely,
dead.
(191)
For Adorno, that is - and
his reading, for German Expressionism modern people are dead precisely
the extent that they are modern.
This response to the experience of modernity, of living - and not-living
- in the modern world requires us to re-think what the gothic means,
when it appears in the works of modernist writers such as Eliot and
Stevens, for whom, according to Frank Lentricchia, "To
a modern
life ... is hard to distinguish from a living death" (437). Many mod
ernist writers, it seems, invoke the gothic as a mediating framework
through which the modern world can be understood.
Recalling the first
met T.S.
Wyndham Lewis described
him as an "apparition" (283). Though Lewis seems
have meant
'apparition' in terms of a vision of beauty - a "sleek, tall, attractive
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transatlantic apparition," he calls him - there is
the implication that
there was something ghostly about Eliot.6 In
biography of Eliot,
Peter Ackroyd tells us that Eliot was "always much possessed by the
dead" (16). This ghostly possession reaches a high point of sorts in 1923,
years after Lewis described his encounter with the apparitional Eliot. Ackroyd's version of the anecdote is brief but tantalizing:
When Mary Hutchinson was preparing to visit him [Eliot], he
told her to ask the porter for a "Captain Eliot" and then to knock
at the
three times. When Osbert and Sacharavell Sitwell
were invited
Burleigh Mansions for dinner, they were told
simply to ask for "the Captain." This nautical persona which
Eliot adopted has its jaunty aspects, but it is more bizarre than
comic.
strangeness is compounded by the fact that the Sitwells
noticed, while dining
that
was wearing face powder: ".
. .
but distinctly green, the colour of forced lily-of-the-valley." Their observation confirmed what Virginia Woolf thought
she
seen - green powder on his face.
(136)

Ackroyd cites Clive Bell, who suggested in a letter to Vanessa Bell that
might paint his face thus to look "interesting and cadaverous," and
Osbert Sitwell,
thought that Eliot might do it to "accentuate his
look of suffering" (Ackroyd 136). Virginia Woolf commented in her
Diary that "I am not sure that he does not paint
lips" (Vol.2
At
other moments, she notes Eliot's deathly appearance and character: she
calls
"pale, marmoreal Eliot" (90); "slightly malevolent" (187); "sin
ister and pedagogic ... a queer figure" (302); and in later years
reap
pears as a "poor pale creature" (Vol.3 15) and "a vision of misery" (Vol.3
223).
Why did Eliot
as this ghoulish 'Captain'? How does this relate
to The Waste Land, published in the year before these dinners? Where do
we fit this image of Eliot into
different versions of Eliot that literary
history has given us: the
conservative catholic royalist;
play
ful author of the 'Cats' poems;
racist, misogynist author of the 'Bolo'
poems? Here is another Eliot - face painted greenish-white, a pale crea
e, an apparition, a(even
vision,
youth, a sinister, malevolent, and
to the
queer figure and it is with this Eliot in mind that I want to begin
read The
Land.

Wa

I.

Eliot's epigraph to The Waste Land is taken from Petronius' Satyricon.
According to the Greek myth to which Petronius refers,
Sybil wish
es for the ability to live forever; in a cruel twist of fate, she is granted
long life but not eternal
and so now lives on, in a body long since
aged past usefulness
her prophetic powers eventually desert her).
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/jx/vol7/iss2/8
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In Eliot's epigraph, the Sybil is asked what she
she responds, "I
to die."7
Sybil is an undead figure, unable to die, incapable of
truly living. Her desire for death, for an end, an alternative
her
undead state, is the desire that opens The Waste Land, and it is a desire
that will not - cannot - be fulfilled.
The title of the first section of the poem, "The Burial of
Dead,"
offers to the reader the suggestion of a resolution or closure of the sort
that the Sybil asks for. People do die, and when they do, they are
buried; there is closure, an end,
the process of life.
poem itself,
though, opens with a description not of death but of new life; of a
vicious, callous spring:
April is the cruelest month, breeding
Lilacs out of the dead land, mixing
Memory and desire, stirring
Dull roots with spring rain.
Winter kept us warm, covering
Earth in forgetful snow, feeding
A little life with dried
(1-7)
In what sense is spring cruel? To begin with, the poem's description
adopts the perspective of the Sybil with respect to life and death: here,
death is positive, peaceful and comfortable, while life is negative, diffi
cult and painful. But it
collapses the two categories - life and death
- into one another.
first three lines end with participles of combi
nation - breeding, mixing, stirring - each of which, following immedi
ately
a caesura, pushes us onwards the next line of the poem. Cat
egories are being integrated, boundaries dissolved. The lilacs, living
plants, are being bred from the dead ground. Memory is being mixed
with desire; a past- and death-oriented instinct is being mixed with a
futurelife-oriented one.8
dull roots, part of
dead ground,
are being stirred with spring rain, a life-bringing
The
desire for death is the only desire expressed in the poem to this point.
But this desire to be allowed
be dead in peace is disrupted not only
by the new growth of Spring, for April is
(usually) Easter, the time
of Christ's crucifixion and resurrection, a moment of burial in which
death marks not an end but a new beginning.
In these opening few lines,
we have the Sibyl - the only named
character so far - who wants to die, and a section title that tells us that
what we are reading will be about giving the Sibyl what she wants:
an end-point. But then the opening of the poem immediately
undoes these expectations. And the speaker of these opening lines, as
Michael Levenson points out, is
of the buried dead to whom the title
of the opening section alludes, his/her perspective coming from under,
or out of, the
land:
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The eye here sees from the point of view of someone (or some
thing) that is buried. In what other circumstances would snow
act as cover? ... [T]he opening of The Waste Land looks at spring
from the point of view of a corpse... . Only here is a corpse that
has not died, that retains a little life. We recall that the title of
this opening section is "The Burial of the Dead" and already we
have a fierce irony. These buried are not yet dead.
(172)
What Levenson is happy to call 'a fierce irony' I
remember,
now at least, as a troubling reading experience. What do we do with
this buried voice which yet still lives, with the living Sybil who wants to
die, and with the cruelty of life and of rebirth in this
land? What
kind of generic framework can resolve the 'fierce irony,' can help us past
the troubling nature of these opening images?
framework to which a reader can turn is the Gothic, in which
burial is a common trope (think Edgar Allan Poe, think Lewis's The
Monk, among many others). Scanning the rest of "The Burial of the
Dead," we find a whole series of indicators that the poem does indeed
work within a Gothic framework: there is a desolate landscape ("What
are the roots that clutch, what branches grow / Out of this stony rub
bish?"; the "dead tree" and the "dry stone"); there is a character caught
between life and death ("I was neither / Living nor dead"); there are
omens and premonitions ("Fear death by water"); there is a crowd of
dead figures, crossing London Bridge ("I had not thought death had
undone so many"); and there is the macabre image of
sprouting
corpse. 9
gothic is a framework - one among many - vitally important to
a sophisticated reading of The Waste Land, but it is one that remains
largely undeveloped in criticism of the poem.10
poem, however,
does not simply reproduce gothic themes and images - although such
themes and images do continue throughout the
- but reproduces
them transformatively. The Waste
that is, is not simply a gothic
poem: as Pound would have advocated, it
makes the gothic into
something new.
It is easy, too easy, to read "The Burial of the Dead" as Gothic. But
what about the rest of the poem? And how does the poem
the
gothic new? I want to answer both of these questions by looking at one
of the poem's ghosts, a ghost that is often overlooked in criticism or mis
taken for something else. This is the ghost that appears in the opening
scene of "A Game of Chess." This second section of The Waste Land
opens with a description of a woman at her dressing
a scene def
erential Pope's Rape of the Lock. In Pope's
the woman's dressing
table is crowded with the baubles of colonial mercantilism ("The vari
ous Off'rings of the world"; I, 130) and
itself is - through par
ody - a polemic against the 'trivial' ends to which eighteenth century
globalism is being directed: female beauty.11 In Eliot's poem, the sug
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gestion is that what should be a celebration of high life, culture, and
style, in this wealthy woman, is left
she is overwhelmed
a
world
which she does not - cannot - belong.
descriptions are
voluptuous, sensual, and the wealth and beauty excessive: "The glitter
of her jewels rose to meet it [the light], / From satin cases poured in rich
profusion" (84-85).
woman seems to be aristocratic, like Pope's
Belinda, but this nostalgic celebration of aristocratic culture is disrupt
ed. Her senses are literally overwhelmed by the wealth, her perfumes
are "strange, synthetic" - that is to say, unnatural - and they have "trou
bled, confused / And drowned the sense in odours" (87-89). Like the
"brown fog" of lines 61 and 208, that renders the city "unreal," so too
the perfume clouds this
making it unreal.
material wealth of
the scene will be contrasted with her spiritual emptiness as she engages
with her possessions; Eliot demonstrates that the source of this disrup
tion is her failure to be truly aristocratic,
be 'merely' a wealthy bour
geois. But before the poem
to
the cultural elements of her
world of material wealth are described, and
description ends with
an unexpected appearance:

Above the antique mantel
displayed
As though a window gave upon the sylvan scene
change of Philomel, by the barbarous king
So rudely forced; yet there the nightingale
Filled all the desert with inviolable
And still she cried, and still the world pursues,
'Jug Jug' to dirty ears.
And other withered stumps of time
Were told upon the
staring forms
Leaned out, leaning, hushing the room enclosed.
Footsteps shuffled
the stair.
(97-107)

A painting of Philomel is displayed "as though a window";
images
more directly accessible to
woman (and to any visitors she
might
than does her own room, masked by the perfumes which
fog the senses.
painting of Philomel is not the only painting in the
room: other paintings, other "stumps of time," hang
the walls as
well. But they don't simply hang: they "stare," they "lean," they
"hush." They are already partially materialized figures, and they
become, in the last line quoted here, the bodiless footsteps shuffling on
the stair: they become, that is, a
A scene that begins as a descrip
tion of a painting becomes a haunting, as in so many ghost stories
which paintings come to life, in which a ghostly figure emerges from a
painting - "leaned out, leaning. ..." While it might not be surprising
that the mansion of this wealthy woman is haunted,12 it is not immedi
ately apparent how we got from painting to
What has happened?
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Let us work through this more slowly, beginning with the story of
Philomel.
According
Ovid's version of the story (Metamorphoses VI),
Philomel
to visit her sister Procne, five years after her marriage to
Tereus, the king of Thrace.
first seeing Philomel,
is "inflamed
with lust" for her,13 and instead of taking her to see her sister,
drags
her to a forest hut where
imprisons and rapes her. When she threat
ens to "cast shame
and proclaim what you have done"
cuts out
her tongue so she will be unable accuse him. Philomel makes a tapes
try, telling the story of Tereus' guilt, and sends it to Procne, who prompt
ly rescues her. Together, they kill Itys, the son of Procne and Tereus, and
serve his flesh to Tereus at a feast. When Tereus calls for Itys to
brought to him, Procne "cannot hide her cruel joy" and announces what
she has done, and Philomel reveals herself to him. Tereus, in a rage,
flies at them both, and in fleeing, the women are turned into birds,
whose feathers are stained with the blood of their murderous deed.
Tereus, turned into a
continues
pursue them.14
painting, in Eliot's poem, shows her change: not the rape, but the
moment of her tongue's restoration, albeit at the expense of intelligible
sound and of her humanity, which expenses are punishment for her
violent
She
in the picture (in the oddly juxtaposed
'desert' which is also a 'sylvan scene,' a confused and compromised
wasteland that she shares with the other denizens of the poem15), with
"inviolable voice," safe from Tereus' further violence. In the classical
story, she cries "Teru teru," thereby revealing the identity of her rapist.
Philomel's only sound, after the transformation, is this identification of
her violator; the violence remains present to her
Eliot's
Philomel cries "Jug jug," a conventional representation of bird song
Elizabethan poetry, but also a crude reference
sexual intercourse,
which means that "Jug jug" keeps Philomel's violation present to her no
less than does Ovid's "Teru teru."
the poem suggests that while
Philomel might be safe from Tereus, "the world" still pursues her, hear
ing in her voice this crude sexual innuendo.
In Eliot's poem, then, the painting of the myth of the nightingale
might, at first, appear
be a more or less innocuous cultural artifact,
but it attests to the brutality of the "barbarous king." While
the
wealthy woman, possession of or appreciation of the painting indicates
a certain cultural sophistication, the barbarism of Tereus which the story
also signifies can prompt only horror in the narrator. This history of
brutality culminates, here, in "'Jug Jug' to dirty ears": despite
nar
rator's observations about the painting and horror at the barbarism,
what "the world" hears in the song of the nightingale is not horror but
a banal sexual innuendo.
world is numb to the history of brutality
implicit in such cultural objects, and
narrator takes it as his task to
make this (hidden) past present to us also.
narrator personifies this
past, gives it substance, in the figure of the ghost that steps out of the
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painting - if this is the reading we want to give to what follows - and
haunts
room.
elided history of violence against Philomel Tereus's violence and the violence of the world that still pursues returns, does not allow itself to be forgotten.
Eliot's hatred is reserved for the middle class' encroachment on and
destruction of
aristocracy. He proclaims in "Marie Lloyd" (1922)
that "the middle classes are morally corrupt. . . .
middle classes, in
England as elsewhere, under democracy, are morally dependent on the
aristocracy, and the aristocracy are subordinate
the middle class,
which is gradually absorbing and destroying it" (371). That "the world"
that pursues Philomel means specifically the bourgeois world, the
world of the woman of wealth but insufficient cultural sophistication, is
the implicit principle which drives the polemic in this opening section
of "A Game of Chess."
It may be surprising how readily this scene from The Waste
admits of the reading I have just given it, since such a reading one
level at least - is an explicitly Benjaminian one. In "The Theses on the
Philosophy of History," Benjamin writes that "without exception the
cultural treasures ... [that the historical materialist] surveys have
ori
which he cannot contemplate without horror. . . . There is
docu
ment of civilization which is not at the same time a document of bar
barism" (256). Like Eliot's narrator, Benjamin's historical materialist
looks at a cultural artifact and sees, with
history. Benjamin
argues that
aesthetic objects, art works, the artifacts of civilization,
possess a history of brutality. Such art works "owe their existence not
only the efforts of the great minds and talents who have created them,
but also to the anonymous toil of their contemporaries" (256), a toil too
easily lost
someone looking at a painting. Think for instance of the
Egyptian pyramids and the slave labor that built them, or St. Petersburg
built
the bones of the conscripted poor. According to this Benjamin
ian reading, the poem's narrator is horrified by Philomel's history ren
aesthetic in the art object, in the
way that Benjamin's histor
ical materialist is horrified by the material history of "anonymous toil"
expended in making the production of these cultural artifacts possible.
cultural artifact, for Benjamin, is a trace of history, a "monad" that
it is the job of the material historian to place
a "constellation"
other events and objects, in order to expose that history, and hence pro
voke
revolutionary potential.
ghost is a "trace" of this material
history that cannot be entirely eliminated.16 Similarly, Eliot's ghost is
the trace of the history of violence that the aestheticization of Philomel's
story elides, but cannot entirely eliminate.
The story of Philomel haunts the picture, and, in our suppression
it, becomes the ghost that steps down from the walls, where it
lean
ing, staring, hushing, and materializes in the footsteps shuffling
the
stairs.
ghost comes back from a past that would otherwise be for
gotten, that will not let itself be forgotten. Memories of trauma fill the
room, the traces of a history that has been elided and overwritten, and
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the ghost is the materialized form of these memories. So far, that is, we
have discovered nothing "new" about this ghost at all; this is still a nine
teenth-century ghost.
But it would be a mistake to leave this reading of the poem here, to
call Eliot a Benjaminian thinker. Benjamin explains that in
commod
ity-forms, including the newly commodified
history has been
doubly displaced, first through the displacement of its use-value by
price, and then again in the appropriation of the commodity object as
wish-image.17 When we measure
in terms of price, then we are
treating labor as an abstracted form of measurement; we forget, or dis
place, the actual physical labor that went into producing the commodi
ty. And when the commodity is appropriated out of
context as
exchange-object into the object of desire in someone's fantasy, then the
history of the object as labor-produced object is moved one
further
away
our possible recollection.
history that the historical
materialist struggles to return these commodity objects, then, is a his
tory of capitalist production, class relations, the division of labor and
wealth, and the alienation of the worker from the products of his/her
labor. In contrast, the "history" that Eliot's narrator returns
the
woman's painting, the history that Eliot's narrator cannot help but see
(with horror) in the artwork, is myth.
task of Benjamin's historical
materialist is to place a commodity object into a constellation that allows
its meaning as use-value
explode out from the new context. Eliot's
narrator offers what he
as the important history of a cultural object
- linking it to a literary past, a heritage that stretches back, through
Shakespeare, Spenser, Dante, and St. Augustine to Ovid and Virgil - but
in doing so elides the material history of cultural production, elides pre
cisely the history that Benjamin's historical materialist reveals.
The spiritual poverty of the middle class and
nostalgia for an
aristocratic past - for a class of people who, surrounded by wealth,
would not lead empty lives but would know how
live it, responsibly,
pleasurably, fully - are portrayed in Eliot's
not only by the
wealthy woman but
by the (absent) "loitering heirs of City direc
tors" (180), another group
make claims to aristocratic distinctions
(they are "heirs") but who are nonetheless wealthy capitalists rather
than landed gentry.18 The actual physical absences the poem remarks at
this point are the waste products, the detritus, of the pleasures of bour
geois society. Empty bottles and sandwich papers are what is left after
eating and drinking; silk handkerchiefs are the detritus of sexual plea
sure (apparently they were used in the early twentieth century in place
of condoms); cardboard boxes are the discarded wrappings of consumer
goods;
cigarette ends are the remnants of another purchasable
physical pleasure (and
cigarette serves as a post-coital signifier as
well). These waste products are specifically the waste products of a con
sumer society, a society which wraps sandwiches and drinks from bot
tles, which packages gifts and purchases, and which discards these trap
pings
the products have been consumed. The emphasis here on
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how these (missing) pleasures are packaged emphasizes the mediated
form in which they are experienced in this bourgeois consumer culture,
as well as the emptiness of those pleasures themselves. Like the wealthy
whose pleasures are banal, isolate, and uncertain, the "heirs"
the City engage in pleasures with purely consumer forms. Eliot's poem
laments this collapse of the upper class into the middle class.
But what Eliot's poem does not acknowledge, what
replacement
of material or social history with myth obscures, is the intimate histori
cal relationship between the aristocratic tradition, for which the poem
expresses nostalgia, and the increasing social dominance of the urban
middle class in the early twentieth century, that the
so thorough
ly despises.
social system of aristocratic country-house dominance
been since before the period of enclosure
agrarian capitalist sys
tem, and as such did not stand against the markets and early industri
alization of the
but was implicated in and responsible for their
practices.19
supercession of aristocratic dominance by bourgeois
dominance, which Eliot's
mourns with melancholic nostalgia, is
fact a part of the logic of that system.
In The Country and the City, Raymond Williams points out that the
histories that literature tells us are a confusion of myth and observation:
"Very few country writers, in the twentieth century, have wholly
escaped this strange formation in which observation, myth, record and
half-history are so deeply entwined" (261). I have been arguing that
Eliot looks unexpectedly like Benjamin, arguing that there are the traces
of a history present in the art-objects of the world of The Waste Land. But
the key difference between Eliot and Benjamin is
the traces
objects betray are not the traces of a real, material history, in Benjamin's
sense, but of a mythologized history, of a history that never really was,
of a history that the
has made up
make sense of the present.
Eliot shares this relation
history with many other modernists: J.
Clark explains that modernist
has a complex "relation to a history it
invents
resists and misrecognizes" (8). This in the
way as,
according to Williams, twentieth-century country writers have made up
a history that makes sense of the present of the country, but makes sense
of it in a way that elides the actual history of its intricate implicit rela
tionship with the city. In this country writing, "A critique of a whole
dimension of modern life, and with it many necessary general ques
tions, was expressed but also reduced
a convention, which took the
form of a detailed version of a part-imagined, part-observed rural Eng
land" (Williams 261). Eliot's poem follows the same form: part detailed
observation of the daily lives of London's proletarian and bourgeois cit
and part mythologized past, serving
explain those observa
tions.20 Eliot's poem invokes, among others, the mythic pasts of the
Grail legend, the story of Philomel, Hindu Upanishads and
Christ
ian bible, as well as
myriad literary references.
process
is perhaps most thoroughly captured in the declaration, in the notes to
part five, that the three key sources for symbols are the journey to
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Emmaus, the approach to the Chapel Perilous, and the decay in Eastern
Europe, where contemporary social history is presented as interchange
able with different mythologized versions of the past. The importance
of the figure of the
then, is that it can cross between these differ
ent stories, allowing readers treat them as a coherent "past," offering
a trope and a (gothic) framework within which real history is reduced
to, made subservient to, the literary or mythical history that Eliot
invokes.
But more than this, Eliot's poem formalizes this elision. It turns this
failure of historical observation or misreading of history into a new form
of poetry. Insofar as the form of the poem is a lyric haunted by
liter
ary predecessors, it creates a history for itself that elides a real history
the modern world.

II.
Let us return to the ghost of "A Game of Chess," whose footsteps we
have left "shuffling on the stair,"
begin to see what is specifically
modernist about it.
poem turns, at this point, to a dialogue between
the wealthy woman and what most criticism identifies only as an
unknown interlocutor. I suggest that one option that allows us make
more sense of this dialogue is
understand the interlocutor
be the
ghost who has just materialized from
painting. At the very least,
this interlocutor is demonstrably an apparition, either one of the ghosts
from
walls, or affiliated with them.
The woman says:
'My nerves are bad tonight. Yes,
Stay with me.
'Speak me. Why do you never
Speak.
'What are you thinking of? What thinking? What?
'I never know what you are thinking. Think.'
(111-14)
woman's command that the ghost "Speak" recalls both Hamlet's
and Horatio's pleas the ghost of Hamlet's father that
speak.21 The
responses
questions (or requests or commands) are not in invert
ed commas, suggesting that they are not in fact spoken. The first such
response, to her question "what are you thinking of?" - "I think we are
in rats' alley / Where the dead men lost their bones" - provides us with
a gothic scene, a gothic atmosphere.
The woman's questions ask this ghost for a history (do you remem
ber nothing?), a description of the contemporary environment (What is
that noise? What do you see? What do you know?), and her place in
both (What shall I do?). The ghost's responses are quotations, mostly lit
erary, all mythical, and serve
mediate,
and obscure any sense
of the relation between the woman and a material history.
"'Do you remember / 'Nothing?'" the woman asks, and the ghost
responds "I remember / Those are pearls that were his eyes" (122-25).
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What the ghost remembers, that is to say, is a quotation from Madame
Sosostris' fortune-telling, itself a quotation
The Tempest, as Ariel
reminds Ferdinand of his father Alonzo, the King of Naples, presumed
drowned, but actually still alive (I.ii.401). Ariel's rhyme follows imme
diately from Ferdinand's meditation on his father's supposed
which he describes himself as "Sitting
a bank, / Weeping again the
King my father's wrack, / This music crept by me upon the waters, /
Allaying both their fury and my passion / With
sweet air" (I.ii.39296). The Waste Land again makes references to these passages in "The
Fire Sermon," most explicitly in lines 191 and 257, which is to say
the poem as a whole functions in
ways as an expanded version
the ghost's responses here: it is a poem of quotation, a poem which is
new by containing nothing new, by making a "living" poem out of dead
language fragments, a story of trauma that represents itself as cultural
artifact. Its language is ghostly, language that is between life and death.
poem is not just about ghosts, it is, formally, a ghost.
"'Are you alive, or
there nothing in your head?"'
woman
asks the
It is a question that a ghost ought not
be able to
answer. Like the Sybil, like the hyacinth girl's lover ("neither / Living
nor dead"), like the crowds flowing over London Bridge ("I had not
thought death had undone so many"), the ghost is between life and
death, both alive and dead, neither alive nor dead. A ghost is "precise
ly an intermediary 'apparition' between life and death, between matter
and spirit, whose separation it dissolves" (Macherey 19). But the point
poem makes is that the ghost is not
only one hovering in this
intermediary position: the
"living" people - the lover, the
crowd, and as I explain below, the wealthy woman - are, as well.
ghost's response to this question seems nonsensical, but is worth
teasing out:
But
O O O O that Shakespeherian Rag—
It's so elegant
So intelligent

(127-30)

ghost's answer is yet another quotation, this time not a literary ref
erence, but a popular culture reference, to a contemporary ragtime-jazz
tune. In a literal sense, the ghost is answering the second question,
repeating what is in
head: a fragment of a fashionable tune, some
thing, therefore, both new and always-the-same.
This idea of fashion as both new and always-the-same is one of the
crucial analyses of modernity that Benjamin's Arcades Project offers.
it,
describes modernity as "the
of hell" because "precisely in
what is newest [it] never alters - that this 'newest' remains, in every
respect, the same" (842-43; G°, 17).22 Buck-Morss explains that for Ben
jamin "The spring rites of fashion celebrated novelty rather than recur
rence; they required, not remembrance, but obliviousness
even the
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most recent past" (Buck-Morss 98). Even when fashion refers to the past
(as in
ragtime song that points back
Shakespeare, or the 1922
craze for ancient Egypt and King Tutankhamen23), it does so in a way
that empties that past of any material history, and reconfigures the
potential for change and difference from a human characteristic to a
characteristic of the commodity object:
Reified in commodities, the utopian promise of fashion's transi
toriness undergoes a dialectical reversal: The living, human
capacity for change and infinite variation becomes alienated, and
is affirmed only as a quality of the inorganic object. In contrast,
the ideal for human subjects (urged
rigorous conformity to
fashion's dictates) becomes the biological rigor mortis of eternal
youth.
(Buck-Morss 99)

Fashion, even while it celebrates the new, rejects the possibility of gen
uine historical change. "With the smallest variation, fashion covers up
reality . . .it rearranges the given, merely symbolizing historical change
rather than ushering it in" (100). Or as Greil Marcus describes the same
Benjaminian process, "in truth capitalism left the essence of the old
(hierarchy, separation, alienation) altogether in place, and raised instead
a screen of continuous change, a show in which everything that was
new was old as soon as it was pictured, and thus could be replaced by
something even more falsely new" (128). Behind the façade of continu
ous change, fashion remains
worship of the changeless.
In Eliot's poem, the ghost's response to the woman's question repeats
what is in its head; it has
words of the pop song, some fashionable
fragment of "severed history."24 This response, however, is not just an
answer to
woman's second question, "is there nothing in your
head?" but
an answer to her first question, "are you alive or not?"
In other words, the ghost offers as a way of determining an answer to
the first question an answer to the second question, and that the woman
asked the two questions together suggests that she expects the answers
be linked as well.
ghost claims to be up to
with fashion, to
be a part of contemporary life. It exists in, is part of and is able make
reference to that matrix of severed history (Shakespeare) and popular
culture (ragtime) that constitutes fashion. In answer
the question
"Are you alive or dead?" the ghost offers as evidence "The Shakespeherian Rag" that is going round and round in its head - offers, that is,
its involvement with the world of fashion - and does so to assert that it
is alive, rather than not.
problem, of course, is that the woman's
question permits only two answers:
is either alive or dead, accord
ing
terms of her question. Whereas
ghost, as we have already
seen, is between life and death.
The ghost's answer,
throws the question back to the speaker:
the ghost has popular music going round and round in
head, it exists
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in a matrix of severed history made new through fashion. This state of
undead existence is
different from the life of the wealthy woman. If
fashion is the category by which the middle class judges itself alive, then
it is
more alive than its ghosts.
'What
I do now? What shall I do?'
'I shall rush out as I am, and walk the street
'With my hair down, so. What shall we do tomorrow?
'What shall we ever do?'
(131-34)

This conversation, either with herself or another "living" companion,25
points to the banality of
bourgeois life, a spiritual emptiness that
accompanies the fashionable material opulence, demonstrated by her
possession of cultural artifacts like the paintings,
"stumps of time,"
and the candelabra, the jewels, the vials and satin cases, the laquearía
and the "antique mantel" that decorate and provide her environment.
Having decided that she shall rush out as she is, and walk the street,
what to do today seems decided, and we instead worry about tomorrow,
and all days thereafter ("what shall we ever do?").
ghost's response
repeats
classic modernist trope of the banality of this existence, the
failure to add meaning
and above that of fashion to her life.

The hot water at ten.
And if it rains, a closed car at four.
And we shall play a game of chess,
Pressing lidless
and waiting for a knock upon the door.
(135-38)
As with the banal fashion of the popular song in the ghost's head, the
woman knows she is alive because her existence is banally fashionable:
tea, car rides, and chess. Life, like ghostliness, seems defined by the
changeless renewals of fashion, renewals that draw
history but
empty them at the same
as they bring them to life. Eliot's ghost
cannot
watching the scene ("lidless eyes"), and like the woman can
only wait for something that might bring change
the situation, end
the stalemate to which their
of chess has been reduced.
conversation between the ghost and the woman suggests that
both of them judge their "aliveness" in the
way, and both decide
their status
the same grounds, for the
reasons.
ghost, a fig
ure for the space between life and
matter and ideality, is indis
tinguishable from the living person. Jameson describes modern life as
"the experience of anomie, standardization, rationalizing desacralization
in the Umwelt or world of daily life" (Political Unconscious
and
Eliot's poem this modern life is indistinguishable from the ghostly state
of between-life-and-death. The modernist gothic describes not only the
past, with its insistent reappearance in the present, but also
present
itself, as ghostly.26
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III.

Eliot's poem is about life and death. Cleanth Brooks declared that the
poem's argument is that "Life devoid of meaning is death; sacrifice,
even the sacrificial death, may be life-giving,
awakening to life"
(137). It is tempting to celebrate with Brooks the poem's life-affirming
conclusion, but we need to read this conclusion within the poem's goth
framework to understand precisely what it is that the poem is argu
ing about life and death.
In the poem's ending, literary history is reduced to a series of frag
ments, and "These fragments I have
against my ruins" (431).
Mark Edmundson, in a book about the persistence of the gothic into
postmodern life, within other genres and modes of narrative, tries to
explain Eliot's (and modernism's) distrust of the gothic:
For Eliot the modernist, the Gothic world of Hamlet was, I sus
pect, oppressively overdetermined. Everything in Hamlet means
too intensely and too much, so that there is no way for the pre
sent to draw freely
past. There's no possibility in such a
point,
, the
the precursor
onleast)to the Freudian
no shored
world
to in whichThe
everything
also
terms,
in
signifies exhaustively, to freely
cultural fragments
against one's ruin.
(112)

Edmundson makes a slight but crucial misreading of Eliot's actual line,
in which it is not the speaker's ruin but
ruins against which he shores
these fragments. Edmundson's misreading allows him to read the poem
as describing
shoring of fragments as something done
stave off a
state of ruin, whereas "ruins" makes clear the poem's ambiguous mean
ing at this
in that "ruins" could mean either the state that the
shoring of fragments is intended to prevent, or, equally, the ruins could
be the location, the crumbled edifice next to - "against" - which the
fragments will be shored. What Eliot's poem is doing with these frag
ments is clearly both: preventing ruin, and doing so by building some
thing new, against,
the grounds left by, an already existing set
ruins. The Waste Land describes the modern world in Gothic
indulging in the collapse of boundaries and distinctions thus presented,
reducing our understanding of the world to a series of cultural frag
ments, each with a tangled web of references
the others but with no
references any more apparently significant than the others.
modern
world, in Eliot's poem, is thus like the Lacanian unconscious, a kind of
language with floating signifiers and
signifieds to which those signifiers can be definitively tied. But like the Lacanian unconscious,
which we create myths or fictions of self, other, and language by which
we can (temporarily at
tie down and make useful such signifiers,
the cultural world of fragments can be
against one's ruins; con
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trol can be asserted over this chaos, something new built from it. This
new building will itself be gothic, however, a Frankensteinian construc
tion, a monster sewn together from fragments collected from other longsources and thrust forward into life despite being undead. Which
means, though, that again like the Lacanian unconscious's control over
content, and like Frankenstein's control
his monster, what con
trol this formal achievement can have over the modern world is imme
diately thrown into doubt. Certainly it is not an achievement that can
transcend that
much as Brooks's summary of Eliot's poem would
like us to imagine that such transcendence is possible.
What the
describes, of course, in this Frankensteinian creation
of a new whole from the fragments of now-dead histories, is itself, and
modernist projects like itself. As Clark puts it, modernism suffered con
tingency and fragmentation "only in order to conjure back out of it - out
of the false regularities and the indiscriminate freeflow - a new pictori
al unity ....
and large they [modernists] could never escape the
notion that art would absolve or transfigure
circumstances and find
a way back to totality" (11-12). In other words, the structure of the poem
is a gothic response to the modern world: the poem responds
the
modem world in gothic terms, interprets that world according to the
conventions of gothic literature. And it does so in the language
melancholy, rather than mourning.27 In healthy mourning, according to
Freud, one works through (the language of labor is not accidental)
grief at the loss of a loved object, and does so in the end by exchanging
the old object for a new one. Mourning then places one within a system
of commodity exchange, where objects are exchangeable and nothing is
unique or irreplaceable. The project of Eliot's poem, then, shoring old
fragments against ruins, is a melancholic one, a retention of old love
objects and a refusal to replace or exchange them, a refusal to accept that
they are or could be replaceable; a refusal
accept the principle of
exchange-value
use-value. According to Freud, such melancholy is
unhealthy, but recent theorists Derrida in Specters of Marx
and Spivak in A Critique of Postcolonial Reason - have
that melan
choly is something we
to embrace, that there is in fact something
(socially) unhealthy about accepting that a love-object is simply
exchangeable.28 Eliot's Waste Land similarly rejects the system
exchange value, and of the capitalist social structure built on it, and pro
poses in its place a gothic resurrection of the system and values of the
English aristocracy.
Eliot's poem describes a wasteland intent on
own destruction.
And it describes this world by borrowing fragments from the literary
past, a process intrinsic, according to Derrida, to revolutionary rhetoric:
"the more the new erupts in the revolutionary crisis, the more the peri
od is in crisis, the more it is 'out of joint,' then the more one has to con
voke the old, 'borrow' from it. Inheritance from
'spirits of the past'
consists, as always, in borrowing'" (109). Eliot's poem implores its read
ers to remember
literary history,
melancholically refuse the
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replacement of the old with the new, and shows us that to fail to do so
reduces life to bourgeois banality. Derrida, too, argues for the impor
tance of remembering as a refusal of mourning, an embrace of melan
choly: "One must forget
specter and the parody, Marx seems to say,
so that history can continue. But if one is content to forget it, then the
result is bourgeois platitude: life, that's all. So one must not forget it,
must remember it but while forgetting it enough, in this very mem
ory, in order 'find again the spirit of the revolution without making its
specter return'" (110).
importance of melancholic remembrance
marks for Derrida (and Marx) the contrast between, on
one hand,
disaster of a life that is only bourgeois platitude and, on the other,
possibility of revolutionary life. For Eliot, however, melancholic
remembrance marks the contrast between,
the
hand,
same
disaster of bourgeois life, and
the other an agrarian aristocratic cul
ture that in his idealized imagined history is distinct from the horrors
and injustices of urban life. Another
of making this
point,
perhaps: Benjamin says that "Only that historian will have the gift
fanning
spark of hope in
past who is firmly convinced that even
the dead will not be
from the enemy if
wins. And this enemy has
not ceased to be victorious" ("Theses on the Philosophy of History"
Eliot and Benjamin share the fear that the dead, like the living, are
not safe, and they would even agree that
enemy is
bourgeois
capitalist culture of modernity. Where they fundamentally disagree
would be who they were saving from this modernity, and why. Where
Benjamin looks to the past for inspiration as
looks also forward to a
messianic future, Eliot looks to an illusory aristocratic past and can look
forward only to
gruesome return.
Eliot's poem, then, performs a complicated combination of,
the
one hand, nostalgia for a past that never was, in
melancholic remem
brance of aristocratic culture as a contrast
the bourgeois banality of
contemporary urban life, and
the other hand a melancholic insistence
that a new future can be created only from
fragments of this ruined
past. Brooks's celebration of the poem as
argument for the life-giv
ing potential of sacrificial
then, misses the dual importance
death for these two arguments, and the centrality of the ghost as a fig
ure that disrupts the binary opposition of life and
The ghost and
the wealthy woman of "A Game of Chess" can present only identical
arguments prove whether they are alive or dead, which suggests that
the urban present is alienated from itself in comparison
a "full" aris
tocratic rural past, albeit a past which is only ever a myth. And that the
possible future the poem looks towards is a gothic one constructed from
the fragments of these mythic pasts, rather than one based
a real his
torical understanding of the past, means that it is a future which can
never be anything but ghostly. Where Marx insists
a balance
between forgetting and remembering, what Eliot's poem offers us is a
balance of forgotten history and remembered myths, not only in
sub
ject matter,
content, but in its very form. The poem, unlike
revo
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lutionary movement, makes new by reassembling the fragments not of
a genuine past but of a mythic and literary one, thereby masking social
and economic causes of the present.
This conclusion, that the poem is fundamentally conservative, is
hardly a new one. It is easy to overlook, however, the crucial role that
gothic
in negotiating that conservatism.
in the clas
sical gothic, uses the refusal of the distinction between life and death to
figure an eruption of the past into the present, a present with an unset
tled relationship to
past.
ghost in modernist literature,
the
other hand, figures a present with an unsettled relationship to itself, an
experience of modernity that finds gothic tropes ready-to-hand to
describe that experience. Literary modernism, far from eschewing the
gothic, indulges in it repeatedly and insistently, finding it an important
generic framework for interpreting its relationship to both the modern
world and
its own past. As Ernst Bloch argued, there is "the ghost
remains after the lights are turned on" (320), and this ghost is a
new and specifically modernist one. Modernist ghosts represent not the
past but the present: they are a response to, a mediated representation
of, the experience of modern life. Eliot's Waste Land gives us both tradi
tional ghosts, ghosts
lurk in dark corners and haunt the present
from their place in the past, and
these modernist ghosts, ghosts
into the light and haunt the mechanism, the automatism, the
anomie of the modern. And it gives us both not only in the concrete
images that the poem presents, but also in its form, in
idea of what
poetry is, and what modernist poetry does: it haunts, and it is haunted
by, both traditional and modernist

Versions of the essay were read by Christian Thorne, Antony John, Ian
Baucom, Michael Moses, Ranjana Khanna, and Allan Meeks, as well as
an anonymous reviewer for Journal x. I am grateful for the insightful
and considerate observations made by each.
1. "Les Sept Vieillards," from Les Fleurs du Mal. Translated: "Swarming
city - city gorged with dreams, / Where ghosts by day accost the pass
er-by." 92 (the translation); 270 (the original). Eliot includes these lines
in his notes to line 60 of The Waste Land.
2. Like Hamlet, who complains "How weary, stale, flat, and unprof
itable / Seem to me all the uses of this world!" (I.ii.133-34).
3. One can
read here
sense of being haunted by, and his
efforts to distance himself from, fin-de-siècle aesthetes: green-carnation
wearing, aristocratic, "queer," dandies, epitomized by Oscar Wilde,
represent a homosocial literary and cultural past Walpole cannot
afford to claim yet which is clearly evoked in his narrator. In
course
of the story, the narrator reclaims his credibility as
anti-bourgeois
aesthete, and in effect redeems himself - and thereby modernist aes
theticism - through his relationship with the girl
ghost.
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4. Punter is representative, rather than unique. Mark Edmundson,
instance, makes a similar, though more hesitant, argument as part of his
exploration of the persistence of the gothic into late twentieth-century
US culture, in which he argues that one can take "the purging of the
Gothic to be a central - though hardly the sole - motive of a good deal
of modernist work" (113).
5. The essays collected by John Paul Riquelme in a recent issue of Mod
ern Fiction Studies (46:3, Fall 2000) under the title "Gothic and Mod
ernism" gesture towards this relationship. In Riquelme's introduction,
for instance,
argues that "The essential anti-realist character of Goth
ic writing from the beginning creates in advance a compatibility with
modernist writing" (586), and "the Gothic and Modernism influence
each other and share certain developments" (587). Some modernist
writers,
says, "draw significantly
Gothic traditions and motifs"
(588). Riquelme's arguments, and the arguments of the contributors to
that volume, suggesting simply a series of associations between mod
ernism and the gothic, do not go far enough. Jean-Michel Rabaté, in The
Ghosts of Modernity, offers highly theorized readings of
French
modernist writers - Breton, Verlaine, Mallarmé - but doesn't extend his
analysis
the modernist writers who wrote in English:
Joyce,
Woolf, and so forth, each of
it could be argued, employs gothic
modes as part of their modernist practice.
6. Eliot's figure, here, is marked as Wildean in much the same way as
Walpole's narrator is. Wilde haunts modernism, we might say, and with
him the homosocial culture
represents. As Eve Sedgwick has point
ed out, "there is a case to be made that the modernist impulse toward
abstraction . . . owes an incalculable part of
energy precisely to turnof-the-century
homo/heterosexual definitional panic." To an
extent, she says, "the 'figuration' that
be abjected from modernist
self-reflexive abstraction was not the figuration of just anybody, but,
rather, ... the desired male body" (Epistemology 167). She further iden
tifies Eliot's "Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" as a "manifesto of male
homosexual panic" (240). Wildean homosociality is clearly something
that haunts Eliot's poetry, and modern literature, more generally. Fasci
nating though an exploration of this haunting would
in this essay I
am more interested in the relationships between the ghosts of Eliot's
Waste Land and the concept of history, rather than any specific histories.
7. Translation of the epigraph from Southam 17. In full, the epigraph
"For
I
with my very own
the Sibyl at Cumae hang
in a cage, and when the boys
to her, 'Sibyl, what do you want?'
she answered, 'I
to die.'"
8. If the forgetful snow is a good thing, then memory, even before it is
mixed with desire, would seem to be a bad thing. However, memory
and forgetfulness are not precisely opposites in this way: as Pierre Nora
says, "Memory is life ... in permanent evolution, open
the dialectic
of remembering and forgetting" (633). Or as Marita Sturken argues,
memory is "a narrative rather than a replica of an experience that can
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retrieved and relived......... What we remember is highly selective, and
how we retrieve it says as much about desire and denial as it does about
remembrance. .. . Forgetting is a necessary component in the construc
tion of memory" (7). Sturken's argument suggests that memory is
always mixed with both desire and forgetting.
9. Such characteristics are gothic according to the most persuasive
accounts of what the gothic is. See Duncan, Clery, and Sedgwick.
10.
crucial exception is Maud Ellmann's Kristevan essay "Eliot's
Abjection."
11. "This Casket India's glowing gems unlocks, / And all Arabia breathes
from yonder box. / The tortoise here and Elephant unite, / Transform'd
to Combs. ... // Now awful Beauty puts
all
Arms" (I, 133-36,139).
12. "[T]he ghost is at one with a building of some antiquity, of which it
is the bad
and to whose incomprehensible succession of genera
tions of inhabitants it makes allusion as in some return of the repressed
of the middle-class mind" (Jameson "Historicism" 90). Dickens's Mrs.
Rouncewell, a housekeeper in Bleak House, suggests another theory. She
is showing guests around a manor house in
master's absence. There
is a ghost in the house, and Mrs Rouncewell is convinced that the spirit
must be very old, indeed: "Mrs Rouncewell holds this opinion, because
she considers that a family of such antiquity and importance has a right
to a
regards a ghost as one of the privileges of the upper
classes; a genteel distinction to which the common people have no
claim" (139-40). Eliot's wealthy bourgeois woman has no spiritual right
to her cultural goods; she equally has no right her ghost.
distance
Dickens's narrator creates between himself and Mrs. Rouncewell is
clear, here, and as my brief study of "The Little Ghost" shows, it is
fact precisely the bourgeois who are haunted by the ghosts of an aristo
cratic past, to which they have
'right.'
13. Miller's translation uses 'love' rather that 'lust';
Latin reads
"non secus exarsit conspecta virgine Tereus, / quam si quis canis ignem
supponat aristis / aut frondem positasque cremet faenilibus herbas" (VI
455- 57).
14. The whole story is one that looks forward
Part III of The Waste
"The Fire Sermon," which takes its title from Buddha's sermon
against the fiery passions. Both Tereus and Procne are described as
being under the influence of these fiery passions: Tereus is "inflamed
with love" (456) and "feeds
own fires" (492-93), and later Procne is
"all
fire" (610) with vengeance.
15. It may be that the poem intends us
read the forest as 'deserted/
empty of people; but such juxtaposed descriptions occur throughout the
poem, implying that the epistemological uncertainty is one of
effects
of modernity that the poem both describes and reproduces.
16. "Benjamin viewed the world of industrial objects as fossils, as the
trace of living history that can be read from the surfaces of the surviv
ing objects" (Buck-Morss 56).
17. "But the social
meaning) of commodities is their
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price, this does not prevent them from being appropriated by con
sumers as wish images within the emblem books of their private dream
world. For this to occur, estrangement of the commodities from their
initial meaning as use-values produced
human labor is in fact the
prerequisite" (Buck-Morss 181).
18. I go on question precisely this distinction between landed gentry
and urban capitalist.
19.
argument is implicit through Raymond Williams's The Country
and the City, and explicit at a number of points. Eliot's idyll of a rural
aristocracy, implicit against the decay, obfuscation, and torpor of the
bourgeois city, is, and
been, implicated in those cities since at least
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries: "The greed and calculation, so
easily isolated and condemned in the city, run back, quite clearly,
the
country houses, with the fields and their labourers around them. And
this is a double process. The exploitation of man and of nature, which
takes place in the country, is realised and concentrated in the city. But
also, the profits of other kinds of exploitation - the accumulating wealth
of the merchant, the lawyer, the court favourite - come
penetrate the
country, as if, but only as if, they were a new social phenomenon" (4849).
20. And in explaining, thereby informing; explanations do not simply fol
low observations, as any good scientist knows, but construct the expec
tations within which observation happens.
21. For instance, Horatio: "Speak me . . . / O, speak! . . . / Speak of it:
— stay, and speak!" (I.i.132,135,139); and Hamlet: "... speak, I'll go no
further. . . . / Speak; I am bound to hear" (I.v.l, 6).
22. For Benjamin, in fact, fashion is always best described in these goth
ic terms: "fashion was never anything other than the parody of the mot
ley cadaver, provocation of death through the woman, and bitter collo
quy with decay whispered between shrill bursts of mechanical laugh
ter" (Arcades 62; Bl, 4).
23. See North 19-24 for a detailed account of this fashion craze.
24. The term is Greil Marcus's, 301.
25. The use of the inverted commas suggests a change in speaker at the
of line 131, although she could very well be responding her own
question.
26. Jameson suggests that we can better understand modernity if we
think of it as "as a trace and an abstraction from a real historical event
and trauma," namely, the trauma of the transition to capitalism. As
such,
says, we can "locate the referent of 'modernity' in a new way,
via the ancient ghostly forms of the experience itself" (Singular Moder
nity 39). Modernity is the trace left by a trauma; it is itself a ghost.
27. See Freud's "Mourning and Melancholy," and Abraham and Torok's
more recent (but still Freudian) essays
mourning in The Shell and the
Kernel.
28. Derrida argues that "the work of mourning is not
kind of work
among others. It is work itself, work in general," he says, and a true
conception of justice will involve "A mourning in fact and by right inter
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minable . . . between introjection and incorporation" (97), that is, a
mourning which refuses the binary opposition between mourning and
melancholy. Spivak, more radically, rejects mourning as itself unhealthy
and promotes a
logic of melancholy as a possible alternative to the
logic of capitalism.
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tively free access to what Aldous Huxley referred to as "psychedelic"
drugs?
This essay hopes to cast
oblique light on these issues by dwelling
the significance of a comparison between two intellectuals, born
different circumstances but around the same time - the last decade of
the nineteenth century experimented with drugs with minds
open to what the experience might have to offer, at a
even more set
tled in
opposition to their use than our own.
comparison hopes
to achieve several related aims: it will illustrate the difficulty experi
enced by the drug supporter in distinguishing between
role as means
to an end, and as an end in itself; it will show that in a social climate
unsympathetic to
use of drugs, the intellectual argument for their
legitimization relied
the qualified - and problematic - hope that they
might enhance ordinary or average consciousness; and it will
that this hope for the ameliorative use of drugs has to struggle with a
riddling ambivalence about whether it is possible
distinguish
between how drugs might enhance consciousness and how they might
diminish experience.
excursus into the past has a present application precisely
because the contemporary focus on the efficacy or failure of legislation
deflects attention towards drug control or
medicinal uses of specific
without returning to the rationalising arguments for how they
are supposed to modify human consciousness and culture. The essay is
neither a simple apologia for the use of psychedelic drugs, nor an attack
on the practice. Its aim is examine two representative intellectual atti
tudes as a way of fostering resistance the habit of mind which is liable
to suppose, assume or imply that the only issues pertinent to such drugs
are their control or legitimization.
The two intellectuals I propose to consider here are Aldous Hux
ley and Walter Benjamin. They did not come to the experimental use
drugs lightly or easily. Each
a set of reservations to overcome
before
was willing to experiment with
And each wrote elo
quently and cogently about his experiences and the practice, in a man
ner which makes it possible to treat their cases as illustrative of larger
representative positions.
Born in 1894, Huxley
to drugs only in middle age, when he
began to argue for their use as a means a perception of a reality more
profound than that familiar us as our everyday consciousness, bound
time,
and our need for self-preservation as individuated bio
logical creatures. But as June Deery points out:

Huxley
not always been a proponent of mind-altering drugs.
He portrayed sordid addiction to heroin and cocaine in the 1920s
.... Just before his own experience with mescaline he still
regarded drugs as a means for a false or downward transcen
dence only, as in the portrayal of Soma in Brave New World.
(Deery 191 )2
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Huxley's views changed after his move
California in the early
1930s. Subsequent to his growing interest in mysticism and compara
tive religion,
wrote in fictional and discursive prose with a qualified
measure of optimism about the advantages of a regulative use of
in society. Unlike contemporaries such as Allen Ginsberg and Alan
Watts, who wanted
see psychedelic drugs freely accessible in a
democratized manner, Huxley seems to have preferred
think of such
access as a matter for careful scientific study and selective dissemina
tion. This creates an obvious contradiction:
the capacity for experi
ence can be enhanced in each and any human consciousness by the use
of psychedelic drugs, who is to decide the limits of that access, and how
are such limits to be justified?
practice of what Huxley preached did not follow immediately.
He first took mescaline in 1953, and his first allegedly mystical experi
ence was indebted the drug. Over the next decade
took mescaline
and LSD each four times, and psilocybin twice (M 188n). His writings
were more venturesome than his practice, and provide one of the most
sustained efforts to contextualize drug use in terms of cultural practice
rather than individual predilection. In his belief system, pharmacolog
ical and physiological means serve metaphysical and mystical ends. In
this strategic preference Huxley is unlike his nineteenth century lau
danum-consuming English literary predecessors. His position illus
trates a more modern form of Orientalism, one which projects Western
preoccupations onto other cultural systems, and, like
of his con
temporaries, uses the practices of Eastern religions as a
of provid
ing the Occidental a matrix for the use of drugs. That his association
drug use with the cultures of mysticism was attacked by the Oxford
scholar R.C. Zaehner in Mysticism Sacred and Profane (1957) and Drugs,
Mysticism and Make-Believe (1972) and defended by theologians like Wal
ter Houston Clark and Huston Smith shows that the strategy of aligning
drugs with religion is as prone
controversy as their current associa
tion with medicinal practices.
Regardless of his disagreement with friends like Timothy Leary and
Alan Watts about the advisability of a wider dissemination of drugs
1950s, he would claim in 1962 that "LSD and the mushrooms shd
[sic] be used ... in the context of . . . the yoga of total awareness, lead
to enlightenment within the world of everyday experience" (L 929).
In 1963, a few months before his
recommended LSD among
the resources that could be used, together with hypnosis, time distor
tion, and formal teaching "for control of autonomic processes and
heightening of physical and psychological resistance to disease and
trauma ..." (L 955). In a characteristically contradictory way, the utopi
an dimension to his thought reserved for psychedelic drugs a secure
place in the future, even if the present had to be cautious about their
use: "Mescalin ... and the odder aspects of mind are matters be writ
ten about for a
public, not discussed
TV" (Deery 193, L 801). As
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the culture of drugs that sprang up shortly after Huxley's death has
shown, in retrospect, this kind of cautious elitism can seem naive, and
might even be open to the charge of disingenuity. For that to be avoid
ed,
would have
to provide a rationale for how and why
dis
semination of drugs
be selective. It is not surprising that he
never did so, and if he had,
might have had some difficulty, since
every argument for selection comes up against a democratising call
the right equal access.
The point remains: Huxley supported the use of psychedelic drugs,
but not their
or wide dissemination. He distinguished between
drugs that were relatively easy to procure and synthesize, with what he
insisted were minor or innocuous long-term consequences (like mesca
line and psilocybin), and the addictive ones, which
conceded had
harmful consequences for mind and body. In order to support the argu
ment for the taking of drugs as a desire that is both natural and univer
sal,
liked to cite the historical evidence of cultures that
since
times immemorial used natural substances with hallucinogenic proper
ties for religious purposes as a way of establishing
need for what he
called "self-transcendence" (D 44) or "deindividuation" (D 100). In
Island
"The Yogin and the Stoic" are described as "righteous egos
achieve their very considerable results
pretending, systemati
cally, to be somebody else (39). In contrast, Huxley found the more
modern addiction to alcohol, sedatives, and barbiturates, with their
mixed role as stimulants and depressants, a mistake for which society
paid a heavy price both at
individual and the collective level. This
part of Huxley's polemics is both trenchant and persuasive, even if
fails shed
aspect of the quixotic in
attack
vices that society is
evidently loath or unlikely to abandon.
In his utopian fiction, Huxley envisaged a society more enlightened
the beneficial functions of drugs, habitually using them in the form
tablets with "euphoric, hallucinant, or sedative" (M 179) functions,
depending on the strength of the dosage. In the more extravagant pages
of Heaven and Hell (1956), he compared drugs favourably with the prac
tices of traditional religion - fasting, flagellation, sleep deprivation,
breath-control. He argued - with charming reductiveness - that all
these practices basically led to the brain being deprived of chemicals
that in
ordinary mode of functioning kept it attentive to what we
regard as the normal business of getting
with our self-preservation as
individuals. Consciousness could then be freed of
narrow and
pathetic attachment to self, opening itself to a more unified perception
of the relatedness of all existing things, in a gestalt that dissolved the
split pair of subject and object, which is so precious to our tenuous
everyday grasp of living.
There are three basic premises in all these persuasions: that in our
ordinary lives we lack access to the "antipodes" (D 63) of our inner
being; that we give away our sense of the connectedness of all things;
and that we lose our sense of the reality of objects and percepts in all
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their sensuous reality. The first two predicaments
from the neces
sity to cope with the world of action as solitary individuals
are
intent on survival and self-preservation, without the meaningful oppor
tunity and discipline needed for contemplation. The last is the result of
how language and other symbolic systems that enable the business of
daily living
entail that objects and percepts are ruled and overruled
by concepts. The drug-experience loosens the hold of the dominative
concept and the necessitous will-to-survive, freeing the self to access the
door which opens up a world - or an entirely different perspective on
our world-which, without recourse
drugs, is already familiar,
rather different ways, to the schizophrenic and the
This, you might say, is the official version of what
in Hux
ley. Before we move on to a comparison with how Benjamin
to
and what he made of the experience, I
like to experiment
a little with ironicizing
part of what Huxley does, or how he
it.
intent is not to trivialize
obvious sincerity, coherence, and
even practicability of what he has to offer, but in the interests of sepa
rating out what
to me
issues of permanent and abiding con
cern to all of us, for which drugs become an occasion or pretext for the
opening out, or up, of a related but somewhat different text.
For 1954, in The Doors of Perception, there is something utterly dis
arming about the notion that
practice of taking drugs might recom
mend itself society as a better "escape from selfhood" (D 43) than the
habitual abuse of alcohol, at least for those "who come to the drug with
a sound liver and
untroubled mind" (D 14). What keeps the charm
of the idea from being altogether persuasive is that while one could well
have a sound liver and still feel the need to "escape from selfhood"; it is
difficult to reconcile the notion of
need for escape with "an untrou
bled mind". Many a sixties person, armed with a copy of The Doors of
Perception, may have come
the drug of her or his choice with a tran
quil mind, only to prove that "a craving" for "release or sedation" (D 44)
can be readily fused or confused with transcendence. Those who suffer
from jaundice or depression or chronic anxiety (D 36) - just the people
you might suppose in
of a little escape from self - are warned by
Huxley that they are likely to find that mescaline opens the doors of per
ception only onto hell, or at best purgatory. That still leaves out the
occasional Blake or Boehme, and the more frequent schizophrenic, who
with
others the minor premise of a heightened awareness of
reality, but differ on the major premise of how this awareness comes
about.
"The urge to transcend self-conscious self-hood" (D 46) may be a
genuine and universal one, as in
litany in Brave New
(1932): "I
drink to my annihilation" (72). Moreover, opium, marijuana, hashish,
and
their cousins may indeed have a time-honoured role as "natural
modifiers of consciousness" (D 43) in their respective cultures of origi
nal use, in and outside religion. But the equation of their hallucinogenic
qualities with synthetic drugs of more recent Western provenance is
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based on the lowest common factor, that is,
the chemical means of
affecting consciousness, whose economy of exchange between dosage
and effect is assessed solely in terms of duration, addictiveness, and tox
icity (D 36).
There may be something cheerily evangelical and egalitarian about
the suggestion that the common mass of humanity - tired, bored or fed
up with the sameness of work and routine - can share a part of what the
mystic and the saint enjoy (and the schizophrenic or
mad suffer),
even if we have to take a drug to do so. That the enhanced perception
induced by the drug can become unbearably intense only adds to the
irony. Huxley is not to blame for the cynicism of those who embrace the
principle of diminishing dividends to prick their jaded appetites with
drugs postpone, if not cheat, monotony. But there remains the uneasy
feeling that revelation ought not be so simply at hand, like water from
a tap, even if what is revealed by drugs like mescaline is the truth of the
"Suchness" (D 16) and "is-ness" (D 20) of things. It is
worrying to
have the imaginative art of someone like Max Ernst attributed casually
to "the vantage point of LSD or mushrooms" (L
thus blithely and
casually sweeping both imagination and fancy under the carpet of a
chemical haze.
Huxley assures
listeners of his lecture, "Visionary Experience"
(1961) that "With such drugs as psilocybin it is possible for the majority
of people
go
this other world with very little trouble and almost
harm to themselves" (M
The worrying thing about this com
forting news is that the "other world" is hypostatised and taken for
granted as pretty much the same for all humanity, as if it were like a trip
to Tasmania, instead of being a function of the affect we bring
what
constituted as this "other " world. Huxley emphasizes that what a
drug will produce as an effect depends a good deal
the frame
mind and the general temperament one brings to the drug. But he
ignores the implication: that the alterity of any kind of transcendence
would have to differ from person to person. Likewise, the reassurance
that the mystical experience brings about a sense "of what may be called
the ultimate All-Rightness of the universe ... in spite of all the horrors
which go
all around us" (M 201) has difficulty convincing us that it
is not subsidized by a wish-fulfilling solipsism.
reassurance may
come from the well-intentioned sincerity of a compassionate man, but it
has difficulty in distinguishing itself from the Victorian blandness of the
piety that God is indeed in His Heaven and everything is after all right
with the
despite Huxley's own acknowledgement of evidence to
the contrary.
Time and space are
much with us, late and soon. Work and self
preservation shut us out from contemplation of the Not-self in
that is Not-self (D 11). So to have "a corner of Eden before the Fall" (D
25) as our virtual estate can feel like a gift we hardly
look in the
mouth for the few hours it is vouchsafed us. Nevertheless, no part of
deserving, or earning, or preparing for
right the cleansing of per
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ception is entailed when all we have to do is find somewhere to buy or
steal a drug. H.G. Wells' phrase "Doors in the Wall" (D 42) has too
much of the suggestion about it of persons able
walk in and out
rooms, more or less free in their choice of door, if not altogether in their
need to get out. The claustrophobia built
the metaphor does not
really permit the suggestion of a door opening out onto a space that is
not a
except as an Escherian fantasy whose wish
shock is the
measure of
incapacity to convince.
door in Blake represents a
profound liminality. In Huxley's convivial desire distribute at least a
small measure of Nirvana
everybody, the door starts revolving for
every applicant to the House of Mary who was rejected at the House
Martha (D 26). But perception is not something you leave behind or
close after you for a better option. Perception is like a floor. It is what
you walk on, or crash through.
Drugs might well bring about a heightened awareness of the factici
ty of things. They might
make it feel as if percepts
been
released from the exorbitance of concepts (D 35). Nevertheless, schizo
phrenia is not epiphany, and a drug-haze or blaze is
The per
sistent invocation of the mystical or
transcendental indicates a pre
disposition in Huxley that is benign, but it leaves out a consideration
the means, as if the ends were justification enough. It is precisely here
that a remark from
Benjamin's "Critique of Violence" (c.1921)
applies: "If justice is the criterion of ends, legality is that of means" (I
237). Huxley's equation of the drug-induced hallucinatory experience
with the experience of an Eckhart or a William Law can be justified to
the degree
which both types acquire
intensified perception of
"Istigeit" (D 20) or proximity
something like the Kantian Ding an Sich
(D 16). But insofar as dissimilar contexts, regimens, and pathologies are
ignored in order to equate the sedative and narcotic properties of chem
ical substances with the disciplines of transcendence, the means lack
legitimacy.
When Huxley returns to the theme of drugs as
aid
the wouldbe visionary, in Heaven and Hell
he is intent
minimizing the
difference between the transcendental in traditional experience, and the
hallucinatory, as induced by modern drugs. He
speculated in The
Doors of Perception that the reduction in supply of sugar to the brain cre
ated by a drug like mescaline might make the brain more conducive to
modes of perception not directly linked to the individual drive toward
self-preservation. His next step, two years later, is to elaborate on how
most kinds of traditional religious experience were accompanied by
physical practices that involved assorted ways of mortifying the body
(D 110, M 154),
of which interfered with
normal chemical activity,
making it more likely for the hallucinatory to take hold. To whip one
self
religious frenzy, to poison one's bloodstream with controlled
breathing, to starve one's body of food and sleep to the point where one
gets more mindful of the spirit, are
treated by Huxley as necessitous
ways of crossing the doors of ordinary perception.
only difference,
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for him, between them and a trip to pharmacology is that the latter is
more sensible and practical. Thus, in Brave New World Revisited (1956),
Huxley speaks solemnly of how
In
Brave New World of my fable . . . People neither smoked,
nor drank, nor sniffed, nor gave themselves injections .... The
of Brave New
had none of the drawbacks of its Indi
an original. In
doses it brought a sense of bliss, in larger
does it made you see visions and, you took three tablets, you
would sink in a few minutes into refreshing sleep.
(BNWR 99; M 133-35)
Once again, the charm of the argument lies in the complete lack
disingenuousness with which the comparison is
out.
again, a
difference is elided, which Huxley's physicalism countenances
blandly. The notion of "gratuitous grace" (D 51, M 154) is reiterated
completely without irony, of something that is at
"euphoric, hallucinant, or sedative" (M 179).
luminous is close to what it cannot be,
the numinous (D 79).
There is
denying the limiting but limited sense of the claim that
"all our experiences are chemically conditioned" (D 112), including the
intellectual, the aesthetic, and the visionary. Nevertheless, roughly sim
ilar physiological changes in the body, brought about by different
means, because they produce results that are cognate in physiological
terms, cannot be taken as a sufficiency condition for
equation
between the hallucinatory and the visionary. Little consideration is
given in such
equation
what might be contained within the expe
riences to which we apply the broad concepts of the visionary and the
mystical, beyond the rearrangement of ordinary perception. Certainly,
with mescaline, LSD, cocaine, bhang, or any of their cousins, we will
have varying degrees of derangement of the senses. It might be refresh
in so far as it will have shaken us out of our jaded ordinariness. To
come back to that ordinariness slightly revived, will
prevent the
overpowering effects of the drug from becoming anything more than an
interlude, a precaution already enforced by the fact that the effect pro
duced by the drug wears off after a few hours. This is less a matter of
opening a door, and more a case of taking off from the ground of our
normal being, in order to come back to it, but with an intervening flight
(in both senses) which will give us a new purchase
the old ground
the familiar. Thus, one will have had the salutary opportunity
becoming a tourist of one's own inner antipodes (D 63).
will also
have enjoyed, for a while, a rejuvenated sense of the visual surplus
colour and intensity that we are so lucky to be endowed with (D 15, 66).
massive difference staring one in the face, however, as one looks
at the schizophrenic is that he has neither
nor alternative, nor
respite from his derangement, unlike the weekend druggist postulated
by Huxley. To compare such disparates is like your modern young per
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son, with many studs and other hard metal objects embedded in various
softer parts of the body (by choice), comparing the experience
some
one having nails driven forcibly into his palms and feet as a consecra
tion of the faith of the body in the spirit.
mystic does not shake off
his trance, nor does he treat it as a good
for a jaded appetite. To him,
it is not a
to open and close. It is the floor
which
stands,
regardless of whether others see it so or not. In the spirit of a line from
Empson: "The heart of standing is, you cannot fly". In that sense Hux
ley's utopianism lacks credibility. Good intentions are proffered as if
they would suffice to bridge the gap between hallucination and vision,
and between ordinary vision and the visionary.
A more interesting way in which the influence of drugs can bring
about a change in consciousness is in Huxley's report that "the subject
object relation is transcended" (M 201).
freedom of object from con
cept is
the fusing of subject and object. It is allied to how feeling
and thought are "free of language, outside the system of conceptual
thought" (D 67). An even more useful part of Huxley's enterprise, in The
Doors of Perception, to which I would like to come back, is when
stops
being enthusiastic about placebos as panaceas for society, sets
the
notion mentioned in Brave New World Revisited (1956), of Soma "as an
instrument of statecraft" (M 97), and thinks of the specific way in which
drugs do not suffice: "Mescalin can never solve the problem: it can only
pose it, apocalyptically" (D 26).
desire to escape and the desire to
transcend intersect, but only in the contemplative. It was from the outer
world of individuation, separateness, responsibility, and duty that we
to the inner world opened up by drugs like mescaline.
insight
now offered by way of the drug is that we have
reconcile the two
worlds, and resolve the problem of "a contemplation that is incompati
ble with action" (D 26). The beatitude of the quietist,
tranquillity
arhat, the stillness of the painter of landscapes, draperies, and still
lives are as nought before "the Bodhisattva for whom the world of Such
ness and the world of contingencies are one" (D
But the nearer we
approach this realization - one initiated by the drug experience - the
farther we move from drugs
ethics. Thus the experimental, the per
missive, and the ameliorative aspects of Huxley still find their ground
in a balance that is proper conduct, such that one notion of escape from
self finds
resolution in commitment and compassion. That is
another way of breaking the bounds of the self through a re-cognition of
what is owed to everything that is not-I.
Drugs, Huxley concluded towards the
of his life, were a way of
coping with tension: "The problem of tension will be completely solved
only when we have a perfect society - that is to say, never" (M 126). The
hope within this pessimism provides a link between Huxley and Ben
jamin. Drugs link the two in curious ways. Both looked to them for
alternatives to how the world had gone
Both were willing to
take chances, and both were impatient of the kind of Enlightenment
rationality that would be only
willing to demonise drugs as evil
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incarnate. Both read Louis Lewin's massive tome on pharmacological
research - Phantastika (1931) cover to cover, at about the same
time. Suffering from cancer in his last years, Huxley
request LSD
and readings from The Tibetan Book of the Dead in his dying moments (M
257-66). Benjamin committed suicide in a mood of dejection in 1940
with
overdose of morphine. (The Dr. Fränkel
was one of the two
friends whose experiments with hashish introduced Benjamin to the
drug, was himself an addict, and later committed suicide.) Baudelaire's
Paradis artificiels (1860), and Herman Hesse's Steppenwolf (1927) were the
literary models that paved the way for Benjamin (II 389, Protocol IV).
moroseness conjured up in his world has no counterpart in the
Is/and-like tranquillity with which Huxley came to his drugs for
Almost a decade before
ended up committing suicide, Benjamin had
written in one of his drug-trances: "No one will be able
understand
this intoxication, the will
awaken has died." (Witte 132). With char
acteristic ambivalence
not only dejection
his mind, but the
notion that the coming alive that occurred within
under the influ
ence of the drug was like an aura that he worried might not survive after
the
physiological effect
worn off.
Born in 1892, Walter Benjamin was two years older than Huxley, and
came to drugs more than a quarter century before the slightly younger
man. The drugs of his choice - or at any rate, access - were hashish,
opium, and mescaline, with which
experimented intermittently over
a period ranging from late 1927 to
summer of 1934. Several aspects
of the culture of the intellectual's experience of drugs become evident in
the comparison between Huxley and Benjamin. As Scott Thompson the scholar who has done most foreground Benjamin's texts
- remarks:

While Benjamin's concept of "Profane Illumination" stands
marked contrast to Huxley's semi-theosophical "Mind-at-Large"
there are indeed some striking similarities in their observations
while under the influence of psychopharmaka.
("From 'Rausch' to Rebellion")
Huxley reiterates the relative lack of importance of the dimensions
of space and time while under the effect of the drug. Benjamin's "pro
tocols" (a term probably borrowed, as Thompson suggests, from Kurt
Beringer's Der Meskalin-Rausch, 1927) report his fascination with the
many distortions undergone by the sense of space. Drugs only accen
tuated Huxley's innate benevolence. Benjamin confesses in "Protocol
II," that his benevolence slopes over into the "inability to listen," and
then into complete self-absorption. While both Huxley and Benjamin
confirm the general sense of
enormously heightened visual sensibil
ity, the effects a drug can produce clearly vary according to who comes
to the drug, and how. While "Protocol IV" speaks of "Rausch" in terms
of the dilatory pleasures of "unwinding a skein," the heightened sensi
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tivity to sight and touch becomes, in "Protocol V", "a source of suffer
ing." There is no
in Benjamin, of the kind vouchsafed in Huxley's
trances, of an "other world" simply waiting out there to enter. The
notion of
"other world" becomes, in Benjamin, a pure function
temperament and mood. His word for the effect of hashish, opium and
mescaline, "Rausch" is translated variously as "high," "rush," and
"trance." Its connotations evoke confusion, excitement, and "a virtual
ly tumultuous production of images" ("Protocol V"), rather than the
steady flame of Huxleyan revelation.
If there is any revelation in Benjamin, it is the elegiac exhilaration
with which hashish recaptures for him a sense of "the great squander
ing of one's own existence," as when one was in love ("Protocol IV").
Objects and persons, including the self, are more clearly wrapped in
aura when in "Rausch." "Protocol V" describes it as "an ornamental
periphery", a sense "as if confined in a sheath." "Protocol IX"
1931
returns
this sense of something both proffered and withheld, near
and yet distant: "the apparition of that veiled face which was itself a
veil." "Protocol IX" and "XI" speak of "the veil that hangs motionless
and longs after an exhalation that will lift it."
curious metaphor
thus emblematises "Rausch" itself as a veil, and that which is revealed
in "Rausch" also as a veil.
revelation is not, as in Huxley, of a truth,
but of an immanence whose truth is that it is
Benjamin's inscape
thus both visits a mystery, and allows it a mysteriousness that is never
unveiled.
While Benjamin fancied himself in the role of a Satanic Baudelairean
when under the influence of
he also acknowledged, or recog
nized, that the "profane illumination" of thinking lit up the experience
of hashish, and not the other way round. Benjamin
none of Hux
ley's zeal for disseminating the practice of taking drugs as a social good.
On the contrary, there is every sense of skirting
dangerous, in what
appears, at times, a steady desperation for yet one more avenue to be
explored. "Things are only mannequins," he laments in "Protocol II."
Silence, withdrawal, and "non-existence" become "the ambiguous
winking of nirvana across
way." In that sense, Benjamin's reserva
tions make of drugs a covert practice that has
pretensions to social
utility except as premised
singular - almost desperate - need.
Huxley might have been willing agree with Benjamin's view that

the true, creative overcoming of religious illumination certainly
does not lie in narcotics. It resides in a profane illumination, a
materialist, anthropological inspiration, to which hashish,
opium, or whatever else can give an introductory lesson.
(II 209)

Drugs, for Benjamin, were always the outer pellicle of an allegorical
intent. In the
section of One-Way Street (1928), "To the Planetari
um,"
uses the idea of "Rausch" in the broadest possible comparison
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between the ancients and the moderns: the modern era lacks what the
ancients possessed, a cosmic experience, that is to say, an experience
the cosmos that was characterized by "Rausch," translated as "the ecsta
trance" (1486). In contrast, modern science has lost
sense of aston
ished mystery in the pursuit of technological mastery
nature, for
getting that "technology is the mastery not of nature but of the relation
between nature and man" (I 487). This is Benjamin's version of the
theme developed by Max Weber as the disenchantment of magic. "The
paroxysm of genuine cosmic experience" is Benjamin's curious expres
sionist metaphor for "Rausch" distorted
modern violence. The
Europe that
just gone through the annihilation of the Great War is
likened
the convulsive ecstasy of
epileptic fit. For the late 1920s,
as we brood over one of the retrospective ironies of history, the intellec
tual's hope of a proletariat revolution - which the 1929 essay
"Surre
alism" described in terms of the motto "to win the energies of intoxica
tion for the revolution" (II 215) - was the last fantasy of "convalescence"
for a body politic soon be ravaged by Nazism and Fascism. There is
something both disheartening and sobering in this shy intellectual's
attachment the metaphorical and transformative powers of "Rausch"
which is not, for
more intense and tragic times, all that dissimilar to
what Huxley, from a cheerily lit inner world almost incapable of gloom,
kept offering as his vision of utopia, not in terms of violence, but as a
form of sensible and revolutionary peace.
Huxley and Benjamin both showed curiosity and a sustained will
ingness
take risks, intellectual and physical, in respect of the possi
bility offered by drugs. Each was remarkably free of cant and unim
pressed by social prejudice. Each surrounded his use of drugs with a
subjective mythology: Huxley in a sanguine spirit, Benjamin much
more anxiously. Each illustrates a certain frustration with the individ
ual embedded and immured in society, and a utopian impulse break
out of that imprisonment, through drugs, into a solution that might suf
fice. Huxley sought expand the horizon of possibility from the indi
vidual to the social; Benjamin demonstrated a consistent reserve about
any such hope or aspiration. Each is riddled with ambivalence - Ben
jamin much more than Huxley - about the efficacy of the solution. In
Benjamin, despair is
much like an instinct for "Rausch" or
intel
lection
conjure away; in Huxley, as remarked by June Deery, the
"problem was not so much finding reasons for what
believed in
instinctively, but finding instincts for what
believed in intellectually"
(106). While the writing of each is expressive of a desire to support the
enhancing possibilities opened up by
it is also honest enough to
reveal gaping disjunctions between desire and affect.
ambivalence
bespoken by their writings overhangs the current exhortation for liber
alised drug use with a cautionary shadow, all the more compelling for
being thrown by individuals who supported the use of drugs, and
hoped earnestly - even anxiously - to convince themselves that
were legitimate means
just ends. It is an ironic fate that they might
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well persuade us, instead, to the notion that neither legitimation nor jus
tice might be adequate terms for the individual problems drugs address
and
societal problems they

Notes:
1. http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v02/nl405/al4.html7397.
2. The following abbreviations are used for quotations in the text of the
essay:
I Walter Benjamin: Selected
Volume 1 19131926,
II Walter Benjamin: Selected
Volume 2, 1927-1934
BNW Brave New
(1932)
BNWR Brave New
Revisited (1959)
D The Door of Perception (1954)
L Letters of Aldous Huxley (1969)
M Moksha: Writings on Psychedelics and the Visionary Experience
1931-1963 (1980)
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"Dancing is a waste of time.. .You go,
go, go" Charisse concludes after
watching him [Astaire] dance, "but
you don't get anywhere." (Cohan,
quoting from a scene in Silk Stockings,
48)

When Fred Astaire finished his last television
dance in 1968, it is said that
pulled his toupee
off his head, threw it on the floor and stomped
on it. He had had,
said, enough of dancing
and although he continued acting in film until
1982 it was with relief that Astaire turned to his
real passion, golf.
Most considerations of the
art of Fred
Astaire present him as the personification of
light-hearted, elegant, and carefree dance char
acteristic of movie musicals in the 1930's and
'40's. His technique of combining tap with social
dance and integrated the results into a frothy
escapist romance whereby, as Cohan suggests, ".
. . his body's energy and motion redefine narra
tive space in completely visual terms as specta
cle" (48). But there is another facet to Astaire's
dancing that is intriguing, disturbing. This is
the sense of danger and destructiveness, the
implied or explicit violence in
of his solos
and in at least one of his major group numbers.
These images of Astaire are reflective of another
film style of
time, film noir.
Astaire dances that reflect noir traits include
fire cracker solo in Holiday Inn (Sandrich
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1942), the drunken, glass-shattering bar scene from The Sky's the Limit
(Griffith 1943),1 and the Top Hat (Sandrich 1935) production number
which Astaire not only strikes the floor with his cane, but shoots down
a chorus line of men,
of whom
dressed identically to him. The
noir shadow double is explored with a less directly ominous suggestion
in the "Bojangles of Harlem" for Swing Time ( Stevens 1936).
The opening of an American Cinema Project series documentary
about film noir features an unidentified male voice-over narrator who
states that the movie-going audiences of the late 1930's and early 1940's
a wide variety of entertainment
which
choose.2 While an
uncredited Astaire production number plays, the voice-over says that
light-hearted musicals were all the
but the narrator was looking
for stories from the "darker, seamier
of life" be found in film noir.
A closer look at Astaire, however, reveals that although the joy and elo
quence of escapist luxury was crucial to
stage
Astaire also
darker and seamier
in film.
Although few movie stars3 made the radical shift from musical gen
res to film noir it is interesting that the forceful and defiantly joyful style
of tap should provide Astaire with the means to explore noir issues
embedded in otherwise light-hearted musicals. The association with
film noir and
underworld connections
violence, social instability,
and masculine anxiety in Astaire's numbers is noted by Steven Cohan:
"I don't think it is simply a coincidence of film history that the integrat
ed Hollywood dance musical became so popular as that other emblem
atic postwar genre, film noir" (65). Cohan
to point out some sim
ilarities between Astaire's
narratives and film noir, including an
urban experience that plays
a fragmentation of masculine identity,
anxieties associated with postwar life, and violence. To be sure, there
are many obvious ways Astaire's film dances were not like film noir. His
partnered sequences and solos were positioned within movie musical
narratives featuring happy rather than tragic conclusions. Astaire's
character nearly always attained the woman of his
by the end
the picture, and
had enough artistic control
his dance sequences
to dictate camera, lighting, and space relationships that particularly dis
played his technique.
camera showed his
dancing body in
bright lighting. There were no tilted angles. Astaire experimented with
highly polished floors, and the spaces in which
were thinly
disguised stages free of clutter so that
could move freely.4
Most importantly, Astaire maintained
on-stage persona as an
upper-class hero (or variously, a diffidently ordinary guy who could
effect
illusion of wealth and sophistication)
knew how to dance
so well that
could sweep any smart, upper-class lady off her feet. He
did not explore the lower middle-class "working stiff" dance
which later served Gene Kelley. But in spite of
differences, Astaire
moved in decidedly noir directions in several of his tap dance solos.
The source of this transition may be found in
very nature of the
tap style of dance. Tap suggests
explosion, disguised though it may
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be in complex rhythms, or rendered less threateningly symbolic as "just
a dance." It acts as a form of language because tap defines a very spe
cific time and space as much by what it is not (silence), as by what it is
(alternations of abrupt sounds with silence). Even if that time and space
may be suspended from a realistic flow, tap has
own integrity and
reality. It is analogous to speech: tap implies a singularity of identity as
precise, clean and crisp as the statement "I am." Such a statement is
usually coded as distinctly masculine and has an associative relation
ship with other "masculine" activities of violent conflict.5
This is especially true when the conflict is between the individual
and any agency threatening the unity, or cohesiveness of that individ
identity. Core issues regarding individual and/vs. community,
defined the experience of African American slavery in which tap
its
roots; these issues are in turn related to identity conflicts for the film noir
hero
struggles against random, unidentifiable and implacable
forces.6
fact that the enemy is unreachable does not mean that the
need
strike is
removed. By reaching back through the roots of
tap and pushing the technique forward out of a vernacular entertain
ment into
individually expressive art form, Astaire touches
prob
lems of uncertainty, identity fragmentation, and anger characteristic
film noir.
way in which
does this reflects several cinemato
graphic traits inherent in film noir consistent with the sentiments of his
time.7
There is something very definite in tap dancing — the dancer is
either on or off the beat with each strike of the tap. There can be no
question about it.
act of hitting expresses both pleasure and frus
tration, a nearly instinctive impulse of
body. This duality touches
the core of dance itself as an integrated human activity. Perhaps there is
incongruity that tap dancing has such strong masculine connota
tions, or that another word to denote tap is "striking." Implicit in the
act of dancing is a kind of violence.
dance style of tap furthermore occupies an ambiguous position
between legitimate and illegitimate action in the tensions it establishes
between compliance and defiance inherited from
origins in slavery.
As such, it potentially contains a subtle affinity with film noir themes
which distinctions between lawful and unlawful, moral and imoral,
become a matter of interpretation or perspective. The idea that "Crime
is only a left-handed
of human endeavor" applies as much to the
implications of tap dancing as
the dark urban underworld of film
noir.8 The dichotomy of a dance that expresses both compliance and
defiance is perhaps best explained through a history of
beginnings.
Accounts of the midway passage and slave life
plantations indicate
that slavers encouraged dancing as a means to counteract depression
and suicide.9 Slaves were often encouraged or even forced
dance for
the entertainment of their masters and guests. But in a contradictory
stance, slave dance was
repressed and controlled because it pro
vided communal support and continuity with African origins that also
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affirmed individual identity, even rebellion against forces threatening
that identity. Although precise documentation
the origins of tap is
vague,
speculation
its gradual hybridization between black
slave dances and European social dance (notably Irish and Scots clog
rhythms) in the United States is accepted by dance historians. Dance
historian Sally Sommers writes in the International Encyclopedia of Dance
entry under "Tap" (Vol. 6) that
Opportunities for whites and blacks to watch each other began
the early 1500s when enslaved Africans were shipped to the West
Indies . . . Slaves purchased
the stopover in the Caribbean
islands came into contact with thousands of Irishmen and Scots
men who were deported, exiled, or sold in the new English plan
tation islands .. . Between 1600 and 1800, the new American tap
hybrid slowly emerged from British
dances and a variety
secular and religious African step dances ... By 1800, "jigging"
was applied to any black style of dancing in which the dancer . .
. emphasized movement from the hips down with quickly shuf
fling feet beating tempos as fast as trip-hammers. Jigging com
petitions . . . abounded on plantations and urban centers where
freedmen and slave congregated
(2606)

Further accounts of the years prior to, and following the Civil War,
cite the
Points district of New York as the location of raucous dance
halls in which Irish, Italian and German immigrants fought and traded
with freed African American slaves and white natives.10 Their compet
itive virtuoso
"jiggin" steps eventually became tap. And
into
the 1930's, urban street tap dancing for money thrown into a hat hopped
barely a heartbeat ahead of the police, who were periodically ordered to
clear the streets of charlatans, thieves, and pickpockets. Although
details of the relationship of tap dance to film noir violence and
urban
underworld mis-en-scene merit more discussion than is possible here, the
condition of having to struggle against insurmountable odds was
a common narrative for both the voluntary and involuntary immigrants
the United States whose
traditions combined and evolved
together into tap.
Astaire's heavy reliance
tap and his invocation of the despairing
force of a film noir hero's narrative converge in an ultimate "striking
out," often both figurative and literal. We watch his dance pieces with
fascination, not to see the hero succeed, but to see how
will conduct
a battle we know
can't win. Through ambiguities of time,
or
state of mind, social and individual issues such as sanity, gender, or a
moral code are threatened and hopelessly challenged.
Although tap style is incorporated into most of his dances, Astaire's
partnered numbers rarely approach these dark themes directly. How
ever, it might be significant point out that all in all his romantic dance
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sequences, Astaire displayed his partners in a way consistent with the
noir coding of the feminine. As extreme stereotypical opposites, a noir
female character is either an illusory angel or a satanic femme fatale.
Astaire's dance partners usually fell within the saintly category. He
transformed Rogers into a goddess (Croce 17) when
danced with her,
and his other partners were treated with similar reverence.
satanic
aspect of the feminine was left alone except in his taming of Rogers'
saucy attitude; still, it is possible to
a case for these partnered
dances as noir expressions. As Croce makes clear, "Fred's feeling
Ginger can't be expressed in conventional love scenes ... until
dances
with her
hasn't possessed her" (5). While this possession fulfills
desire in the movie musical, it has quite the opposite effect in film noir,
where possession of the desired woman usually provides the typical
noir hero with the means of his destruction.11 When Astaire dances
alone,
the other hand,
appears to find release
the demands
of civil chivalry inherent in the male/female dialogue of social dance
forms.
Through the traditionally masculine virtuosity and individual self
absorption of tap Astaire explores his individual dance persona in
greater depth, ranging along the borderlines between laughter and
tears, the barrier between joy and grief. In discussing one of Astaire's
more unusual dance numbers in The Barkleys of Broadway (Walters 1949),
Mueller touches
the seamless shift from a pleasant eccentricity to a
more ominous tone: "Astaire's confrontation with disembodied dancing
shoes . . . gradually builds from idle fancy to a maniacal threat" (34).
According to the American Cinema Project documentary, this kind
fast switch
an
pleasure
an insane excessiveness is particu
larly closely associated with
"messy, dirty, contradictory nature
film noir." Cohan contrasts film noir's with Fred Astaire's construction
masculinity:

In contrast to the more opppressive, often hysterical, depiction
post-war America's restoration of binarized gender roles in film
noir, the musical imagined an alternative style of masculinity,
grounded in spectacle and spectatorship, which
literal
ly made visible and given body by Fred Astaire, and this was
surely no mean accomplishment for a popular mainstream
genre.
(66)

striking of his tap shoes is amplified by props of a more direct
ly violent sort when Astaire
off toy torpedoes against the floor in
Holiday
exploding bombs associate his tapping with gunfire,
timed to add accents into
rhythmic complexity. But delight in this
unusual integration of violence and dance is darkened by narrative
pressures. Although the dance number is excused as a Fourth of July
entertainment, it appears at a point in
story when Astaire's charac
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ter is struggling to obtain the woman of his dreams. Having tentative
ly stolen her from his friend (played by Bing Crosby), Astaire remains
uncertain of his conquest. He seems to take temporary refuge from the
indecisiveness of the situation in the sharp staccato and immediate sat
isfaction of small explosions. These little "torpedo bombs" flashing
sparks around
feet not only evoke the pleasure of noise-making for
celebration, but also hint at larger, more deadly bombs - those of World
War II.
Another key to Astaire's darker side may be found in how
manip
ulates
persona as a song-and-dance man within the movie spectacle.
While Cohan compares the integrated dance musical as a visual excess
compared to the visual spareness of film noir (66), Astaire's solo numbers
carry their own elements of deliberate clarity, as suggested by Mueller
(27 and 30) when discussing Astaire's sense of cinematography. Cer
tainly the visual lines of
movements in
are clean and unclut
tered; costumes in black and white further reinforce a kind of mono
graphic identification of his persona with the sleek, smooth and grace
ful elegance of timeless
This identification is repeated as a reli
able refrain throughout most of his dance numbers. In similar fashion,
film noir established
cinematic characteristics through a carefully con
trolled and unrealistic urban mis-en-scene that evoked, rather than accu
rately depicted a chaotic urban existence. As Hirsch recalls:

[T]he earliest period [of film noir] . . . presented cities that were
primarily studio-created, deliberately lacking the fullness and
density of a real city. Shown, most typically, at night, the studio
city of darkened rainy streets was eerily deserted,
pools of
shadows pregnant with menace. The simplified and semi
abstract cityscapes of the studio-made thrillers provided the
appropriate backdrop for stories of entrapment. Films set in this
environment were claustrophobic psychological studies, stories
of obsession and confinement in which the world begins small
and then progressively closes in
the fated protagonists. In
these dramas of wriggling, harried, increasingly desperate char
acters, the outside world is filtered through only in limited
doses, as in a sense, an 'accessory to the crime.
(15)

Croce points out that Astaire's dancing exemplified "the fine art
understatement . . . his casual, flip manner was the more affecting for
being somewhat insecure" (13).
noir hero is
engaging in his insecurity. Fate has placed him
an untenable position and though doomed,
engages the sympathies
of the audience by struggling physically, emotionally, and intellectually
against it. Although the clipped wit of a victimized noir hero may be
clever, it rarely serves to aid
in his fight; neither does Astair's witty
tapping actually "get
anywhere." Hirsch telescopes Raymond
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Durgnat's analysis of eleven sub-categories of film noir heroes into
"three basic patterns: stories about cool private eyes; flailing victims;
and hard-core criminals."12 But of these
Hirsch believes that it is
the victim hero
occupies
most complex and interesting posi

In the postwar period many thrillers were about neurotic char
acters lured into a world of crime; victims and good men gone
wrong, they are not hardened criminals who willfully set them
selves up in opposition to society. Rather, they are often middle
class family men; steady, likable fellows
happen to be in the
wrong place at the wrong time, tricked by a twist of fate . . .
Standing between the cynical investigator and the committed
criminal, the noir victim is the most interesting and most origi
nal of the
anti-heroes,
ideal patsy for the world view
that is at the core of noir . .. [he] walks a tightrope across a land
scape strewn with traps ready to spring at the slightest misstep,
the smallest detour, 'the world is a dangerous place' is
of the
axioms of noir — and it is especially so for the man who
lived according to the rules.
solid bourgeois is a prime tar
get, his straight and narrow virtue a invitation to downfall, a
thin
against churning inner dissatisfactions . . . the ones
living small, repressed, outwardly conventional lives . . . are the
most susceptible of all.
(12-3)
At the end of Detour (Ulmer 1945), for example, a police car appears out
of nowhere to arrest the guilty murderer,
talks to himself as he
walks apparently aimlessly down
abandoned highway. And Walter
Neff very suddenly seals his doom with Phyllis in Double Indemnity by
grabbing her in an embrace out of proportion to their previous overt
relationship, drawing instead upon
accumulated force of covert sex
ual entendres. An Astaire dance ends in a similar fashion, simply and
apparently naturally, with a surreal fatalism. Astaire specialized
"endings that occur suddenly, without buildup, fanfare, or ornament"
(Mueller
In both these film-endings and Astaire's dance-endings
there is a suggestion of hidden, yet potent forces at work which ulti
mately, irrevocably ruin the hero.
A variation of the noir illusion of self-control and possession for the
victim hero is sometimes explored through the effects of alcohol.
Astaire's dance experiments with the subject of drunkenness date his
earliest Vaudeville skits with his sister Adele and resurface in the bar
dance in The Sky's the Limit.13 Certainly the literature film noir accen
tuates
relationship with the psychological angst and uncertain
residues of the war even after the veterans returned home. Mueller
expresses the theme of The Sky's the Limit in a way that evokes the pre
occupations of film noir when he calls it "an affectingly dark comedy
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about the impact of World War II on life and love" (11).
film was
intended as a paean to the air force pilots of the war, and in general it is
full of American war-time propaganda and sentiments. Although she
embodies the nurturing and loving
of Woman rather than the femme
fatale, it is indeed a woman
has driven Astaire's character obses
sively to drink. In
bar
solo, Astaire throws himself violently
about the space, jumps
top of the large bar, and breaks stacks
glasses as though drunk. The number engages a tension of opposing
feelings in the audience; an excitement created by control that appears
to be out of control. The dancer is in complete self-possession even as
the character is in a state of near-mindless anguish; Astaire never lets us
forget this even while
is brutally destructive. He throws things into
the bar mirror as if destroy the reflected image of himself.14 Even so,
Astaire maintains the discipline and ordering sequence of sound inher
ent in tap while
incorporates the sudden, chaotic shattering of
Astaire's rebellion in this number particularly refutes the image
the song-and-dance man as one who upholds civilized behavior. While
Cohan describes the male star of a musical as "feminized" in contrast to
"the castrated
or rogue detective of noir dramas" (66), Astaire
expresses in these numbers a rogue destructiveness behind and beyond
the elegant beauty of impeccable control. It is through dancing into and
out of control in this bar scene that Astaire tells the audience how pro
foundly
has been crushed by love, yet how determined
is
pre
vail at that point in the story.
effect is not unlike that generated by the noir hero-victim who
gains a moment of
and almost begins believe
deserves all its
advantages. The audience, too, begins to hope his struggles will pay off,
even though it knows his accomplishments will more probably dissolve
into fleeting illusions.
layering of Astaire's dance of destruction
The Sky's the Limit is certainly resonant with noir heroes who, with the
best of intentions, end up in physical, moral, and spiritual decay
by drink.
Astaire and noir films further share repeated images that derive
from the cinematic gaze. Laura Mulvey's analysis of the gaze upon the
feminine divides scopophelia (the love of looking) into voyeuristic and
fetishistic gazing.
Song-and-dance men suggest an analogous
scopophelic look. While a dancer like Gene Kelley invites a distinctly
voyeuristic gaze, Astaire seems to work better with the fetishistic
approach.15 Both tactics of exhibitionism have certain advantages and
drawbacks, but it is the isolation of body parts at work in Astaire's danc
ing that best emphasizes a noir fragmentation of the self.
In order to engage the fetishistic gaze, Astaire characteristically uses
small gestures, or even shoots glances at the movie audience,
call
attention to certain parts of himself so that a part comes
for the
whole. Restriction and careful stylization is
a film noir trait, as
Hirsch indicates through the analysis
gives of Stanwyck's character
Phyllis in Double Indemnity:
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Stanwyck's method is one of subtraction rather than theatrical
embellishment as she reduces expression and gesture to a mini
mum. She plays in a narrow, tight emotional range, creating a
recognizable American housewife of a certain
and class —
except that something is missing, some crucial human element
omitted . . . Stanwyck's acting is thus an imitation of reality
only the narrowest possible sense.. .tough dames and guys hard
ly move their facial muscles or their lips, their darting, narrowed
eyes the only movements in their
(7)
camera continues the stylization of parts to the whole when Phyllis
first descends the staircase to speak to Walter as it lingeringly remains
fixed
her ankle and the anklet that attractively "chains" it. But
female characters aren't the only ones use spare, segmented images to
signify the noir genre. Just as a slouched hat and raincoat signifies the
hero of a hard-boiled fiction without our being
see a face, so does
dress signify the Astaire song-and-dance persona. The presence of the
top hat which Astaire flicks by the brim, the black shoes (or blue socks)
which focus attention on
feet, or the tie around the waist signify
"Astaire" even more than his
face.
Isolating the viewer's attention on specific parts of the body is a
technique used in the very first image of Top Hat.
line of well-dressed
men are visible only from the knees down. In a moment, Astaire's feet
tap
place in front of them, soon followed by Roger's trademark
high-heeled feet and swishing skirt hem. In case there could be any
doubt as to whose feet these are, the credits slide into place along with
the images. Who but Astaire would star in a movie called Top Hat? Even
during the credits, a picture of a top hat morphs into a real one.
stiff
upper lip and formal top hats of an exclusive London men's club
the audience into that inner sanctum, which is echoed in Astaire's for
mal dress, yet at the same time rejected by his staccato departure from
the threshold in the first
Astaire presents the audience with a
dual nature: he has just as much class as anyone in the club yet his tap
ping, inseparable from his expressive style, marks him as rebellious,
unable to restrain his exuberance long enough to conform to the rules.
This identity conflict is explored through the narrative of the story as
well as in
dancing later in the movie.
There are moments in which Astaire breaks the flow of movement
and poses in a "vogueing" manner in the Top Hat production
"Top Hat, White
and Tails". These still, highly stylized poses are
confusing until it is understood that they allow the audience a good
look at him, in particular, at the iconic dimension of
movie persona.
So while his costume cues fragmented parts of Astaire's body stand
for
whole of his
whole of
image may
be arrested
in moments of stillness to stand for the dancing (always moving) body
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that is uniquely his own. Mueller interprets Astaire's artistic choices in
the sequence as follows:

Astaire's imagination turned a straightforward song-and-dance
routine with a
chorus into something dramatically sugges
tive, with a touch of gangsterism. There's a 'misterioso' passage
in which, the chorus having momentarily disappeared, the light
ing and music are lowered and
reacts to unseen presences
a man being threatened
a lonely street. . .the meaning of the
passage is nonspecific. All one can say is that it seems intrinsi
cally related to the big 'shooting gallery' mime routine that fol
lows, and that
one but Astaire would have thought of it.
(62)

use of giant shadows behind Astaire in the "Bojangles
Harlem" tap tribute from the later Swing Time dance number is also
highly reflective of noir film style and suggests another variation of the
multiplied/divided self metaphor approached in Top Hat. 16 Mueller
comments "It was not until
seventh film, Swing Time, that
tried out process photography: in the "Bojangles" solo
with,
and against shadows of himself" (30). Or more specifically (since the
lighting in those moments silhouettes him as if
had suddenly become
one of the wall shadows with which
had just been dancing), Astaire's
shadow in the Bojangles sequence presents visually expressed shifts
his states of mind, leading us to imagine the possibility of insanity and
a fragmentation of purpose, key characteristics of the deteriorating noir
hero.
In Projecting the Shadow: The Cyborg Hero in American Film, Rushing
and Frentz discuss the film noir attributes of Blade Runner (Scott 1982) as
a psychological study not entirely unlike Astaire's in the Top Hat pro
duction number:
[M]uch of
film's style . . . reflect(s) back to film noir, in which
the world-weary detective journeys inward toward the "heart
darkness" of the urban landscape. In the traditional film noir ,
the hero discovers in the city something other than what
was
hired to investigate . . . He [the
must face his shadow and
"see" that his projections are himself ... Like a lucid dreamer, he
starts
realize that
is dreaming while not yet completely
awake and begins a dialogue with his
unconscious.
(156-7)

Just such a process of self-fragmentation and displacement extends into
a kind of counterbalance of multiplication when Astaire dances in the
Top Hat number with a chorus of men dressed as his identical doubles:
as do the shadows, the members of this chorus multiply and fragment
Astaire in a
that both augments and diminishes him.17 In this seg
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ment, not only does Astaire strike his cane against the floor to establish
its explosive relationship to
tapping, but later uses it as if it were a
gun to shoot
the line of dancing doubles. We don't so much hear
these
as feel them.
image is all the more eerie if these target
ed figures are to be seen as representatives of that fractured masculine
identity that is so often a part of noir characterizations. The effect repli
cates the "voice over" narration of a noir hero in which changes of mind,
shifts of moral code, opportunistic expediency, desire, despair, and com
plex frames of mind collide. Although humorous, the sequence in
which one "double" dodges his bullets only
be quelled by a pan
tomime arrow, also suggests a persistent, unwanted, and recurrent char
acter flaw which eventually brings down the film noir man. The tap
sequences Astaire performs are either repeated or responded to by this
chorus of self ranged behind him as if they stand for his subconscious.
Masculine spectacle traditionally incorporates elements of danger,
violence, and death. An Astaire solo becomes as isolated in
and
space as the finest traditional display of masculine violence - the kungfu fight sequence. Both fights and dance sequences may be viewed as
narratives-within-the-narrative of the movie, or as pieces expressive of
an open-ended state during which masculinity is defined through vio
lent competition. Mueller suggests "that it is better to think of the
Astaire musicals as dance films with plots rather than as story films
with dances" (26). Warriors of another ilk have not missed the associa
tion between symbolic violence and fictional narrative. In
of the
first scenes of Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon (Ang Lee 2000), Master Li
Mu Bai (Chow Yun-Fat) offers this insight:

day during meditation training I rose a plane where
was utter radiance so wonderful I could not understand why the
master
not shared it. And then I felt . . . something
despair but greater; a sorrow so intense I could not take it.
Something was saying [I should] return to reality.
This could
as a statement of purpose for the essence of the movie
going experience as well as for
fictional warrior male hero. In Alan
Altman's representation, the fictive quality of movie-going is best real
ized in Astaire-style musicals:
Between the screen and the audience there is an empty space, a
sort of no-man's-land into which no one dares to venture.
there, on the
and bright; back here, row upon row
of darkened seats. Up there an imaginary but fascinating realm,
a light show which takes
aspect of reality; back here a
dimly perceived world of flesh and blood, a darkened crowd
which seems to lose
reality as the film takes on a reality of its
own. It is this very opposition that characterizes the style of the
American film musical.. . This second, ideal world shares many
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of the qualities of the projected image; it is bright, colorful and
fascinating, but ultimately chimerical, the product of a
a
light show, a magician's legerdemain
(60)

Deceptions, cinemagraphic illusions, ambiguities, and multiple lay
ers of meaning are all intrinsic elements of film noir directly and indi
rectly invoked in Astaire's solos. While his dances and the principles
film noir may, or may not have been mutually influential, both represent
continued revisions of the essential conflicts between individual identi
ty and the demands of social duty in
specialized realm of the cine
matic world.

Notes:
1. Mueller states that Astaire
no choreographic collaborators for his
dances in this film, and cites this movie as the test of Astaire's consider
able talent in creating his own dances (15).
2. This documentary series designed to discuss popular media was
viewed in its preview form only, and as such lacked sufficient credits.
The precise Astaire movie which it refers is not recorded; however,
is my estimation that it would have been one made close to Royal Wed
ding (Donen 1951) due the lavish brilliance of colors in the costumes.
His partner is not Ginger Rogers.
3. A notable actor who did make this transition is Dick Powell, who,
during the 1930's starred opposite Ruby Keeler in such musicals as
Dames (1934), and then in the 1940's moved
dramatic roles in film
noir classics, among them Murder My Sweet (1944).
4. Mueller describes Astaire's film working methods and cinematic
decisions in greater detail.
5. In Laura Mulvey's landmark essay, "Visual Pleasure," she discusses
Lacan's analysis of language by way of explaining that in any symbolic
communicative system, women are signified (or granted an identity)
through the male gaze. This implies that the viewer (male) retains a
fixed, essential, and clear sense of self, while the performer (female)
identity is mutable and dependant the aesthetics of masculine desire.
male
then, is the signifier and the female the bearer of signifi
cation. This leads her to consider Lacan's complex contention that while
in a symbolic order, men and women do not exist, women exist less than
do men. Her argument may be complicated by the fact that in Astaire's
films the performer is male.
6. Director Eroll Morris in the Annenberg CPB Project documentary
Film Noir discusses this feature of Noir as a threat both hero and the
audience
whom he speaks. "[Noir] is a correct representation of the
anxiety posed by the system. Great Noir poses the question, 'Why me?
Why is this happening to me?' And the very dark answer that it pro
vides—the almost unacceptable answer—no reason. For
reason at
all."
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7. Foster Hirsch details conventions of film noir, including carefully styl
ized urban images,
types of noir heroes and their corresponding
narrative tropes based upon detective dime novels, the moral coding
inherent in black and white film techniques, extremes of lighting in
rain and night scenes, and the multiple identity fragmentations
mirrors, glass and water.
8.
line is presumed to have come from Edward Dmytryk's 1941
crime film, Confessions of Boston Blackie. As it appeared in the Annen
berg CPB Project documentary Film Noir the specific movie
clip was
from was uncredited.
9. First-hand witness accounts of slave dancing are presented and dis
cussed in detail in Hazzard-Gordon (6-18).
10. Anbinder, 172-3, 175, 196-200, 346.
11. Walter Neff in Double Indemnity, (Wilder 1944) for example, must
possess Phyllis and he is even willing to commit murder in order to
have her all to himself.
12. In this instance
is quoting Raymond Durgnat.
13. Mueller offers the example of the Vaudeville Wayburn
which the child performers Fred and Adele imitate adult behavior with
Fred drunk and Adele trying
get him to come home.
14. Hirsch cites mirrors and windows as key thematic tools of noir as
evidenced in the titles of classic noir films; The Window, Rear Window, The
Woman in the Window and The Dark Mirror.
15. A detailed discussion
difference of cinematic approach
between Astaire and Kelly is offered by Delameter 133-167, and 206-227.
16.
film accentuates an evocation of film noir since it is shot in black
and white.
extreme contrasts of black and white in Astaire's cos
tume, of bright lighting with the projections of the giant shadows of
himself, and the expressive poses in which
ends dance phrases
deep crouches suggest noir associations.
17. Displacement of undesired characteristics onto other (monster,
shadow, female,
bodies as a psychological tactic in film and culture
is discussed in detail by Rushing and
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Minority discourses and their related tropes
assume spearhead positions in contemporary
debates about the intercultural and the transcultural within a globalizing world.1 Especially
when critical tropes applied in such discourses
are related to the dynamics of tradition and
innovation, of heritage and renewal, they pave
the way for strategies of viewing minority literature(s) as both ethnic/racial signs and as literary
expressions related to North American culture
and literary tradition as a whole. Critical tropes
thus may function in three ways: in the first
place, they can help provide an insider's under
standing of cultural processes at work within
minority groups; as such these tropes are
designed to point out the ethnic and racial
dimensions behind artistic productions, while ideally — avoiding forms of essentialism. They
can aim at exposing the intercultural tensions
and dynamics underlying the literary and social
relationship of mainstream and minority culture(s). Finally, they may link literary texts to
transcultural experiences peculiar to individual
existences in cross-cultural contexts.2
In times of globalization we increasingly
encounter transcultural phenomena in our
everyday life as well as in contemporary artistic
productions. Whereas forms of exclusion and
oppression nourish all minority discourses,
Asian Americans, because as a general
they are highly heterogeneous with regard to
identity, ancestry, and origins, make a particu
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larly useful focus. The history of Asian Americans differs due to varying
waves of immigration, and come from numerous national and cultural
backgrounds.
term
American" needs to be more specifical
ly parsed, since it may refer to Japanese Americans, Chinese Americans,
Korean Americans, Indian American and so forth. Nor are Asian Amer
icans merely a set of subgroups lumped together in one racial category;
because of marriages across Asian subgroups we encounter new cross
identities such as Japanese/Korean, Chinese/Japanese, and Filipino/Vietnamese.3 This uniquely heterogeneous group is further divided by gen
der difference, underscored in recent publications such as Rachel Lee's
The Americas of Asian American Literature: Gendered Fictions of Nation and
Transnation, Patricia Chu's Assimilating Asians: Gendered Strategies of
Authorship in Asian America, and Wendy
In Her Mother's House: The
Politics of Asian American Mother-Daughter-Relationship.4 Changes in U.S.
immigration laws between World War II and 1965 radically altered the
economic and gendered composition of the Asian American population.
Spouses and children could move
the United States due to the exten
sion of nonquota immigration status (Lee 45-46). Gender difference
consequently began to affect the immigration experience of Asian Amer
icans. Such differences have, however, frequently been neglected in lit
erary and social criticism. Pointing toward a wide range of contempo
rary essays discussing transnational issues, Lee laments that "[o]ne
the effects of the wedding of Asian American feminism with the critique
of cultural nationalism is that discussions of gender simply drop out of
the essays addressing the growing need for frameworks to address
transnational or even postnational realities" (11).
emphasizes simi
larly that "though the era of anti-Asian exclusion acts appears
be
over, cultural representations of Asian Americans continue
mark
them as racialized subjects in ways that are heavily gendered, and Asian
American self-representations are accordingly strongly shaped by gen
der and race" (4). With a nod to
and Chu, I suggest that analytical
categories like transculturality and transnationality cannot be separated
from aspects of gender, ethnicity, and class. They need
be seen as
closely intertwined. Only in continuously bridging the gap between the
private and the public, can critics tackle the complexity of identity for
mation emerging from intercultural experiences and tensions in a rapid
ly changing world where the local and the global interact.
realm of Asian American literature represents an ideal textual
matrix to explore the intercultural and the transcultural; Asian Ameri
can writers explore the processes of how individuals and cultures con
struct identities outside the usual frameworks of nationalism.5 Doubly
marginalized as women writers and members of
ethnic fringe group,
authors such as Maxine Hong Kingston, Mei Ng, and Chitra Mitra
Banerjee reveal in their work how closely aligned gender debates and
questions of the intercultural and transcultural are within minorities'
contemporary artistic and critical production. Focusing
three exem
plary texts — Maxine H. Kingston's The Woman Warrior (1976), Mei Ng's
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Eating Chinese Food Naked (1998) and Chitra Banerjee's The Mistress of the
Spices (1997) — I explore this close interrelation with particular refer
ence to two related literary topoi: foodways and the mother-daughter
relationship. Both exert significant cultural functions
a local as well
as a global level and represent a dominant textual presence in the nov
chosen. Therefore both function as central critical tools in my
approach to the reconceptualization of gender identities and gender
roles, as they emerge in the narratives about mother-daughter relation
ships in contemporary novels by Asian American women writers.6
Mother-daughter relationships and food are literary devices and loci
through which the interrelation of private and public spheres can be
explored. Negotiations and tensions between mother and daughter rep
resent
important strategy within feminine and feminist writings that
resort to personal experiences as a
to historical and cultural
changes on a larger scale. Private circumstances turn into public issues
which open up possibilities for reconsidering issues of
gender, and
cultural identity. As Wendy Ho emphasizes:
writers such as Maxine Hong Kingston, Amy Tan, and
Fae Myenne Ng situate their mothers and daughters at domesticfamilial sites, which are complicated by race, ethnicity, gender,
sexuality, and social-economic issues. In their stories are oppor
tunities to analyze the ways Chinese American mothers and
daughters construct and reconstruct their understandings of the
conflicted self in relation
multiple homeplaces and border
lands.
(35-36)
While critics as Sau-ling Wong have suggested that the prominent pres
ence of mother-daughter relationships in writings by Asian American
women may result from the "bitter-sweetness, (the) taxing yet inspiring
duality" (35) of the subject and
enduring popularity for women writ
ers in general, I read it as a literary motif perfectly suited
investigate
aspects of gender in relation to cultural tensions as they emerge from
the imigration experience of Asian Americans. Put briefly, literary ren
derings of the mother-daughter relationship reveal the interrelation
intercultural, transcultural and generational processes.7
I.

In 1976 Maxine Hong Kingston published The Woman Warrior, an auto
biographical story about her experience growing up as part of a Chinese
immigrant family in California.
of the central narrative dimensions
in the text is
relationship between the narrator Maxine and her
mother Brave Orchid. Since
publication this topos has become a reg
ular feature of the works
other Asian American women writers. As
rear-guard to Kingston's pioneering text, novels such as The Joy Luck
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Club (1989) by Amy Tan, The Mistress of the Spices (1997) by Chitra Baner
jee Divakaruni, Eating Chinese Food Naked (1998) by Mei Ng, and The
Strangeness of Beauty (1999) by
Minatoya share a preoccupation
with this pattern of female interaction.8 Indeed, from early psychoana
lytic perspectives inspired by Freud
the radical feminist writings
Adrienne Rich, this relationship is regarded as one of the primary
sources for
formation of identity among women. In drawing upon
it, writers such as Kingston, Divakaruni, and Ng have joined a transculal and transclass
and
on discourse
also
in women'
which female
those
authors of various back
to female offspring and mothers
grounds focus
the interaction between
or mother figures. We should be aware that the mother figure does not
necessarily have to be physically present in
narratives. At times it
is rather the concept of motherhood or the way in which 'mothering' or
being 'mothered' occurs that influences the formation process. Within
this interaction we
discover
ground
which the interplay
between essentialism and constructivism occurs. What is essential to
motherhood
daughterhood
what is socially constructed
remains central, and problematic to feminist discussions of what is
essential or constructed in the whole concept of "woman." In writings
by Kingston, Divakaruni, and Ng the whole question of what it means
to be a woman is aligned with the question of what it means to be Asian
American.
Food transactions and responses
foodways in Asian American texts on
to
s onone function
form
by goes
as important commentary
[t]the the
on various
toward
ways of
establishing multiple feminine identities within an intercultural space.
It is useful to briefly recount some of the theory on food as a trope.
functions as a mediator in various dialectical patterns. As Peter Farb
and George Armelagos elucidate, "
Bantu of southern Africa
regard exchanging food as the formation of what amounts
a tempo
rary covenant between individuals" (3). They further point
Chi
nese culture to emphasize that "[f]or most Chinese, social interactions
are almost inseparable from eating transactions" (3). Self and other are
frequently defined
foodways within various fields of human interac
tion. When Ralph Ellison's protagonist of Invisible Man announces, "I
yam what I am!" (260), he defines food as a marker for ethnic and
regional identity. While such statements help locate the self, the process
of self-identification
hand in hand with a differentiation in in
group and out-group dialectics.9 In setting
in-group apart from the
out-group,
turns food into a marker for differences as well. Histor
ically, cooking and eating habits have repeatedly functioned as means to
define otherness. Food exchange, for instance, as it has taken place in
ethnographic encounters, signifies an invitation to taste difference.
far this invitation leads to acts of absorbing or rejecting otherness
depends
food content, recipient as well as context.10
Where the mother-daughter relationship is concerned, foodways are
bound up within the dialectics of tradition and renewal. While recipes
and eating habits
communitarian structures
the
hand, they
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can also cause conflict and division on the other. In particular for
women caught up in the tensions between traditional and modern soci
etal structures, foodways may turn
a matrix for rejecting and
redefining gender roles. Many contemporary Asian American women
writers respond to such complexity. Accordingly, in their writings cook
ing and eating are shaped into forms of production and consumption
that are directly related to the production of identities and the digestion/change of existing models of identification.
ways narrators
and characters cook and eat are frequently associated with
expres
sion of feminine selves, and perceived as acts of liberation as
as acts
of oppression.
complexities involved in "producing" and "digest
ing" identities in relation to gender and culture characterize the female
protagonists' attempts at coming to terms with conflicting notions of
womanhood and cultural belonging, as they grow up.11
Thus food and a woman's place in history and society are inter
twined in Maxine Hong Kingston's The Woman Warrior. Maxine, the
narrator, and her mother Brave Orchid, are the central female characters
of the text. Kingston links Brave Orchid with a historical view of the
role of women. Growing up in rural China, she searches for a social
function in a patriarchal system. Later following her emigrated husband
the United States, she has to reconsider self and role in a new cultur
al context. Throughout The Woman Warrior Maxine encounters her
mother's past through stories. She, however,
up in
environ
ment where various cultures interact. Belonging to a generation
trapped in between Chinese and American values, Maxine is exposed to
discriminatory ways
whites
Chinese Americans to a greater
extent than her mother. At the
time, she wants more than her
mother does to immerse herself in American possibilities for redefining
gender roles.
with
subordination of women male wish and
power in both her mother's stories about women in China and in her
mother's
life in the United States, Maxine rebels against parental
values.
Her rebellion is nourished by gender and transcultural aspirations
simultaneously. As Kingston renders it the two dimensions intersect,
since leaving behind the cultural constraints associated with old
makes possible
exploration of transcultural options for reconstruct
ing feminine self and social role in a multicultural society such as the
United States. America's multilayered cultural texture, as Maxine expe
riences it, is
of intercultural tensions. She aspires neither grow up
as a Chinese girl nor turn herself American feminine. A similar obser
vation is made by Wendy Ho when she points out that
Maxine, moreover, must deal with sexist definitions of ideal fem
inine behaviour not only from Chinese culture but
from
mainstream American society.
resents the oppressions locat
ed in both patriarchal cultural systems; and she is not satisfied
with either/or choices between a Chinese and Euro-American
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heritage. This rigid binary does not do justice to the complicat
ed and permeable positionings she maintains in her daily life. In
this ruptured space of painful yet hopeful difference, the self
talks-story in order to begin to stretch and re-imagine her multi
ple legacies.
(126)

Indeed, beyond the
identities constructed in her narrative imagi
nation, Maxine attempts at negotiating a transcultural vision reflected
her fusion of Chinese indirect narration and the Western autobiograph
ical style. Particularly through focusing
her own self and resorting
to first person narration, she sets her narrative apart from the primarily
didactic stories told by
mother.12
Kingston repeatedly resorts to food metaphors to juxtapose Max
ine's and her mother's different conceptions of self and life.13 Brave
Orchid's attitude towards cooking and eating is determined by histori
experiences in China, where she encounters hunger and starvation
during the Chinese revolution, and in the United States where immi
gration leaves her
the lowest level of social hierarchy.
Orchid
endures both situations and, as Kingston portrays her, emerges as a
strong woman from her ordeals. To Orchid, eating bears primarily exis
tential significance. Cooking and eating are means to survive and to
make your family endure. In Kingston's rendering of Brave Orchid's
relation
foodways, food signifies existential struggle. Hence, the
practices of gathering, cooking, and eating food take on the strenuous
quality of making your way in society. "Devouring" and "digesting'
assume figurative meaning, signalling social processes. Kingston relates
Brave Orchid to Chinese heritage, Chinese heroes in particular who win
out against enemies, ghosts, and monsters by devouring them. Devour
the visiting "sitting ghost," Brave Orchid manages to succeed with
in a given social frame. Yet she remains within her gender
despite
belonging to a new generation of women coming of age in a period of
turbulences during which the Chinese cultural context is modernized.
As Ho reminds us in relation to China, "if women stepped out of the
restricted boundaries of their assigned roles they
the power to cause
significant social disruption or destruction" (124). Brave Orchid profits
from social changes professionally. But we should be aware that since
her medical profession provides service for the good of the community,
gesture of independence can be tolerated by
people in the vil
lage.
That Brave Orchid accepts traditional gender roles becomes obvious
when she immediately follows the call of her emigrant husband. She
thereby sacrifices
good standing in Chinese culture and faces a new
beginning in a strange social and cultural situation. In California she
joins her husband in a Stockton laundry and, returning to the tradition
al role of child bearer, proceeds to bear six children in spite of her age
forty-five. Her development reveals a tendency in
Orchid to fol
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low a culturally prescribed path. Hence, she also remains rooted in her
Chinese heritage, as her ways of storytelling and cooking illustrate. The
fixation
the memories of the past are essential for her struggle of sur
vival. But her backward orientation keeps
also trapped in the cook
ing habits of the past. She carries heavy sacks of Texas rice up and
downstairs, symbolically indicating her failure to develop a new self.
Food does not turn into a creative matrix for new recipes or new inspi
rations for a redefinition of gender roles. Rather, food in America is
indeed a necessity as well as a burden to her.
Kingston comes close to parody when she illustrates
Orchid's
cooking ingredients through the voice of the narrator
mother has cooked for us: racoons, skunks, hawks, city
pigeons, wild ducks, wild geese, black-skinned bantams, snakes,
garden snails, turtles that crawled about the pantry floor and
sometimes escaped under refrigerator or stove, catfish that
swam in the bathtub.
(85)
Her choice of food signals a very pragmatic and utilitarian approach to
cooking and life
a larger scale. She adjusts herself to the circum
stances surrounding her. Food is
assertion of self here. Although
food is indeed necessary for living it does not carry a profound sense
cultural or female identity in the case of Brave Orchid. Rather the arbi
trariness suggests a lack of choice, which is on the one hand part
social reality,
the other hand representative of Brave Orchid's mind.
An assertion of self and self-fulfillment would mean "extravagance" for
her; yet she builds her life only around "necessity."14 A change, then,
has occured since the time when her early vocation to pursue medical
studies still represented
act of personal choice. Along with the cul
tural shift, assimilationism
her submit to the dictates of patriarchy
and American economy. While she adjusts to the economic necessities
of American life, she does not open up to the pleasures provided by its
superfluities. Candies to her are really luxurious because food is to be
consumed, not to be enjoyed. Cooking and eating then turn into
rituals which mean survival, yet fail to provide a basis for communica
tion between mother and daughter.
Neither a positive cultural nor an affirmative feminine model
emerges for Maxine as concerns her mother's ways of cooking.
the
contrary, she rejects her mother's foodways completely:

We'd have to face four- and five-day-old-leftovers until we ate it
all. The squid eye would
appearing at breakfast and dinner
until eaten. Some brown masses sat on every dish. I have seen
revulsion on faces of visitor's who've caught us at meals. "Have
you eaten yet?" the Chinese greet one another. "Yes, I have,"
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they answer whether they have or not. "And you?" I would live
on plastic.
(87)

Maxine reveals both a radical negation as well as her desire for fast food
readily served in plastic cups on plastic plates. Yet
is
to
reaction than just a critique of the quality
meals. Maxine sees
mother's cooking living up to male and to Chinese, as well as Chinese
American, communal expectations, all
which she resists. She feels
particularly repulsed
Chinese sayings defining girls as unworthy of
food. Repeatedly expressing phrases like "feeding girls is feeding cow
birds" (48), her parents and other members
the Chinese American
community enrage Maxine and expose the subordinate role of women
traditional Chinese thinking. In the narrative of her dream-vision —
her alter ego is the swordswoman
"White Tigers" — Maxine rede
fines an approach toward food and life. Through her act
storytelling
she counteracts conventional thoughts by letting the heroine act out
control
food selection and distribution (40). And she associates an
excessive consumption
food with patriarchy primarily. When she
looks into the water gourd in the fantasy section she sees the men she is
trained to execute: "fat men ate meat; fat
drank wine made from
rice; fat men sat
naked little girls" (34). Food becomes an equivalent
for female exploitation by males in both domestic and
terms.
is precisely this pattern
gender relations she sets
to fight
On the level
personal interaction, a similar model kind power
relationship lures behind her mother's cooking habits, too. As Kingston
puts it, her mother may intend to communicate through food, yet urg
ing the children to eat day-old-left-overs turns communication into
repression. For the narrator Maxine, a personal retreat
a world of
fantasy and storytelling provides alternative visions of foodways and
has a liberating effect. Most of the food imagery
"White Tigers" sub
verts any form of food consumption associated with necessity or extrav
agance.
old couple that guides the swordswoman during
absence from the family is characterized by modesty: "The old couple
ate little except
peaches" (27), we are told. Cautiously the old man
and old woman prepare the swordswoman
the ascetic experience
she encounters in the wilderness afterwards. There the absence of food
provides the source
a new vision:

Hunger also changes the world — when eating can't
a
then neither can seeing. I saw two people
gold dancing the
earth's dances. They turned so perfectly that together they were
axis of the earth's turning. They were light; they were
changing gold — Chinese lion dancers, African lion dancers in
midstep. I heard high Javanse bells deepen in midring to Indian
bells, Hindu Indian, American Indian .... whenever I did not
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eat for long, as during famine or battle, I could stare at ordinary
people and see their light and gold.
(31-32)

Outside of history, she frees herself from the constraints of local culture
and family and develops a transcultural vision that has to be seen as a
counterreaction to the intercultural tensions Maxine faces in the United
States. As the swordswoman's vision illustrates, new perspectives
emerge
a change of habits. While ritualized forms of consuming
food tends to blind oneself towards the beauty and pleasure of it as well
as of those providing it, scarcity makes it exceptional. Accordingly, rit
ualized foodways such as images of
family at a wedding are juxta
posed with the simplicity of food provided
the wilderness where the
swordswoman enjoys the best meal of her life (30).
In real life Maxine refuses to cook for others. She turns her back on
female serving functions. While for
Orchid, America simply
stands for enough food, for Maxine her parents' decision to finally give
up property in China and to
in the States permanently signifies a
cultural liberation. Cheerfully she announces:
belong to the plan
now, Mama.
it make sense to you that if we're
longer
attached to one piece of land, we belong to the planet" (99)? For Max
ine it is not the abundance of food that makes
new cultural setting
attractive to her, though she obviously enjoys various aspects of Ameri
can commodity culture and food. Rather, she is enthusiastic about hav
ing the possibility of developing a political and cultural consciousness
through education and through writing that
her redefine her role as
woman. Her political consciousness as a young woman growing up
the 1960s is clearly a transcultural one. Not only does she protest
against racial discrimination within the United States she
demon
strates against the Vietnam War and criticizes Chinese communists for
treating farmers in China badly. While her mother keeps talking about
the village, thus remaining linked with a local view of culture, Maxine
places her social role within a transcultural context. A woman, to her,
not only may
where and what she wants she can also shape the
power relations determining the interaction of cultures and sexes in an
increasingly globalizing world artistically and politically.

II.
Ng's novel Eating Chinese Food Naked (1998) is based
Ruby's
return to her family home after completing a degree in
Studies
and while suffering from a severe identity crisis. Whereas Ruby's inter
actions with her entire family and her partner form part of her attempt
to resolve identity and direction crisis, it is
relationship with her
mother on which she becomes transfixed as a means of personal resolu
tion. Ng then chooses a domestic setting for rendering the intercultural
conflicts emerging within Ruby's processes of identity formation. As
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Lee reminds us, it is important within a critique of social oppression not
to forget "the exposure of tyrannies within the household, or the envi
sioning of a future where sexism and homophobia are not givens" (140).
It is through the interaction with her mother that Ruby distinguishes
herself from, as well as aligns herself with
American, and Chi
nese American culture.
Throughout the novel we encounter habits of cooking and eating as
literary tropes which reveal the characters' attitude towards their cul
the onfrom
Such
al heritage and
tergoes
function
Ng as commentary
words,
the cooks
interrelationship
eating. meals
how
eating,
self anding
community.
places foodways in the context of ritual and
communion. She contextualizes eating scenes differently to highlight

kitchen,
such rituals may reflect bonds as well as bondage,
and the failure
of human interaction. Primarily through the characters' personal
responses to food we learn about the levels or absence of communica
tion between the individual family members. Indeed, food takes on a
symbolic function in the process of delineating social spaces as
novel
progresses. Ruby's parents Franklin and Bell have chosen separate
rooms to eat. While he remains in the kitchen, Bell consumes her
in the basement.
spatial differentiation signals power structures at
work within the household. As Lee points out,
[m]aking home and making oneself at home have subtle distinc
tions that become clear upon attending to gender and race. Mak
home signifies an investment in communal living space and
the concessions one allows to ensure the stability of that shared
space. By contrast, making oneself at home signals rendering the
home comfortable for the self — in other
building a place
where each man can be king.
(50-51)
Bell seems to retreat, whereas Franklin remains in the
the cen
of home. Through her withdrawal she shows that eating rituals have
lost their communitarian power where
wife-husband relationship is
concerned. Franklin, too, chooses a solipistic setting for
As a
habit he watches news on TV while eating all by himself. To him food
ways are reduced to aspects of nutrition primarily. Ng makes clear that
like absorbing
is a solitary act of a
existence in self
chosen isolation. Franklin neither shares food nor
for the family
any longer.
From the very beginning the lack of communication between
Franklin and Bell is signalled through their responses to culturally dif
ferent sorts of food. "Don't they have rice in this country?" (30). Bell
rejects American food already on the passage
China to America,
whereas Franklin
into raptures about sandwiches and pizza. In
Ng's rendering, foodways signify both mental and physical separation.
Neither verbal nor physical interaction takes place between Ruby's par
ents. As a consequence, the mother-daughter relationship becomes
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essential for reconstructing communal patterns within the family. For
the mother Chinese food clearly symbolizes an element of identity for
mation that keeps her related to the past. She envisions a similar rela
tionship to foodways for Ruby: "Remember you used to love salty fish?"
(13), she says. Again,
connects food with past experiences and
hopes to establish a common bond between mother and daughter. Due
to
experience of immigration, foodways are important for her in pre
serving cultural roots and her sense of cultural cohesion. Thus Bell
sends dried foods from Chinatown to her friends in Florida — "mushroomes, noodles, shrimp" (50).
Within this communal pattern the act of sharing meals with others
becomes part of a self-chosen sacrifice on part of the mother:
picked out a choice morsel of chicken and placed it in her
daughter's bowl. Ruby
used to fending herself that when
the sweet white meat appeared in front of her, she nearly broke
down and cried right there at the table. It didn't matter that she
liked dark meat better. Her mother was chewing on a chicken
foot. "You eat," Ruby said and tried to put
meat in her
mother's bowl. Bell waves the food in the air. "More sweet near
the bone," she said.
(11-12)

Handing the sweet white meat to her daughter, Bell fulfills an act of
affection. Similarly Ruby's early timid rejection of her mother's offer
should be
Beyond the pattern of mutual care characterizing
the interaction between mother and daughter,
above passage sheds
light upon their similar view of food as part of communitarian politics.
Ruby imitates her mother's acts of self-sacrifice during her life as a stu
dent
Her friends give her cookbooks and she rejoices at
cooking for them all. Moreover she uses the act of cooking for negotiat
differences within the family, and for establishing communal bonds:
In the kitchen, Ruby had found a grace she didn't have with dou
ble Dutch or softball or flirting. Those things baffled her, but she
had a way with ginger and black beans and garlic. She figured
out the
by watching her parents night after night. When the
rice was too hard, her mother chewed slowly with only her front
no
h. When
it was
her father jabbed at it as
were
herif
trying to kill it. Eventually Ruby learned to make a pot of rice
that was soft enough for her mother and hard enough for her
father,
task.
(48)

small
soft,

But while sharing the social aspects of her mother's foodways, she
detests other aspects of them. Being born in America, she enjoys fast
food culture and rejects cooking habits that are related to
mother's
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Chinese heritage. When she invites her Jewish lover Nick over for din
ner at her parents' home she feels relieved that "her mother
made
Chinese food for Americans, neat and clean, not like the dishes she usu
ally made, with claws and heads, skin and tails like it was still an ani
mal" (129).
As Ng's use of various food metaphors demonstrates, Ruby is torn
between her love for her mother, her search for her own gender role and
the intercultural tensions emerging from her life as an offspring of an
immigrant family. Her experiments with cooking as well as
multi
cultural eating experiences encompassing Chinese, Chinese-American,
Jewish, Italian and fast food go hand in hand with
various hetero
sexual and homosexual adventures. During her search for a sense
identity as a woman she performs multiple identities involving sexuali
ty, cooking and
Teresa de Lauretis best describes such concept
of shifting identities as
"What is emerging in feminist writing
is, instead, the concept of a multiple, shifting, and often self-contradic
tory identity . . ." (9). So Ruby acts black, white and Puerto Rican but
she doesn't know how to behave Chinese. Paradoxically, her parents
never teach her Chinese, yet are embarrassed when she asks for English
menus in Chinese restaurants (95-96). Such circumstances reveal the
tensions at work, as Ruby aspires for a liveable identity pattern through
out
textual progression of Eating Chinese Food Naked. Her multicul

The
She
her
onsexual
al environment
seems to offer
Nginfinitesexual
possibilities.
Yet at the same
time, heterogeneity calls forth confusion and makes orientation diffi
cult.
On her search for gender and cultural identity, food and body like
wise turn into fields of experimentation for Ruby. Both describe forms
of physical journeys that reveal a desire for bodily pleasures on the one
hand and a hunger for identification on the other. Frequently eating
scenes are followed by passages describing moments of sexual interac
tion. Sharing dinner and having sex with her lover Nick is not enough,
though.
needs various spatial settings for her physical pleasures
which underscores
inner restlessness. A change of local settings for
dinner is accompanied by new places for having
intercourse:
"She still wanted to have sex, but now they did it
the sofa or
the
rug in front of the sofa or even in the kitchen" (226).
Her nightly wanderings through the streets of Queens are accompa
nied by her desire for food — sweet food in particular — and for sex.
Both signify physical pleasures giving her existence temporary meaning
and satisfaction. Both represent processes of interaction and transfor
mation, as Ng turns body and food into means of communicating gen
der and cultural differences.
nakedness and food intertwine
when she describes Ruby's growing awareness of her lesbian sexual
identity.
mouth in particular turns into a means of communicating,
absorbing and digesting strategies of identification.15 Gringo food and
Nick's penis fuse into an image of white maleness that repulses Ruby as
she becomes gradually aware of her true
inclinations.
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For the first time, the sight of his soft penis didn't
fit with
the tins of dumplings, noodles, rice. It
been just in her
end
h, but
girls
suddenly she didn't
to want it so near her food
While
Not
sive
hungry, she sat with her legs folded under her and picked at her
beef lo mein.
III
(233)

Ruby
on

Notions of both cultural and sexual difference
distance her
self from Nick. Eating food naked is a moment of revelation.
Nick is displeased with what we considers her Chineseness, she rejects
his male, hairy physique.
Gender orientation is primarily documented through Ruby's rela
tionship to her mother. Both physically and emotionally, as Ng signals
in her narrative, Ruby feels drawn
her mother.
she is mas
turbating while sharing the bed with her sleeping mother. Moreover
she aims at protecting her mother against the patriarchal structures in
the family household. She even wants to liberate Bell from the oppres
circumstances at home and take her on a
to Florida. Hence,
growing up awakens in her an increased sense of female solidarity that
in her childhood is already accompanied
a longing for physical close
ness with other
such as Mary Ann.16 Her infatuation with Hazel at
the
of the narrative finally reveals a grown sexual identity. Despite
the generational and cultural differences between Ruby and her mother,
this identity pattern is embedded in a larger context of female solidari
ty which is expressed through her encounter with a Chinese woman in
the laundry, and through the recipe for sea bass she asks for and
receives from her mother at the very end of the novel. Within the seem
ingly infinite possibilities of a multicultural environment, cooking
remains the link to bridge individual and cultural differences and estab
lishes a matrix for feminine identities beyond heterosexuality.
.
Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni's first novel The Mistress of the Spices (1997)
— part Oriental tale, part romance, part immigrant narrative — tells the
story of an Indian American immigrant woman running a spice store in
California. While the novel moves back and forth between past and pre
sent, myth and reality, we learn about Tilo, both protagonist and narra
tor, her Indian cultural background, her relationship to mother figures,
and her self-chosen position as social worker and healer within the con
text of her business in California. Throughout the novel Divakaruni
resorts to food as a trope for redefining female identities. But in com
parison to Kingston and Ng, she links foodways to the mother-daughter
relationship
a more abstract level, though. We encounter the
mother only marginally, whereas the dominant mother figure appears
in a mythic context: the First Mother or the Old One, as the narrator and
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protagonist Tilo calls her, becomes Tilo's mentor throughout her train
ing on her way to become a "mistress
the spices." As a controlling
force she remains a vital part Tilo's conscience throughout the novel.
She thus signifies a role model as well as a restrictive pattern from
which Tilo attempts to break
repeatedly. Within
narrative
creates her own idiosyncratic identity as a woman always ready to rebel
through opposing both mother figures. Despite her acts of rebellion,
she keeps conversing with the two of them in her imagination: "Moth
er, I never thought it would be
this" (17), she cries out in the tale
about the pirates taking her out of her homeland, destroying her past
and taking her and on a transcultural journey. "Pirates come from
races and many lands" (17), she tells the reader.
Leaving behind her local cultural setting, she is repeatedly initiated
into new cultural contexts, on the island as well as in California. As far
as intercultural tensions are concerned, Divakaruni focuses on
experience in the United States. In the former's rendering,
more
specifically spice, bears a special relationship to the cultural dynamics at
work in Tilo's own life and the lives of the Indian immigrants frequent
her store. Tilo's store represents a remainder
Indian heritage,
all the spices bear specific functions the context healing, moti
vating, and cleansing as they are practiced
Indian folk belief. And
Tilo uses them according to her knowledge she gained from the Old
One. But at the same time, the store also contains a video section rang
ing from silent movies to action movies, thus also representing cultural
productions
in the US. Although she is separated from American
culture through her enclosure in the spice store, the heterogeneous set
up of her business refers to processes cultural interaction which char
acterize both the lives
immigrants from India as well as her future
destiny the novel. The metaphor enclosure is also implanted
herself, for her aged surface covers up a young body underneath. As
she immerses herself gradually
her environment outside the store,
her bodily changes signal an opening of her self to new cultural condi
tions, while the spices function as guidance for her series
transfor
mations.
Spices fulfill a triple function in Divakaruni's novel. Within Tilo's
mission for immigrants in the United States they occupy a social space.
Indeed, the store itself represents a contact zone, a sacred room which
individual problems find a public forum. As Divakaruni puts it, the
spices are Tilo's remedies
her business as saleswoman and healer.
Moreover, the spices signify the potential of a new beginning. Referring
to the secret powers of turmeric, Tilo explains that its voice is "like the
beginning of the world" (13). Clearly, Divakaruni relates the hope of a
new beginning to both the origin of American history and to the immi
grant dream. Finally, on the level
gender spices are part of an identi
fication strategy which allows Tilo to negotiate between her public role
as a distanced saleswoman,
private
as a woman desiring public
immersion, and the young body inside herself that longs
female
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identity in the contact zone between sexes and cultures. The most
important spice in Indian culture — red chilli — turns into a central
trope for Tilo's transgression of boundaries in
attempt to fuse sexu
al fulfillment with social responsibility. With regard to the latter her
conversations with the spices are indirect forms of communication with
her First Mother and remind
of the public tasks she has to fulfill.
One of the rules given by the First Mother is that no contact outside
the store is permitted for Tilo. Further, "it is not allowed for Mistresses
touch
come to us. To upset the delicate axis of giving and
receiving
which our lives are held precarious" (6). Yet Tilo breaks
rules repeatedly in order to help others, but also to free her young body
from the burden of social responsibility embodied
its old skin. "It
tires me at moments, this old body which I put
when I came to Amer
ica, along with an old body's pains. It is as the First Mother
warned
me" (25), Tilo reveals and she admits, too: "All
things you warned
me against, First
I wanted them" (28). This longing to distance
herself from motherly wishes can be traced back
early childhood
experiences. In a manner similar to the narratives by Chinese-American
women writers such as Kingston and Tan, Divakaruni emphasizes the
rejection of the girl-child by her parents: "my parents' faces were heavy
with fallen hope at another girl-child, and this one coloured like mud. .
. . What does she bring
the family except a dowry debt" (7).
on the physical separation of mother and daughter signals
Tilo's isolated position in her village. Due to a fever, her mother is not
capable of breastfeeding her. Tilo instead is fed with milk
a white
ass. Being nourished from "the outside,she seems
develop a tenden
cy to break through any form of enclosure. The way she constructs her
various identities in stories about the life before her work in the store in
California can only be described in terms of rebellion. She eats the best
portions and throws the leavings
the floor for her brothers and sis
ters, scandalous for a girl in
Asian cultural context. And she revers
es the child-parent relationship since it is she
brings the family
support and wealth through her prophetic role as seer in the village.
Her rebellious spirit is further intensified in her tale about
adventure
with snakes. Again she disobeys authority in the shape of the mythic
snakes and enters the
of the First Mother. The setting is clearly a
communitarian and an exclusively female one:
The lessons we learned on the island might surprise you, you
think our Mistress-lives to be full of the exotic, mystery and
drama and danger. Those were there, yes, for the spice-power
we were learning to bend to our purposes could have destroyed
us in a moment if wrongly invoked. But much of our time was
spent in common things, sweeping and stitching and rolling
wicks for lamps, gathering wild spinach and roasting chapatis
and braiding each other's hair. We learned to be neat and indus
trious and to work together, to protect one another when we
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could from the Old One's anger, her tongue that could lash like
lightning. . . . Most of all we learned to feel without words the
sorrows of our sisters, and without words to console them.
(52)

What she encounters
the island is a training that enables her to ful
fill a serving function, not all that different from the traditional role rais
girls and young women within patriarchal structures. Her reference
to a matriarchal power structure at work here is ambivalent. Tilo prais
es the community aspects which help her later to infuse
business
with humanitarian concern., but she builds up an individualistic stance
against female authority. Overall, she is critical toward all forms of
authoritarian power regardless of gender differences.
At the same time she deconstructs the image of the exotic and mys
terious mistress, thus subverting stereotypical representations of Asian
American women in an Oriental tale. While using characteristic ele
ments of such a genre, she includes and subverts narrative strategies
associated with it.17
the two bodies she is carrying, her narrative
technique wanders between the old traditions of tales and the modern
conception of the novel, between the imaginary and the
While the
store and her early memories relate to the tradition of tales, experiences
in America outside the store belong mainly to the novel.
Leaving behind the enclosure and shelter of the store, she crosses
cultural as well as sexual boundaries. Her slowly emerging relationship
with Raven, whose name already refers to his Native American heritage,
signifies intercultural processes at work in Divakaruni's rendering of the
theme of immigration. While Divakaruni is playing on the romance
theme, she does not resort to a marriage plot. As Chu points out,
"[b]ecause marriage plots are central to gender construction in tradi
tional bildungsroman, their absence or transformation in Asian Ameri
can narratives may also be read as the author's rethinking of gender
roles" (18). Indeed, marriage frequently functions as a key trope signi
fying the immigrant's successful completion of Americanization. In
writings by Asian American writers we detect several digressions from
such a trope, though. Divakaruni, for instance, dismisses the marriage
plot and replaces the classical white romantic partner with a counter
part of Native American descent. In referring to writings by Bharati
Mukherjee and Edith Maude
Chu cautions that "neither author
entirely escapes the genre's [bildungsroman] tendency to equate femi
nist consciousness and agency with first world women and fatalist or
passive positions with
world women" (21). Divakaruni, though,
not only drops the white romantic partner, she also chooses a heroine
does not give in to
escapist moves. On the contrary, she
takes action and pulls
back into history and social responsibility. In
order to develop the connections between India and America concrete
ly, she draws
bodily metaphors. Tilo's gradual immersion within
American society is accordingly signalled through a series physical
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transformations. Breaking the rules of the First Mother she uses the
power of the spices — "crushed red chillies" (279) — for her own desire
once. Stripping off the old skin, she turns herself young and beautiful
for her first night with Raven. This change links
alternative body to
the utopian concept of new beginnings ever-present in American histo
ry. Yet
physical intercourse between her and Raven signifies the
interaction between India and America on a figurative cultural level. A
transcultural dimension is introduced to their physical union when Tilo
reveals: "... I feel the hot release take us both: Till we are one body and
bodies and
body all at once" (289). This reference to the tran
scultural does not transcend the consequences of intercultural process
es and tensions, though. Rather, the crossing of boundaries leads to
transformation and leaves marks on her body. Looking at herself in the
rear mirror of
car, Tilo realizes:
She is different, the woman in the mirror. High cheek-bones,
straight brows with crease lines between. Some grey hair. Not
particularly pretty or ugly, not particularly young or old. Just
ordinary.
(306)

Just like she finally breaks through the
of her old body, she dis
mantles the constructions of cultural self and other mutually generated
by Raven and herself. So
concept of
Oriental passivity must
collapse as must her view of him as
active American male. Repeat
edly she calls him "My American," which displays both her affection
and her growing awareness that her image of him is part of
cul
tural imagination. Divakaruni seems to share Ania Loomba's conviction
that "we cannot appreciate the specific nature of diverse hybridities if
we do not attend to the nuances of each of the cultures that come togeth
er" (180). She also breaks through the simple binary opposition of colo
nizer and colonized in her gendered discourse of immigrant experience.
Tilo's outer appearance in the
relates to the outlook she
gained from her engagement in the lives of immigrants and from her
relationship with Raven. She has rid herself of false illusions.
does
not follow Raven after
Francisco is shattered by an earthquake to
look for a new beginning
place else, thereby correcting Raven's
belief in an earthly paradise. Instead she convinces him to return to
help those in need. Tilo rebels one more time, at this point against male
escapism and a false belief in the possibility of constant renewal. In so
doing, she turns her back on the American dream as well. Closing the
store and dropping the last spices into the ocean, she stops conversing
with the mythic mother figure. Returning to the earthquake area, she
demonstrates that she has integrated motherly instructions for social
responsibility into
own dream of self-fulfillment.
Though individually quite different in tone and plot, all three nov
discussed here display a strong tendency among Asian American
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women writers to draw upon tropes which are traditionally associated
with the female private sphere, in order to negotiate
identities in
relation to sexual and public role performances. Foodways and mother
daughter relationship are textually reconstructed as ways to create and
communicate social meanings. Traditionally, as anthropologists have
continuously pointed out, the ways food is prepared and consumed
may delineate a sense of group belonging, perform rituals of cultural
identity. Within Asian American women's writing, foodways as central
trope related to the mother-daughter relationship poses various pivotal
questions on how to broaden definitions
a feminine self and female
communal action within a political context which is still often charac
terized by a woman cooking at home and her dependence on a male
cook in public business. Most important perhaps, these women writers
provide us with tropes on a narrative level that stimulate further critical
investigation
the interrelation of discourses
minorities, gender
and globalization.

Notes:
1. African American literary and cultural criticism has been a propelling
force within the field of minority discourses. Critics such as Gates and
Baker have fostered significant methodologies which allow for
intertextual and intercultural approach the literature(s) of North America.
Tropes such as 'signifying' or 'blues' not only provide the matrix for an
assessment of black literary and cultural discourse but open up per
spectives for the investigation of other multilayered cultural discourses
as well.
2. For a discussion of the historical dimension of the intercultural and
the transcultural see Drechsel 6-15.
3. See also Lott, 92-93.
4. For approaches to historical aspects of Asian American experiences
see Takaki and Okihiro. Such diversity makes it a difficult task for crit
ics to come to terms with Asian American histor(ies) and literature(s).
Critics such as Elaine Kim have done significant pioneer work in giving
us a broad historical range of works by Asian American; she places indi
vidual works and authors within a specific sociological framework.
she manages contextualize Asian American literature historical
ly and to contribute
the establishment of a canon of Asian American
literature significantly. Approaches like hers, yet, do not necessarily
bring forth tropes which allow us to read texts within an overall intertextual and intercultural pattern. Wong marks an important break
through as concerns an intertextual understanding of Asian American
texts beyond the category of sociological confinement.
5. For a discussion of Asian American literature in the context of ethnic
revivalism and transcultural orientation see
Buell, 177-216.
6. Drawing upon Maxine H. Kingston's The Woman Warrior in particu
lar, Wong develops various food metaphors for approaching Asian
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American texts. Several major tropes evolve within Wong's juxtaposi
tion of "necessity" and "extravagance", two modes of existence and
operation which she derives from her reading of Maxine Hong
Kingston's novel. While necessity signifies "survival-driven" and "con
servation-minded" extravagance suggests being attracted to "freedom,
excess, emotional expressiveness and autotelism" (13). Using this
dialectical pattern as framework for locating
literary and cultural
significance in Asian American literature, she differentiates between
three larger tropes: 'big eating', 'food prostitution' and 'food pornogra
phy'. Whereas the first trope refers to the immigrant generation and
signals that food is primarily seen as sacrifice and necessity, the second
trope signifies forms of cultural assimilation and adaptation. It relates
especially to American born Asians and suggests a giving up of cultur
al identity
adjusting to consumerist attitudes
food.
last
trope, finally, emphasizes the economic aspects of producing and selling
food as ethnic sign. It describes a process in which food and cultural
identity are manipulated for the sake of financial profit. Wong discuss
es all three tropes examining in which way their literary rendering
reflects stereotypic ethnic significance, exposes various layers of cultur
al assimilation and reflects consequences of cultural transformation
resulting from immigration or integration.
7. For general discussions of the mother-daughter relationship without
cultural differentiation, though, see Rich, Koppelman, and Hirsch.
8. Kingston and Tan are especially well known in the Asian American
studies community, not only because of their success as writers but also
in connection to the controversy their writings have caused. Clearly
their popularity has linked them
along with similarities
and their assimilationist perspective of first generation Chinese
American children, but they have
found themselves at the center
a debate within Asian American studies, in which critics and writers
such as Frank Chin have accused them of "being complicit with the
white publishing industry in distorting Asian legends and creating
unflattering portraits of Asian and Asian American men (and women)"
(Kok Cheung 11). They have been scolded for prostituting their culture,
selling the 'exotic', at a cost to the communities which they have often
left behind with their fame and fortune. Indeed, from such a perspec
tive the novels of Kingston, Tan and Ng appear to be mainstream nov
about mothers and daughters with an 'Asian twist', which seek to
confirm the all-powerful nature of mainstream white American culture
to assimilate first generation Chinese-Americans. Conversely, these
female authors are celebrated
feminist critics like Shirley Lim and
King Kok Cheung for having giving voice to the experience of ChineseAmerican women that have felt themselves alienated from mainstream
America and Chinese culture at the same time.
9. In the introduction to their anthology, Brown and Mussell emphasize
the group-forming function of food: "Foodways bind individual togeth
er, define the limits of the group's outreach and identity, distinguish in
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group from out-group, serve as a medium of inter-group communica
tion, celebrate cultural cohesion, and provide a context for performance
of group rituals" (5). For foodways see Kalcik (in particular 50). For
foodways as an important means of creating an ethnic sign system see
Boelhower.
10. As concerns contemporary cosmopolitan societies the consumption
of different ethnic food is seen as an expression of an increasingly
scultural outlook.
11. The texts discussed in the subsequent pages underscore how food
and text function as cultural and gender signs within an Asian Ameri
can narrative tradition developed by women writers.
12. For aspects of autobiographical elements in minority literatures see
Eakins and Bell, 184.
13. The mother-daughter relationship
relation to narrative tech
niques is well discussed in Juhasz.
14. Wong builds her discussion of Kingston's text around these two
metaphors
'necessity' and 'extravagance' (154).
15. For a discussion
tongue and mouth as tropes within the cultural
and artistic discourses see Benthien.
16. For a discussion female oppression within minority
see Ling,
15.
17. Divakaruni's subversion of Asian female stereotypes should
seen
as part of an ongoing process to recenter women
the fields of Asian
and Asian American literature and cultural studies. See also
Y.
Okihiro who points
that "[w]omen's recentering, their inclusion
within "our community
memory, has only just begun. This project
leads us to the following conclusions: recentering women extends the
interpretive and geographic boundaries of Asian American history and
identity—Asian America's bachelor society was neither exclusively male
nor splendidly from Asia; recentering women positions gender as a
prominent social category in determining relations of power and trajec
tories of social change —race and class are neither the sole nor principal
determinants of Asian American history and culture" (91).
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F. Scott Fitzgerald treats boredom as a tactic of
seduction, resistance, wish, and aggression in
Tender is the Night. Always prone to speculate on
the tedium vitae of the wealthy and the famous in
his novels, Fitzgerald fumed when readers
referred to his characters as trivial.1 Boredom, I
believe, varies from epoch to epoch in
signif
icance and origins. It is contingent on such fac
tors as class, war, education, urbanity, etiquette,
nationality, and age. Triviality is, however, one
way that boredom declares itself. Dick and
Nicole Diver, the protagonists of Tender is the
their boredom in anxious travelling,
drunken sorties, and
chitchat. Not sure
how to be productive, they posture on the beach
at Cannes and in the streets of
Picking up
their aimlessness, Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings,
in an otherwise laudatory letter, irked Fitzgerald
by claiming that
dealt with "trivial people in
trivial situations" (qtd. in Kuehl and Bryer 193).
Fitzgerald begged his editor to avoid advertis
ing for the book that mentioned "the phrase
'Riviera' or 'gay resort'" because
evoke "the triviality of which I am so often
accused" (Kuehl and Bryer 192). Instead of
glamorizing the frivolous, Fitzgerald probes fac
s, both capitalistic and psychological, that
early
make Americans abroad
fall prey to indolence.
Dick Diver, after
success, drifts into
otium. Fitzgerald, in a letter to Edmund Wilson
acknowledging that Dick's choice of psychiatry
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as a profession ruins him, calls his tragic hero "an ‘homme épuisé,' not
only an 'homme manqué,'" an exhausted man, not just a
one (The
Crack-Up 278). Dick exhausts himself
prodigally squandering his
intellectual and emotional resources. Raking seaweed from
beach
day after day near Cannes, as his prototype Gerald Murphy did in the
1920s (Tomkins 41; Vaill 1), Dick is studiously bored.2 His labors are
Sisyphean: the seaweed returns; the beach remains in disarray. Not all
states of boredom, however, are alike. Indeed, it might be better to
speak of "boredoms"
signify the diverse origins and effects of such
states of mind. Tommy Barban hides a violent temper behind a mask of
boredom, whereas Nicole endorses boredom as a cure for illness. Some
times momentary inertia arises from living through routines or being at
loose ends. Such boredom ceases. By contrast, profound boredom par
alyzes the
It is interminable. Despite the various formations
boredom in Tender is the
no one takes boredom very seriously, not
even those characters who suffer acutely from
For these charac
ters, boredom expresses intangible desires. Knowing that psychoana
lyst Dick Diver sympathizes too much with the anguish of his patient
Nicole, the reader listens to the exchanges about illness and money,
party-going and party-giving, with a psychiatric ear that duplicates the
transfer of symptoms from patient to doctor. Because Dick Diver treats
pathologies of the mind, the novel solicits psychoanalytic interpretation
of the etiology and therapeutic advantages of tedium. Tender is the Night
offers contradictory principles of boredom that add up to a pseudo
Freudian case study of desire, loathing, anxiety, expectation, and dread.
No single interpretation governs the
kinds of boredom that sur
face in the novel.
network of various boredoms mutually sustain
and contradict each other.
1. Boredom is the anticipation of,

wish for, a desire.

"Perhaps I have bored you/" Nicole worries in a letter to Dick (124). In
the first flushes of their correspondence, when she is an adolescent
patient at a Swiss sanitarium and he has enlisted to serve in World War
I,
cardinal sin may be to bore the recipient of a letter. Later, while
married, she feels entitled to bore him as much as he bores her.
therapy concludes when she
longer bothers
worry about his feel
ings at all. But in this early letter, she regrets that a symptom of her ill
ness, sensitivity to Dick's feelings, so openly declares itself. Sympathy
must be cauterized to
anxiety about falling in love. Simultaneous
ly, she hopes that something will come of
letter: that handsome Dick
Diver will rescue her by treating
as a patient, or that she will dis
cover love not tainted by incest.
In contrast to Dick's alcoholism and outbursts of violence, which
have
clear-cut source, the cause of Nicole's distress is unambiguous.
Nicole's doting father transgressed
taboo of incest and seduced his
daughter. Nicole's erotic subjectivity arises in negative response to
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paternal lust. She is rehabilitated when she can express a desire that
does not mirror her father's deviant passion, when she is no longer the
mere object of masculine attention. As Katherine Cummings suggests,
such a cure involves another seduction, "which inevitably leads to
transference. In more complete terms, it
there because, at mini
mum, seduction provides a source, the subject, and the style of a thera
peutic relation that has often been theorized as a father-daughter entan
glement" (236).
father's seduction of his daughter requires that she
see, in order to recuperate a sense of self, "some feminine desire, some
desire for a masculine body that does not re-spect [sic] the Father's law,"
as Jane Gallop says about the general philosophical and psychological
quandaries of daughterly complicity and resistance (50). Nicole's trans
ference of symptoms onto Dick transforms "unacceptable" seduction
within the family
an "acceptable" form outside the family, even
though Dick, considerably older than Nicole, combines elements of two
paternal figures — father and psychiatrist. Seducing Dick might, as a
therapeutic event for Nicole, cancel or minimize the effects of her
father's incestuous seduction of her. On the other
she needs to
eliminate all traces of paternal seduction from her amorous life. That
means she must ultimately reject Dick as well. Her clinical treatment
unfolds as a period of
during which one desire disintegrates (her
father's) and another forms (her own). When Nicole leaves Dick
Tommy Barban, she fulfills
mandate of her therapy by repelling
desires and acting of
accord. Or so it
Tommy has
always made an open secret of
passion for Nicole. "Tommy is in
love with me" (162), she remarks in an interior monologue years before
she returns his affection.
permits his amorous attentions until she
in them an alternative to life with Dick. Nicole transmutes victim
ization and passivity into a kind of eros that allows her to be slightly
detached from, slightly bored by, the man she loves.
In
fifty or so letters she sends to Dick during the war, Nicole does
not find the means of expressing desire, and she worries that any man
ifestation of interest
her part will drive him away. "Perhaps I have
bored you" means "perhaps I have discouraged you," because mascu
line desire, in her mind, precedes and supersedes feminine desire.
Bored, she awaits the formation of female desire. To bore Dick also
means to impose her incipient desires on him. When she later realizes
that Dick is a hopeless alcoholic and that she has outgrown him, she fig
ures her attitude as the ghostly haunting of the present with the promis
es of the future: "The figures of Dick and herself, mutating, undefined,
appeared as spooks caught up into a fantastic dance" (279-80). She wel
comes change as a "fresh breeze" (280), disquieting not because she
fears change, but simply because she does not know what shape her
destiny will take. She anticipates a probable future, whereas Dick, hav
renounced his profession and his research, directs himself
an impossible past. Nicole outgrows her ennui by accepting change,
while Dick remains mired in ennui because he has
object to which he
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can lash his intellect. Facing his glorious past, Dick can only be bored,
if we define boredom as an expectation of desire fulfilled in the future.
Arthur Schopenhauer argues that boredom and suffering define the
two poles of human existence: boredom urges us to have desires and to
establish goals. But once those goals are fulfilled we relapse into the
boredom of satiety; if the goals are not fulfilled, we suffer from boredom
brought
by deprivation and frustration (Schopenhauer 293-96). This
schema accounts for Dick's and Nicole's ennui in Tender is the Night,
though their malaise falls within the discourse of psychoanalysis rather
than philosophy. Nicole's transference of symptoms onto Dick serves as
the "representation of an unconscious desire to rebuild a parent" (Silhol
55) whether a missing mother or an idealized, unthreatening father.3
Eros cures Nicole when she learns that "she need never commit her
self
anything" (Way 140) and that her romance with Tommy is a con
venience, not a passion. It frees her from Dick. It satisfies sensual plea
sure without demanding intellectual engagement.
the other hand,
Dick evades erotic engagement altogether, except furtive dalliances,
which plunge him into perturbation. If seduction is the means to cure
for Nicole, it inculpates Doctor Diver whose
can occur only by
resisting seduction.
In his memoir Palimpsest,
Vidal claims that he has
"a life
long passion for bores" (373), the kind who repeat platitudes and con
versational set-pieces,
kind
button-hole hapless listeners at par
and drone
for hours.
monologist induces stupor in a listen
er by not heeding clues of inattention or by not soliciting a retort. The
moment is therapeutic for both talker and listener because the talker
discharges whatever preoccupies him, and the listener can reflect on
other things while pretending to pay attention. Bored, we scope the
room while listening with a half-cocked ear. People with whom we
share
ambitions,
interests, and
conversation weary us. In the
absence of common ground, dreariness seizes the mind. Adam Phillips,
in
essay
the quiescent life, "On Being Bored," calls boredom "that
state of suspended anticipation in which things are started and nothing
begins, the mood of diffuse restlessness which contains that most
absurd and paradoxical wish, the wish for a desire" (68). In particular,
children beseech their parents for alleviation from boredom. Mommy,
I'm bored. What's there to do? "'What shall we do tomorrow? / What shall
we
do?' /
hot water at ten. And if it rains, a
car at four,"
the febrile conversation in "A Game of Chess," the second part of
T. S. Eliot's The Waste Land (65).
spell of boredom holds children
and adults alike in a restive state where they have nothing to do, no
wish that they can even attempt achieve, no
towards which they
aim desire. Boredom, like the long stretch of vacant hours
Sunday
afternoons, lacks a horizon. Boredom is allied to proximate emotions
such as anxiety, rage, depression, and fidgetiness. Masking irritation or
anxiety, we let ourselves feel bored in order to disperse uncivil moods.
Vice versa, "pain, fear, anger" distract us from boredom and fill up the
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void left by having nothing to think about (Healy 59).
Absence of a goal raises the problem of the origin of desire. Does
boredom exist because one does not have a desire, or does boredom
exist because amorphous desire has
explicit outlet? Otto Fenichel, in
an essay on boredom published in the same year as Tender is the Night,
points out that boredom emerges at the boundary between inner and
outer worlds. We are bored when external stimuli do not gratify us:
"When the outer world does not excite him [the subject] withdraws his
libido
it" (Fenichel 294). Unsure what to expect, unaware that he
or she is even expecting anything, the adult converts "boredom into
waiting" (Phillips 78). Prior to desire or demand, prior to the state when
longing replaces unfocussed restlessness, the child or adult experiences
the tedium of waiting without knowing what object might bring fulfill
ment. This is not the kind of waiting that Barthes describes in A Lover's
Discourse, a period of détente that induces apathy, anger, passivity, com
putation of lost minutes. Barthes claims that "wherever there is waiting
there is transference" (40), an immediate and aggressive response to
delay. Grown-up boredom means waiting without expectation of an
end, acknowledging that a lover's company inspires further tedium, not
relief. Walter Benjamin, filing notes for
Arcades Project in
1930s,
points out that "endless waiting thus makes the finality of fate seem
appealing" (Buck-Morss 104). Nothing guarantees that "the finality
fate" will arrive. In Tender is the
waiting, as a manifestation
has no delimitation. No one will alleviate the
of expecta
tion; no lover will curtail the misery of existential waiting. Dick Diver
lives in stagnant "awaiting" (256), the narrator declares. This "await
ing" has
bearing
work or health; it is "simply
awaiting" (25657). Dick
without knowing what he expects. He lacks something
and revels in his lack.
Notwithstanding Lacan's conception of desire as insatiable lack
attenuated by language, being bored is a state in which one may not
experience lack at all. Boredom may be a gap in attention or desire.
Boredom need not be expressed in language, even though bored people
tend to share their condition by articulating it. Boredom, in Schopen
hauer's terms, may be satiety that does not get disgorged in language or
activity. As Adam Phillips claims, boredom in children is the wish for a
desire imposed from without. I'm bored. Tell me what I ought to think
about. Mobilize my fantasies.
child, in beseeching the parent
relief, demands some shaping of identity, some conversion of polymor
phous expectation
single-minded goal.
children, like bored
s, want to have their imaginations
to stimulated and regulated by
external forces. Moreover, such vocal demands resemble conversations
between bores and auditors, as well as conversations between patients
and psychoanalysts. In the talking cure, speech marshals desires; the
analysand might achieve insight at the risk of boring the analyst, just as
a bore might baffle desires in order
neutralize them. Both forms
talking involve disengagement, whether professional or casual.
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Dick's initial encounters with Nicole share these characteristics.
Although he tries to master his erotic attraction to her by using irony
and by absenting himself from "felicity a while" (145), he succumbs to
her because she designates him as her lover. When they first meet after
the war, she enwraps
with her gaze. She unfastens "her eyes from
his with difficulty, as though they
become entangled" (134). Dick,
who wants to
loved, "if he could fit it in" (133), passively accepts
Nicole's scopic homage. Yet love is also the beginning
superficiality
for him. While he
Kaethe Gregorovius, wife of his colleague, he
feels restless and simultaneously hates "himself too for this incipience
of he knew not what superficiality" (133). Dick
women because
he cannot prevent himself from doing so. No clinical term
the
pathology of charm. He rightly intuits that Kaethe thinks him an
unworthy medical practitioner. His charm cannot undo her judgment of
him. Bypassing his professional obligation to listen and advise with
regard to Nicole, he behaves according to an erotic plan that inducts
him over the first threshold of boredom, the threshold
superficiality,
which is also the threshold
love.

2. Boredom derives from a failure to fulfill ambition

talent.

In Shakespeare's Sonnet 129, the "expense of spirit" doubly refers to
seminal ejaculation and to élan vital depleted in the pursuit
pleasure.
This poem makes boredom a fall-back position
both the attainment
and the non-attainment
desires. I
not get what I wanted, so I am
bored; I got what I wanted, so now I am bored. Though the desiring speak
er this sonnet may search everywhere, even "past reason," for fulfill
ment, lust provokes a contradictory state
wanting and repudiating:
"Had, having, and in quest to have, extreme; / A bliss in proof, and
proved, a very woe, / Before, a joy proposed; behind, a dream" (Shake
speare 1753). Dick Diver assumes the posture
the ineffectual hus
band, father, and lover throughout Tender is the Night because he never
fulfills
early promise to become "a good psychologist — maybe to
the greatest one that
lived" — as he says he wishes to be (132).
Boredom becomes a ruse that substitutes
failed ambition. Worse
than not fulfilling his career aims, Dick fails to figure out what his wish
es are beyond doing well at college. To
the best psychologist
the
world is a laudable goal, but a goal so lofty that attaining it becomes a
puzzle. What constitutes being "the greatest" psychologist ever? Unat
tainable ideals thwart his ambition.
In this novel sprinkled with references to Freud — Dick hurries to
Vienna
1916 for fear that "the great Freud would eventually succumb
to an aeroplane bomb" (115) — a Freudian interpretation of Dick's char
acter might serve as a case
of someone ruined by early success.
Freud begins Beyond the Pleasure Principle with the assumption that we
manipulate events in order to avoid "unpleasure" (1) and to produce
pleasure. He recapitulates this finding in a remarkable essay
people
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undone by worldly success. Freud writes that "psychoanalytic work
has furnished us with the
that people fall ill a neurosis as a result
frustration. The frustration meant is that satisfaction
their libidinal desires" ("Some Characters" 162). However, Freud describes sev
anomalous cases, mostly culled from literary works such as Macbeth
and Rosmersholm, to prove that people develop illnesses "precisely
because a deeply-rooted and long-cherished wish has come to fulfill
ment" ("Some Characters" 164). Neurosis arises,
these instances,
when goals are perversely achieved, not defied. Guilty early
such as winning a Rhodes scholarship and publishing psychoanalytic
investigations that supply him with modest royalties
the rest of his
life, Dick does not become the greatest psychologist ever, but he suc
ceeds spectacularly well at a young age. Everyone in New Haven calls
"lucky Dick" (116). Yet Dick, according to Elkins, his American
house-mate in Vienna, has something too "intact" about him. "z[H]e
must be
intact, even faintly destroyed," claims Elkins (116). Dick
concurs. "The price of his intactness was incompleteness" (117), which
he identifies as an American trait. "Intactness," as a non-specific quali
ty, sums up his innocence and idealism. "Intactness" also implies that
has
need
love. He is complete within himself and therefore
incomplete by the standards of romance. Self-sufficiency, measured
against the romantic status quo, which dictates that everyone must feel
love
order to be whole, becomes a liability,
a deficiency for
Dick. His intelligence allows him to see his inadequacies of knowledge,
for instance, but his American "intactness"
from remedying
those inadequacies. Dick senses
incompleteness in love and in
knowledge, and by trying to rectify his incompleteness, he ruins him
self. Already lucky and charming, Dick tries to make himself European
and original as well. His frustration then becomes an attitude that
defends
from too much success and from the full knowledge of his
failure. When
prevents
from behaving angrily, he retreats
into sulkiness and attitudes of boredom. At one and the same time, such
a pose proves he is different from everyone else, and that he
failed
to make himself different from everyone else. He is left to his own com
pany.
3.

seeks company.

It is hard to
bored alone. Boredom demands that someone
adopt
your state of being. Alone, the narcissist has only himself to admire.
is much better to have someone
amplify narcissism with the sup
plement of ga-ga appreciation. Hence, the gathering of expatriate
Americans on the beach near Cannes, next to Gausse's hotel, is an
assembly of people either trying to become famous, or trying to exercise
their ambitions on each other.
arrival of movie
Rosemary Hoyt
among
group causes the Americans to direct attention at her and
also to reconfigure their relationships to each other. Who is most tai-
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ented: child star Rosemary, washed-up psychiatrist Dick, has-been com
poser
North, or whiny novelist Albert McKisco? Who merits talking
to? Why do fans mysteriously abase themselves to screen idols? Bore
dom expresses itself in seaside intrigues and the ironing out of a hierar
chy of
and talent. Gossip and movie-making mask a fundamental
recognition that ennui underlies
modern life.
4. Boredom is a by-product of capitalism.

holiday from filming, Rosemary finds the beach party inane because
it has no direction. She "had been brought up with the idea of work"
(40) and spends only "money she has earned" (54). Holidays are novel
ties for her. A holiday, we might say, provides structured boredom. The
vacationer knows that the holiday will end and a schedule will resume.
When Rosemary and her mother first arrive
the beach, Rosemary
feels only the weight of "lull" (14), the staleness of perpetual relaxation.
"Only those who have been handed over to boredom are not pressed
and plagued by time," writes Schopenhauer (292). But Rosemary, who
wants to leave as soon as she
there, is merely on vacation. She is
not obliged to stay. Profound boredom, by comparison a lull, has no
foreseeable conclusion. Dick suffers from the former; Rosemary, the lat
ter.
On the beach, relaxed Rosemary begins to fall in love with Dick. The
beach, as a geographical location, is an edge where anything might hap
pen. A
is a liminal space, "a margin or a place of change" (Doody
321).
modernist beach is the quintessential scene of romance and
frustration, where J. Alfred Prufrock strolls with
trousers rolled up
and listens to mermaids, where Leopold Bloom dawdles obscenely
Ulysses, where Minta loses her grandmother's Victorian brooch in To the
Lighthouse.
city-dweller escapes the metropolis for the seaside. The
beach allows indulgence in reverie, a momentary loss of self. Removed
from the constraints of work, the modern beach-goer enjoys the bore
dom of temporary leisure. Rivers are surrogates for sea-sides, like the
Seine in Georges Seurat's painting, "Sunday Afternoon on the Island
the Grande Jatte." In the background of most of Seurat's canvases, fac
tory chimneys spew smoke into the pellucid Paris atmosphere, a
reminder that leisure is contingent
having a job. Even at leisure,
Parisians cannot completely leave behind the work that defines their
routines.
Sandor Ferenczi, in 1919, observed a phenomenon of neurotic agita
tion among several of his patients. Symptoms of despair and fretfulness
manifested themselves
a week — on Sundays. Boredom, in other
on Ferenczi concludes in the
s, is a symptom of capitalist routine.
essay, "Sunday Neuroses," that on appointed holidays, "we are our own
masters and feel ourselves free from all the fetters that the duties and
compulsions of circumstances impose
us" (176).
trepidation
experienced by workers who have Sundays off — the compulsion to
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devise schedules and beguile leisure hours with activities — springs
from a fear that
schedule really displaces endless free time. Beyond
the suspended
of a two-week vacation
the horror of life with
out partitions, the terror of perpetual freedom, of, say, a permanent
vacation at the beach, such as the wealthy Divers experience.
capitalism expresses itself in the experience of abundance.
Georg Simmel writes in "The Metropolis and Mental Life" that cities
demand myriad mental responses and emotional adjustments. Excita
tion leads, ultimately, to blasé behavior: "a life in boundless pursuit
pleasure makes one blasé because it agitates the nerves to their strongest
reactivity for such a long time that they finally cease to react at all" (Sim
According to Simmel, capitalism deadens the appetite
pleasure.
proliferation of commodities creates a category of undif
ferentiated consumers, at the same time as such proliferation implants
new varieties of
among consumers, desires that were never
before suspected but that advertisements instill. Capitalism levels dif
ferences among shoppers and thereby inaugurates modernity, in which
everyone, without exception, can be bored by
routines of con
sumerism: getting, spending, relaxing. The dividend of consumer
expectation in commodity culture is the charm of exhausted desires.
One purchases because one knows that the thrill of owning a commod
will wear off, and the shopper will have to go forth again to make
another consumer conquest.4
Inexhaustibly wealthy, Nicole spends in sprees in Tender is the Night,
buying things of no use herself, just for the sheer
of having them:
"She bought colored beads, folding beach cushions, artificial flowers,
honey, a guest bed,
love birds, miniatures for a doll's house
and three yards of
new cloth the color of prawns. She bought a
dozen bathing suits, a rubber alligator, a traveling
set" (55), and so
on.
desire to shop, as a symptom and fulfillment of boredom,
becomes conflated with the extravagance of purchasing beyond
Thinking perhaps of Emma Bovary's insatiable demand for silk
liqueurs and
shopping sensations, Walter Benjamin wittily likens
boredom to a cloak in The Arcades Project: "Boredom is a warm gray fab
ric lined
the inside with the most lustrous and colorful of silks. In
this fabric we wrap ourselves when we dream. We are at home then in
the arabesques of
lining" (105-6). Like a cloak, boredom shields its
wearer from too much contact with the
from
much agitation
of the
Georg Simmel's conception of enervation in
metropolis points to
another aspect of boredom, namely, that boredom has designated
venues, and in
venues, romance blossoms.
department
stores, museums, seasides, riverbanks, dance-halls, movie theaters, all
become places legitimated by
off — locations that Ferenczi's Sun
day neurotics might eschew. Within a capitalist dialectic of free time
and clock-punching, one finds objects of romance during moments of
leisure. At work, one tries to remain concentrated on the task at
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and not fall in love. One goes to Coney Island, or Central Park, or the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, or Loews, or the Riviera to establish new
erotic pairings.
modernist beach in particular exists as a place
peek-a-boo voyeurism. While on vacation at the sea-side, men and
women look at each other without recrimination. Rosemary, when she
first arrives in Cannes, has
place on the beach because she wants
nothing, and does not yet know that she ought to engage in romantic
contretemps.
stands outside the economy of desire as regulated by
ennui.
the beach, she begins to renounce her mother and learn how
to love Dick. At this
we begin to see the healthful benefits of bore
dom. Rosemary's boredom is an act of refusal of others' games and gos
sip. Boredom denies someone else's libidinal interests. Boredom may
hide anxiety, but it may also suggest repudiation of norms that are anti
thetical to our own. "Even taken in the narrower realm of cultural
reception," writes Fredric Jameson, comparing clinical definitions of
boredom to aesthetic responses, "boredom with a particular kind
work or style or content can always be used productively as a precious
symptom of our
existential, ideological, and cultural practices, and
their threat to our
rationalizations about the nature and value
art" (72). Boredom exposes prevalent notions of fashion and ideology.
Rosemary shakes up the lives of the beach-dwellers, who are, in any
waiting querulously for some change to come along. Rosemary
dispels boredom in the very places it is supposed to flourish.
5. Boredom is a prelude to love.

As a psychiatrist, Dick Diver practices professional disengagement, a
condition of boredom sanctioned by
training, in which
attempts
not to respond to impulses of transference and counter-transference
implicit in his doctor-patient relationship with Nicole Warren. His
attention,
does not just hover. His clinical disinterest slackens.
His romantic intentions towards Nicole become acute as she flirts with
him.
plays new gramophone songs for him and leads him to the top
of an Alp in a funicular. What
always been for him a professional
obligation — to exercise neutrality with regard his patient — becomes
instead romantic obligation sanctioned by Nicole's sister and invited by
Nicole herself. He sees Nicole,
patient, as a producer of boredom.
He
Nicole, his girlfriend, as the object of his boredom. He allows
himself to be bored by her because
wants to relent in his drive to a
successful career and find
for love. For Dick, boredom serves as a
precondition of romance. In the absence of specific desire, she encour
his attention. He is supposed to be professionally bored while lis
tening to her; while married,
can scarcely discern where romance
begins and disinterest leaves off. In order to fall in love with Dick,
Nicole must overcome the trauma caused by incest and relax into the
"cure" of boredom. Her love for Dick is transitional, a way of defying
father's desires and establishing desires of her own. In other words,
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her love for Dick cures because it combines paternalism with disinterest.
According to this
marriage is the ultimate remedy for love, not the
fulfillment of love. Marriage gets Nicole out of her static situation
having guilty desires. Therapeutically speaking, "bore me" means
"cure me." "Bore me" means "love me. "
6. Boredom seeks an objective correlative.

For the sufferer of
something
which to hook desires must
come
mind or come into view. In this sense, boredom is principal
ly a visual event, "the fading of the appetite of the eye" (Leader 238).
origins of romance between Dick and Nicole are scopic, as are the
origins of romance between Dick and Rosemary. Nicole sends snap
shots of herself in letters to Dick (150). Scopic pleasure is magnified by
the cinematic references in the novel, specifically the screening of Rose
acclaimed film Daddy's Girl, which Rosemary herself arranges to
show to her friends at a Paris studio. If boredom is fatigue of the eye (it
need not be exclusively that), then Hollywood
is the ne plus
of disdainful, nonchalant mindlessness. Cinematic
— to which the
spectator, beguiled by Greta Garbo, Gene Tierney, Victor Mature,
Leonardo DiCaprio, or
cathects desires — give pleasure or no
longer give pleasure according to the receptivity of the spectator. Ado
ration at the movies is always contingent: it can be granted or with
drawn according to the caprice of the viewer. Not to care anymore
about whether amusement at the movies brings pleasure signifies a
transit
tedium. We channel boredom into cinematic or televisual
representations. Projected images siphon off the feeling of free-floating
ennui that we
to discharge, even as
images exacerbate symp
toms of
This begs the question of why people are not bored
often than they claim to
given how repetitive image culture is. The
proliferation of images also begs the question of why
people con
tinue to find fascination and libidinal excitement in familiar objects.
Rosemary's plaguesome suitor, Collis Clay, sees Daddy's Girl four times
without losing interest. Clay knows a student at Yale who has seen the
film twelve times (70). Repetition does not, apparently, bore either
them. Unable to invent activities that could control alienation — and
boredom by any other name is alienation from our desires— the bored
lover or bored child seeks randomly for relief in novel places, among
novel objects or partners. Nicole eventually thinks, "Other women have
lovers .... Why shouldn't I?"
When Dick
longer
diverts attention from her ailments, she has
more use for him. Hav
loved him in order to cure herself, Nicole falls out of love when she
another objective correlative for her ennui.

7. Boredom substitutes for eros.
Nicole tries to force Dick into a recognition of
carnal longings. He
prowls in public gardens and watering-holes trying to pick up women.
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At a night-club in Rome, he smiles brazenly at an English woman and
"she smiled at him again with an invitation he understood, that denied
the flesh even in the act of tendering it" (222).
sentence ambigu
ously implies that she refuses physical contact while wanting to contin
ue flirting; yet it also implies that Dick is not interested enough in pur
suing her to bring the episode to physical consummation. In either
interpretation, "flesh" is denied. Similarly, he denies
attraction to
Rosemary, then consummates his affair with her when romance no
longer seems viable. Rosemary sleeps with Dick
she has
other
sexual experiences and
Dick represents for Rosemary an old
not a viable love object. Their sexual relation has
consequences and
therefore has an element of indifference about it.
Having investigated her own desires, Nicole forces Dick to confront
what he finds erotically appealing: young women who look up to him.
Reverting to baby-talk of the sort that characterizes their
relation
ship, Nicole challenges Dick to dance with little girls, whom he evi
dently finds attractive: "'Why don't you meet some of these ickle durls
and dance with them in the afternoon?'" (172). In response, Dick stares
"far over the heads of young maidens" (172) as if he doesn't understand
why Nicole is pushing him to seduce young women. Nicole's insight
into his libidinal urges diminishes them. He prefers to keep the func
tioning of his libido a mystery. He prefers furtive sexuality. He cruises
a woman in a dark park in Innsbruck, but she does not respond when
he noisily strikes a
He walks away thinking "he had long been
outside the world of simple desires and their fulfillments, and
was
inept and uncertain" (202). He is also
worn down and
uninter
ested in carnality to pick up someone in a public park.
and
romance, in the end, accomplish nothing for Dick, so
seeks refuge in
the negation of eros. There is nothing novel in sex; therefore, I renounce sex.
Boredom masks instinctual death drives, the utter defeat of libidinal
impulses. Furthermore, the specious claim that
desires have ever
been "simple"
contradicted
and again by Dick's inability to
understand his complex relation to desire, as a means to dominate, to
placate, or to manipulate others. Desire is not an end in itself. Many
women find Dick seductive and charming. He, however, ceases to find
eros adequate, vital, or, perhaps, crucial to his sense of self. He
of the erotic shenanigans of his friends by flirting in a detached manner.
eover,
prefers mental blankness available in alcohol to flirtation
Nor
that might end in sex. As the novel concludes, Dick idly teases Mary
th. He
he acts his role as Lothario
to
without
some
commitment
to to seduction.
if
Cruelly,
thinks of flirtation as a
to force Mary into believing in
love, without believing himself that
loves her (314). Rosemary points
out that Dick is a born actor because he reserves all of his emotions
(105). If love brings no one any happiness in Tender is the Night, all
erotic attachments imply manipulation of
sort, it would be better
live beyond eros. Subduing
however, plunges Dick
the
slough of indecision where lack of commitment leads
inertia.
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8. Boredom precipitates tragedy.

Almost all of Fitzgerald's novels involve characters who devise
entertainments to distract attention
their vacuous lives. Fitzger
ald's narrative technique
suggests detachment: third-person voic
es accentuate the remoteness of narrator from action in This Side of Par
adise and The Beautiful and the
In the former, culturally condi
tioned fatigue is a precursor to poetic creation. Amory in This
of
Paradise scribbles poems about "Yawning and wondering all evening
through" (135) as he muddles his way
a definition of poetry. The
pose of romantic detachment, the habit of over-scrupulously evaluating
his options before
acts on them, push Amory into weariness. Fur
thermore,
cannot figure out which woman deserves to be the object
of his undergraduate ardor. Clara, Isabelle, and Rosalind, among oth
ers, star in the theater of Amory's affections. They all behave according
to his voluptuous, if meretricious, fantasies. He's bored by each of them,
or they are bored
him. Boredom similarly
Gloria and Anthony
in The Beautiful and the Damned and is
figured as a problematic rela
tion of gender: "Gloria lulled Anthony's mind
sleep. She, who
of all women the wisest and the finest, hung like a brilliant cur
tain across his doorways, shutting out the light of the sun" (191). Glo
ria and Anthony travel with "a sort of lassitude" (131)
destination
to destination in the same manner that Tom and Daisy Buchanan in The
Great Gatsby drift from Newport to France to New
to Long Island.
Boredom typically underlies the lust for travel in Fitzgerald's novels.
More typically still, boredom disguises the failure to reckon the cost
personal commitments — the way Tom and Daisy, for instance, cava
lierly disregard the death of Myrtle Wilson, despite their complicity in
it, and leave Long Island avoid suspicion. Travel conceals moral fail
ure. Tragedy in Fitzgerald's fiction is, therefore, a compound of failure
to understand oneself and a failure to account for the variety of motives
hidden within nervous traveling.5
In Tender is the
Tommy Barban gallivants from place to place.
veteran of the Great War, he provokes a duel with Albert McKisco and
later challenges Dick to give up Nicole. Tommy craves action merely to
disturb the placid surface of post-war ease. Boredom is a state of ten
sion for
that requires violent disruption. Action gives him some
thing to do. He displays a "faint disgust" at all times in his face, espe
cially in "the inability of the mouth to endure boredom" (18). Tommy
erases boredom by injuring others. His violent tendencies are mirrored
throughout the
in a series of inexplicable
such as the death
of Peterson, the man
looks for Abe North at the Ritz. Peterson's
death has
consequence, except for
deleterious effects
She breaks down, again, in the bathroom. Other instances of random
violence have little significance beyond their suggestion of the way vio
lence relieves pent-up lovers' frustrations. Maria Wallis, an American,
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shoots an Englishman at the train station. The Englishman is not her
husband, but aside from that, few details are given about
motive for
homicide. The shooting vanishes from consciousness almost immedi
ately: "the women, missing something, lapsed
a vague unhappi
ness. Then, as if nothing had happened, the lives of the Divers and their
friends flowed out
the street" (85). Irony here derives not just from
the failure of the
to respond humanely to this violent episode, but
also from Fitzgerald's sense that triviality of response helps repress
"horrified" (85) feelings that
one in the group identifies or address
es.
pursuit of amusement prevents them from speaking seriously or
morally even about questions that deserve serious,
responses.
Not even violence disturbs
Americans absorbed in amusing them
selves to death.
Trivialization disguises the moral dimensions of
Tragedy, in
Fitzgerald's fiction, often expresses itself as trivialization. Seeing
actions as trivial, not tragic, causes characters to repeat the past. Tender
is the Night is tragic insofar as it returns to the past as a place of possi
bility. Unable to interpret the meaning of events, characters treat the
past as a cipher for lost amusements and lost romances. Abe North can
not escape his previous, if limited, successes, nor can Dick Diver con
ceive of his return to profitable research. They live in the past as a myth
ic, timeless zone, much as Gatsby declares to Nick
in The
Great Gatsby that one can turn back time and recapture lost youth and
love. Time does not budge for Gatsby. Being stuck in the past and wor
rying about missed opportunities are aspects of tragedy. Rosemary
Hoyt can never be tragic because she lives in an eternal present at the
movies and because she pragmatically dissociates herself from pain.
past amuses her, nothing more. "So much
— so long ago" (99),
Rosemary thinks about her Riviera friends. She envies "their fun, imag
ining a life of leisure unlike her own.
knew little of leisure but she
the respect for it of those who have never
it. She thought of it
as resting, without realizing that the Divers were as far
relaxing as
she was herself" (99). Fun diverts Rosemary away from recognizing
that dissipated Americans are tragic, not trivial, characters.

9. The bored subject avoids trauma.
Boredom was a cultural response in the 1920s and 1930s to
traumat
ic devastations of war. Boredom, too, is a prerogative of class, a way of
preserving ideology by feigning indifference. Walter Benjamin calls
boredom "an index of participation in the collective sleep" (Buck-Morss
105). Social-climbing Madame Verdurin in Marcel Proust's Remembrance
of Things Past calls anyone
occupies a different league of taste or
social connections than she does a "bore," and exiles them
her "lit
tle clan" (312). Cecilia, the rich heroine of Elizabeth Bowen's To the
North, flies from taxi to train, from
to dinners, in a frenzy of bore
only charm "kept her at all times from being quite a bore" (39).
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Alternating fits of anxiety and tedium underlie the behavior of socialites
in George Cukor's 1933 film Dinner at Eight and Henry Green's 1939
satirical
Party Going. In the 1930s, ennui was the predominant
pose that repressed awareness of social unrest, unemployment, and
political strife.
T. S. Eliot's The Waste Land, which Fitzgerald, like everyone else,
avidly, records the anomie of the inter-war period as the feeling
wastefulness and emotional detachment. In Ernest Hemingway's The
Sun Also
Jake Barnes, injured in action during the war, avoids talk
ing about that late catastrophe. "'I got hurt in the war,' I said [to Geor
gette]. 'Oh, that dirty war' [she replied]. We would probably have gone
and discussed the war and agreed that it was in reality a calamity for
civilization, and perhaps would have been better avoided. I was bored
enough" (Hemingway 17). Only in
under conditions of acute
dreariness, does Jake think about the traumatic past. His statement
means two things: he's nearly bored enough to
about the past (the
past can only be revealed in moments of inattention); he's bored enough
and cannot continue with this line of conversation (the past cannot be
revealed except in casual squibs of information, discharged while flirt
ing, and meant to enhance Jake's heroic, if reserved, masculinity). Bore
dom brings disclosure; boredom brings avoidance. Given Jake's taciturn
character, he more likely wishes to curtail the conversation. Boredom
acts as a symptom of his barely controlled hysteria about the war. He's
bored already and says nothing further about his non-specific war
wound. Like the disembodied speakers in Eliot's The Waste
the
characters in Hemingway's novel suffer from a cultural form of bore
dom: the posture of not talking about the catastrophes and personal
costs of war. When Dick, Rosemary, Abe, and others visit the battle
fields of World War I, Dick, who did not see active duty, provides com
mentary on European civilization. Abe,
see active duty and has
lost his creativity, says, like a character out of The Waste Land,
"'There are lots of people dead
and we'll all be dead soon'" (56).
Abe's desperate pursuit of
throughout Tender is the Night disguises
the costs that war otherwise inflicts on its survivors. Boredom thus
becomes a pre-requisite for civilized behavior. One refuses to speak
about the depredations of the past in order to preserve a spurious
of order and ease in the present.
10. Hollywood localizes boredom.

Traumatic events in Tender is the Night, such as war and incest, get trans
lated into entertainment, such as a tourist
to
trenches and a
screening of Daddy's Girl. Cinema, as entertainment, permits avoidance
of trauma, even as cinematic representation repeats traumatic occur
rences. As a strategy of avoidance offering fun instead of fear, cinema,
treated as a simulacrum of celebrity culture and
vicissitudes in Anita
Loos's 1925 novel Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, diverts audiences with com
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edy. Ditzy Lorelei Lee, protagonist of Loos's novel, thinks she might
scream if she can't find something to put her mind on — shopping,
deceiving, chatting, screen-acting. Always on the look-out for a rich
husband, Lorelei puts up with hours of male conversation: "Gerry talks
to me for hours and hours
marriage]. I mean he never seems to
get tired of talking and he does not
to even
to go to
or
dance or do anything
but talk, and if I don't really have something
definite to put my mind on
I will scream" (Loos 16-17). Lorelei's is
a droll boredom because she feigns interest
manipulating wealthy
men
buying her tiaras, dinners, and clothes. Lorelei fears
indefiniteness will undo
so she seizes every opportunity that comes
her way to promote
career. When she sees "Doctor Froyd" in Vien
na (88-90), he cannot believe she acts on all her impulses.6
She represses nothing, not even her aggression. Back in Little Rock,
she had "quite a bad case of histerics" (Loos 25) and shot her employer,
also happened to be her unfaithful lover. Lorelei
out, how
ever, that boredom allows her to connive. While pretending to be naive
and disaffected, Lorelei draws other people out and makes men fall
love with her. Boredom, as a pose, ironically makes Lorelei
much
stupider than she is. However, always looking for an opportunity, she
allows no one to get the better of her. Similarly, because she suffers from
malaise, Nicole controls the flow of eros in courtship and marriage
Tender is the Night.
onus falls
Dick to amuse and distract her.
Hence, Dick develops an insatiable appetite for parties, initially as dis
tractions for Nicole's unhappiness and later as distractions for his own
ennui.
In Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, Lorelei marries a rich husband and con
vinces him to finance her career as a Hollywood
In Tender is the
Night, Rosemary and Dick consummate their affair after a lapse of
boredom and stardom both depend
moody performance. The
locus of American boredom, Hollywood signifies not an escape from
tedium, but
conversion into a commodity retailed at movie palaces.
Making movies gives Lorelei's husband and her assorted suitors some
thing to do.
codes of tedium cross with the codes of Hollywood in
Tender is the Night, as they do in other American fiction that concentrates
cinema as a metaphor for scopophilia and spiritual emptiness, such
as Nathanael West's The
of the Locust or Joan Didion's Play As It
Lays. In Tender is the
Hollywood serves as the sign of how the
American pursuit of amusement arises from and complements bore
dom. Rosemary Hoyt
at her film career but does not con
fuse celebrity with authenticity. Those outside the movie industry lan
guish in the doldrums because they imagine that real life and
romance exist inside cinematic representations. Nicole, for instance,
thinks Tommy Barban looks like "all the adventurers in the movies"
(269). According to Kaethe Gregorovius, Nicole resembles Norma Tal
madge, the Hollywood star (239).
Unlike those
see themselves refracted through cinematic repre
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sentations, Dick repudiates movies. When Rosemary tells Dick she has
arranged a screen-test for him, he recoils in horror. To appear on film
would be to publicize
private woes and to
himself an icon
bored, wealthy Americans. Still believing himself a professional psy
chiatrist, Dick avoids the stigma of celebrity as earnestly as Lorelei and
Rosemary seek it out.
modern film screen, like the postmodern tele
vision
portrays impossible happiness and romance. Véronique
Nahoum-Grappe writes that television "struggles against the latent
ennui that
at the bottom of vacant hours: the preference for news,
then for police shows, the pleasure of the big picture, the presentation
of the most spick-and-span objects, the most beautiful women, offered
from every angle for visual consumption, all
things in
corner
of the living room, in the hospital ward, in the communal room of a
shelter, before the sofa where retirees gape, make of this piece of furni
ture a major invention in the collective struggle against ordinary bore
dom" (176)7
Television may offer resistance
ennui, yet in the society of the
spectacle, TV and cinema prove to viewers how ordinary life is, how
fallen by comparison with sitcom perfection. In the end, television and
cinema diffuse boredom as much as they counteract it. Dick avoids the
movies because they expose too sharply his disaffection with life as it is.
11. Boredom is a form of narcissism.
Throughout Tender is the Night, homosexual characters appear and dis
appear. Homosexuality does not provide an alternative to heterosexual
partnerships. It points the way towards a conception of romance as
transient. In fact, the queer characters, Campion and Dumphrey, have
an unhappy break-up early in the narrative. Rejected by his lover, Luis
Campion weeps in the courtyard of Gausse's Hotel. Discovered by
Rosemary, Campion exclaims, "'It's always the same. . . . When you're
older you'll know what people
love suffer.
agony. It's better
to be cold and young than to love. It's happened to me before but never
like this — so accidental — just when everything was
well'" (41).
Although Rosemary, realizing that Campion has been dumped by
Dumphrey, quivers with disgust, she is too cold-hearted
understand
that love affairs conclude in tears and suffering. Nevertheless, the
homosexual paradigm inaugurates the paradigm for other break-ups,
and break-downs, in the novel. Angus Collins argues that homosexual
in the novel serves as "a symbol of moral and sexual chaos"
leads to "an ethic of release" from creative blockage for Fitzgerald (170,
171). Jacqueline Tavernier-Courbin, noting Dick's association with
homosexuality, thinks him the only character "destroyed by his sensu
ality" (462) in the novel, but also argues that he craves love that
one
can satisfy. Fitzgerald haggled with Maxwell Perkins about "the
of the fairies and the scene of the Lesbians." He wanted Perkins to
finesse
episodes past the Book of the Month Club. Perkins was
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requested to "dub" both scenes into the book proofs; they
been edit
ed away in serial publication of the novel in Scribner's Magazine between
January and April, 1934 (Bruccoli and Duggan 326-327).
Although Fitzgerald's own attitude towards homosexuality was
usually thoughtless, he uses homosexuals in Tender is the Night as mark
ers of sensual narcissism copied by Dick. Freud, in
1913 essay "On
Narcissism," claims that homosexuality is an ailment of self-absorption:
"We have discovered, especially clearly in people whose libidinal devel
opment has suffered some disturbance, such as perverts and homosex
uals, that in their later choice of love-objects they have taken as a model
not their mother but their
selves" (554). Freud postulates a prima
ry narcissism in everyone, a more-or-less healthy instinct for self-preser
vation that shifts
auto-eroticism. The normative narcissist learns to
translate that eros to a love-object outside the self, while retaining a
sense of bodily gratification
by the self. If we adopt Freud's
psychoanalytic paradigm of self-serving desire
those romantic
liaisons found in Fitzgerald's novel, we arrive at the insight that the socalled homosexual narcissism of Campion and Dumphrey becomes the
pattern for other characters
indulge in moments of trans-gendered
high-jinks. Many characters in this novel are a bit queer, cavalierly so.
Dick amuses his companions on the beach by dressing up in "black lace
drawers" (21). McKisco comments contemptuously about Dick's curi
ous garb, "'Well, if that isn't a pansy's trick!'" (21). Dick's momentary
transvestism might be interpreted in the light of
version of
improper narcissism, making Dick an object of desire. Coded as homo
sexual, Dick's trick draws attention to his body and, ulteriorly, to Dick's
typical demeanor as a listener and helper. The pansy's trick diverts peo
ple and points out the fundamental narcissism of lounging
the beach.
Generally, "Dick's parties were all concerned with excitement, and a
chance of fresh night air was the more precious for being experienced in
the intervals of the excitement" (76). In one night-long
spent tra
versing Paris, sometimes in the Shah of Persia's new car, sometimes
a cart-load of carrots, an ever-shifting party of people
come and
depart as if by some schedule known only to Dick, supposedly mani
fests the fun-loving character of Americans, but the party has
point.
It does not "bring someone out," as débutante balls do; it does not throw
people together in a mix of social classes the way Gatsby's gaudy parties
do in The Great Gatsby.
Paris party in Tender is the Night merely man
ifests a narcissistic desire to extract as much pleasure
other people
without the bother of having to contribute anything very amusing one
self.
implicit connections between homosexuality and narcissism are
confused further when Mary North and Lady Caroline, rich and bored,
dress up as male, French sailors and cruise the docks of Antibes: "'
was merely a lark,' said Lady Caroline with
'We were pretending
to be sailors
leave, and we picked up two silly girls. They got the
wind up and made a rotten scene in a lodging house'" (303). The
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women abridge their activities in the telling. How, for instance, and
why, do Lady Caroline and Mary North end up in a lodging house with
two French girls? What did they propose to do? Lady Caroline and
the same costume in order to go cruising, just as earlier in the
novel Nicole begins to write to Dick Diver during the war because "she
had heard from America how girls wrote to soldiers whom they did not
know" (121). Mimicry produces eros. Eros inspires mimicry. Uncertain
how to masquerade as an adult woman, Nicole imitates other American
women. Similarly, Lady Caroline and Mary copy each other sartorially.
Duplicating each other, they can investigate an illicit, homosexual desire
latent in each other. Their "lesbianism," fleeting as it is, gives them
something
do, a caprice with almost no trace of eros attached.
While treating a recalcitrant Chilean homosexual named Francisco
whose father has tried to bully
into heterosexuality, Dick comes "as
close" as he "had
come
comprehending such a character from
any but the pathological angle — he gathered that this very charm made
it possible for Francisco
perpetrate
outrages" (245). Dick customarily responds with disgust to homosexuality. He relents somewhat
when
sees Francisco as charming, someone who conforms to Dick's
model of engaging solicitude. This insight
the benefits of
regardless of sexual orientation, suggests that charm is not an
aspect of sexuality. Dick, like Francisco, wants to charm rather than
seduce, wants
be thought intelligent rather than to be intelligent.
Ultimately, eros does not fulfill Dick. Seeing his resemblance to Fran
cisco, Dick renounces his charm because it is neither original nor exclu
sively heterosexual. Furthermore, charm ultimately has
conse
quence, regardless of
heterosexual or homosexual possessor: "for
Dick, charm always
an independent existence" (245). Although
charm sometimes incites sexual interest, it can also defuse eros. Charm
is not, after all, the same thing as flirting. It is sometimes necessary to
be charming when one has
interest in flirting. Dick charms because
does not want to offend, not because others pique his curiosity.
Charm, like the boredom it sometimes countervails, denies the body
and
appetites.
12. Boredom transforms the body.

Waiting in a restaurant, Dick Diver observes that Americans have no
sense of repose. They constantly touch their faces, adjust their sus
penders, or scratch their scalp (51-52). This agitation bespeaks insecuri
ty about the existence of the body and
desires. Americans touch
themselves to ensure that they are corporeally present.
bored indi
vidual spurns the body and enters a zone of unimaginable isolation. I'm
bored out of my skull. I'm bored beyond belief. Having renounced desire,
Dick Diver, has a casual interest in knowing that desire still exists, even
as a category without personal application. Dick is "not 'gnawed' by the
desire of the Other," as
Žižek puts the case of those who live out
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side the demands of eros (243). He wills himself to live beyond the
demands of the Other, which is to say, Dick wants to live in a state of
apathy. Curious about all forms of erotic challenge and combination,
Dick has, out of an ennui that puts Madame Bovary's to shame, exempt
ed himself from feelings of engagement. Quite possibly
feels
need
for love. He has no sense of lack. He is, in himself, too intact. For that
reason, others, unable to bear his intactness, wish to see him ruined, as
he does himself. Self-sufficiency seems abnormal. Dick hovers, disem
bodied, outside the direct representation of action at the
of the
novel. People report his whereabouts, but
ceases to exist as a physi
cal presence. His boredom, finally, is a symptom of getting rid of the
body and
desires. His declaration that he, of all Americans, is the
only one to possess "repose" (51),
bodily needs. One may be dri
ven out of one's mind with boredom, but Dick Diver is
driven out
of his body.
13. Terminal boredom is an escape, or an attempt to escape, from desire.

"We can think of boredom as a defense against waiting, which is, at one
remove,
acknowledgment of the possibility of desire," writes Adam
Phillips (76). In this ante-room of action, boredom is the best refutation
of objects of desire. Patricia Spacks claims that modernists
"a sign
of virtue in boredom" (219). For Dick Diver, and for Americans in Ten
der is the Night, not to
anything at all is failure of
a failure,
the last analysis, to behave as Americans. This may constitute Dick's
tragedy:
has
himself entirely from the circuits of desire.
Remote from the giddy alternations of tedium and amusement, Dick in
America is talked of but never seen. He travels from town to
and
practices medicine in order to have something to do, without expecting
that action will relieve
of the fundamental boredom that governs
and sustains his life.

Notes
1. Seneca uses the phrase, "tedium vitae," which
common currency
in the Roman
in an approving comment on Epictetus. In Moral
Letters to Lucilius (number XXIV), Seneca laments, "Nihil novi facio, nihil
novi video; fit aliquando et huius rei nausia [I do nothing new, I see
nothing new, and this sometimes results in nausea]" (180; translation
modified). Reinhard Kuhn (15-64) and Madeleine Bouchez survey liter
ary boredom and
relation to acedia (torpor or inertia), otium (leisure
as laziness), and tristitia (dejection or immense suffering). Patrice
(265-284) provides a concise round-up of postmodernism in relation to
boredom. Other pertinent
the topic are cited throughout this
essay. For the sake of variety, I use the terms "ennui" and "boredom"
interchangeably, but I am conscious of the fact that "ennui" often signi
fies annoyance and abjection within tedium vitae.
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2. Sara Murphy, ostensible model for Nicole Diver, despised Tender is
the Night and
parallels between
life and Fitzgerald’s
3. Critics interpret seduction in the
according to conventions
tragedy (Merrill 597-615), American identity (Callahan 374-395), or sex
ual politics (Fetterley 111-128). Harold Beaver emphasizes Dick's
"passé" charm and "old-fashioned" behavior in conflict with modern
mores (66).
4. Fitter analyzes Fitzgerald's "socialism" and his position vis-à-vis cap
italism (1-21). Nunokawa discusses the relation between the brevity of
homosexual desire and the equal brevity of the frisson produced by
shopping (160-161).
5. Judith Fetterley gives a full account of gender relations and Fitzger
ald's ambivalence about women's work. Fetterley usefully argues that
the representation of women as workers manifests Fitzgerald's ambiva
lence about femininity. She extends this point to demonstrate that
Fitzgerald's "negative attitude toward conventional masculinity is
deeply embedded in the imaginative structure of Tender is the Night"
(126). In part, tragedy resides in uneasiness about designated gender
roles for both men and women.
6. Idiosyncratic spelling belongs to Lorelei,
keeps a journal to
improve her mind.
7. This is my translation. Nahoum-Grappe's book persuasively
for the alignment of ugliness, anorexia, grayness, and television with
"ordinary boredom. "
is especially good at conveying the postmod
ern capacity for overlooking squalor — her favorite example of
being masticated wads of chewing gum left in gooey lumps on the plat
forms of Paris subway stations (105 and passim). She diagnoses the dif
fusion, adoption, and resistance to televisual and fictional representa
tions of "la vraie vie," or "real life," that exists always in someone else's
world rather than our own. Her sociological study of boredom is amus
and perceptive; it has shaped my thinking about cruelty and illusion
as aspects of contemporary boredom.
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